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Bibliog4iglyof Professional Materials far-the Conteht Area eading Project

4
Burling, R. English in blaclokand %Mtg. New York: Holt, RiOehari and

Winston, 1973.

Cartwrfight, P. G., CartwrightL.C. A. and YSseldyke, J. E. Two decision models:

identificaXion.and diagnostic teaching of handicapped children in the

regular classroom. Psychology in the Schools, 1973, 10 4-10.

Earle, R. A. Teaching reading and mathematics. 'Newark, Delaware: Inter-

national Reading Association, 1976.

Florida Department of Education. Itykical education and reading: a wihning

team. Tallahasee, 'Florida: Florida Department of Education, 1975.

Florida Department of Education. Reading the language of mathematics.

Tallahasee, Florida: Floi'dia lippartment of Education, 1975.

Florida Department of Education. Science age reading. Tallahasbe, Florida:

Florida Department of Education, 1975.,

Florida DepartMent of Education. Social studies and'reading. Tallahase.,

Florida: Florida Depaftmkt of Education, 1975.
41%

Greif, K. N. and Askov,.E. N. Learning centers: ih ideabook fpr reading and

language arts. Dubuque, Iowa: Kendall Hunt, 1974.

HitrirY, 8. H. Teaching reading as Concept development.;, Newark, Delaware:
International Reading Association, 1974.

Herber, H. L. Success with words. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Scholastic

Book Service, 1973.

Herber, H. L. Teaching - reading in content areas. Englewood Cliffs,

Jersey:, Prentice Hall, 1970.

Korn, T. D. Reading for the disadvantaged. Newark,-Delaware: International

4 .Reading Association, 1970.

dacqubs, J. W. and Schwartz, 8. Leisure reading for adults. Upper Montclair,

New Jersey: Montclair State College, 1976.

Kane, R. B., Byrone, M., and Hater, M. Helping children read mathematics.

Cincinnati: American Book Company, 4974.

Laffeyt J. L. and Shuy, R. Language differences; do they'interfere? Newark,

Delaware: International Reading Association, 1973.

Lichtman, M. Reading: everyday acttvities,in life. New York: Cal- f ' SS,

1972.*

McLean, H. W. and Killian,D. L. How toconstruct individualized 1 rnin

pacs. Dubuque, Iowa: Kenda1717174.
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/

National Multimedia Center for Adults. A'selected' listing of state 309B, 309C

and" r1 ht read ro ects.. Upper, Montclair, New Jersey: National Adult

cat on ear ng '.use, Montclair State College, i976.

Piercey, D. Reading activitiesin'content areas. Boston: Allyn and Bacon,

1976:
, .

ShepheQ, D. L. Comprehensive.high school reaMmethods. Columbus, Ohio:

' Charles E. Merrifl,.1973. -

Shuy, R. W. Dispvering American dialects. Urbana,. Illinois: 'National

Council of Teachers of English, 1967.

.
Smith, R. J. and Barrett, T. C._ Teaching reading in the middle grades.

-Reading, Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley, 1976.

-

Teague, C. Language,arts: study and reference skills.

tional Objectives Exchange, n. d:

Los Angeles: Instruc-

:

Thelen, J. Improving reading in science. Rewa'rt, Delaware: International

Reading Association; 1976'.

Thomas, E. L. and Robinson, H. A. Improving reading in ever( class: a source-

book for teachers. Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1972,

Turner, T. N. Making the social studies textbook a more effective tool for
- less able readers. Social tducationT-106, 40, 38-41.

to,
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ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF JUNIOR H)GH SCHOOL

MATERIALS FOR READING DEVELOPMENT IN
THE CONTENT AREAS ,

6

Sandra L. Snyder

6/22/77
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Pg. 1.21

ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF JUNIOR HI(-( SCHOOL

M4TER1ALS FOR READING DEVELOPMEW. IN
TIE CONTENT AREAS

Thits bibliography contains materials4that could-be used to the

'." junior high school classroom as a means of.improving reading skills
4

throuih contentareaect matter. Most of the materidls. gave been

dbllected and used in connection with the. Content Area keiding Project.

The Content Area Reading Project was coddutted by the Division of

Continuing Education, The Pennsylvania State University. The project

was supported, 'in part, by;he Bureau_ of Adult and Collunity Education,

Division of Vocatidnal Education, Pennsylvania Department aEducation.

The Content Area Reading Project was an in-service education program-

which trained junior high and adult education teachers to teach reading

skills in the context of their subject areas.
4

Students at the junior high leyel,are often faced with the task of

learning new material primtrily through,coneept-laded textbooks. Tpe

materials compiled in this bibliography were selected for their useful-

ness as supplementary or alternative resources for concept learning.

Many of the materials provide content instruction at low readability

levels for.those students reading below grade level. Others-emphasize

.
.

specific reading skills using subject matter content as the vehicle
Nigim

through which the skills are develope4. The bibliography also includes

commercial reading programs whose princi'l objective is "learning to
,

.readn'ratherthan "reading t6 learn."
d -1

All materials. have been grouped under subject headings which corre-

late with typical junior high content areas. They have heen'cr6ss-indexed,

where applicable, to the five general knowledge areas used to_determine

.asitult performance level /APL Project).

7
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The Adplt Performande LevelJAPL) Study is an investigation of
4 ,

practical adult literacyrfUnded by.the Office of Education and conducted

through the Division of Extension of the University of Texas at Austin.

The project is an attempt tooperationally define literacy in terns of

.1'skills and knowledge needed for proficiency in certain areas of need

.which have been identified as being important.for survival in our

society.' The APL areas are used in this bibliography because-of the

growing tendency of various state education departAblits to use comp-
-.w

etalyy-based edUcation focused on adult. competencies as criteria for

assessing school performance. Within the subject groupings, materialS

are listed in alphabetical order, first by publisher, then by titles:'

Annotations identify the reading skills emphasized, describe

possible cfasvoom,uses and indicate readability levelof material.

Whenever possible, materials have been analyzed for readability using

the Fry Readability 'Formula. When availablei publisher assessment of .

readability has been included. Results bf the Fry Readability Formula

are-indicated-immediately following the annotations.

*.Ordering information accompanies eaCh.description of materials.

Costs have been listed as they appear in the publishers' catalogs of

1976 or 1977, and are subject to change.. An a4lphabetical lilt, of

publishing Zbelfaies- and their addresses is included at the end of the

bibliography. All addresses are given for the Eastern Region of the

United hates. For ordering in other regions, consult the publishers'

catalog.

I
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''Saiject Headings and Reference Pages

-Subject Headings

Junior High Content Areas

,Career Education

English

'4

7

35, e

Health and Physical Education 14,

Honk Economics

Industrial Arti 17

Mathematics 18

Reading 20 :

Science 28 TA..

Social Studies
4 _30

Values Education 35

'Adult Performance Level (APL) 36 - 47

Corimunity Resources 36

Consumer Education 38

Government and.Law 40

ftea-1-t-h- 41

Occupational Knowledge

.
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Folett Publishing Company-
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'CAREER EDUCATION
,

Pg. /.24

- Accent/The (002d tionieSehieal Dart Beatrice f. and Edward J. Wolfe.

The series is recommended for junior high studerits readirivrat the
3rd and 4th,grade levels.' -Social skills related to the world,of work .

are'presented in realistic situations.- Emphasizes:vocabulary develop-
.,,ment and comprehension skills through exercises related to short,

reading passages.

Fry Readability - 5th grade

11.90 Getting That. Job $ .90 ..1

,/1991 Instructor's Book 1.65

11995 Yob and Your Occdpation .90

/1996 instructor's Book ) 1.65

/2000 Keeping That Job '1.90

12001 Instructor's Book . 1.65 -

. /2005 You and Y6tir Pay .90

#2006 Instructor's Book - 1.65

- The Turcitet Careen Quidance Sepia, Revised, Turner, Riyhard H.

Six workbooks provide structured daily lessons that present a pro-
gram in career planning. Written at gxh and 6th grade level for secon-
dary school students and adults.

Fry Readability - 5th and 6th grade %

10592 Wanting a Job $1.29

A
10599 Training for a Job 1.29

/0594 Starting a Job 1.29

10595. Looking for a Job . 1.29

10596 -Holding a Job 1.29

#0597 Changing a Job 1.29

#0598 Teacher's Guide 1.77

Globe Book Company', Inc.

a pag14 WO* Baygell, Miriam Levitt and Anne Ackerman.

A collectiOn of true stories dealing with diPerent careers for
the junior high student who is reading at"the 2nd or 3rd gradelevel..

Fry Readability - 5th grade

/0-87065-927-8 All a Day's Work $2.70

Teaching Guide gratis

10 ,
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.Pg. 1.25

- Pitlegaya ICIAtAA4 Karlin, Muriel 'Schoenbrun and. Morton Hargules.

A Junior ish easylpa4ing text for career planning.' Begins with
an introduction to different careers and interests; Gives experience

in looking for a job, preparing a resume and getting ready for a job

,interview. .

Fry Readability - 8th grade

/8-870694399-7, Pathways to Caree rs $2.70

M c G r a w- H i l l Cook Company

Mat Sob Fon Me?

- A series

occupations.
'understanding

. Fry

0

of books containing short stories about people in different
Comprehension exercises follow th'd readings to check for

Readability - 2nd-3rd grade

/07-079986-5 Series of 18 titles $19.95

'Frank E. Richards Publishing Co.

.
Getting Along Se.tce.4 OA Ski, trol Mooney, Thomas J.

Pre-vocational and vocational workbooks stressing development of

reading, spelling and arithmetic skills. Reading skills include comp-

rihension and vocabulary with exercises and reading passages that focus

on the world of work.
Fry readability - 3rd grade

/121 Vol. I -$1.75

./122 Vol. II 1.75

/12) ' Vol. III 1.75

/124 Vol. IV 1.75

1125 vol. V 1.75

- Getting Ready son Pay Day, Hudson, Margaret W. and'Ann Weaver Major.

A Series prepares students in pre-vocational and vocational,courses
for reading material associated with the world of work. Three work-

books contain exercises in the following Areas: 'checking accounts, -,

savings accounts and planning ahead. Students get'practice in writing

checks, planning a budget and reading forms.
Fry Readability 4th grade A

/126 Book 1 -Checking Accounts $1.50

/127 Book 2 Savings Accounti 1.50

/128. Boox Plann,i.ng Ahead 1.50

11
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OutiliJob Hudson, Margaret W. and Ann H. Weaver.

2 RP

A p.m-vocational workbook comPersed of exercises based on wOrk-

'reliited information. Useful. for developing vocabulary and .comprehension

skillsafor the slow - reamer in junior high..
-

.

Pg.'1.26

1157 Paper cover $1.50

Science Research Associates

- Rochteatet Occupational Reading Setie4.

Provides reading instruction and information'airut the working

world. iniellVed for use with potential dropouts or slow learners in

adult education, re1edial reeling, foreign-born or manpower alaeses.

.Text printed fl"three reading levels (grades 2 MO, and covers same

material at all levils.;
FryReadabilitsr= 4th to 7th grade

Level 1 :

15-1911 TherJob Ahead (textbooks $6.05

45-1917 Exercise Book (set of 5) 4.50

15-1901 Teacher's Guide 1.71

evel 11

(e7

/5-1921 The Job Ahead (textbook) 6.05

/5-1927, Exercise Book (set of 5) 4.50

/5-1901 Teacher's Guide 1.71

blevel 111
' 15-1931 The Job Ahead (textbook) 6.05

15-1937 Exercise Book (set of 5) 4.50

15-1901 Teacher's Guide 1.71

s

12



All Yn and Bacon

ENGLISH

f
A

11814 1.27

- Study-Sltitt4 04 Inkoation Ran/At/att. Barnes? D. and Arlene Burgdorf.

A series of workbookwith exercises designed to develop use of ,

reference skills, Books'l to 3 provide practice in the use of reference

Materials (dictionary,'parts of book, .library, charts and graphs).,.

.-BOok 4 Is in introduction to the use of audio-visual materials and ,

equipment.
4.- i.

111933883 Study Skills, I $2.22 .

14933831 Teacher's Edition 2.43

14939905 Study Skills, II 2.22 oio

14939913 Teacher's Edition ,2.43 :

14939921 Study Skills, III 2.22

1493993X Teacher's Edition .2.43 - 111.

14939948 Study Skills, IV 2.22

14939956 Teacher's Edition . 2.43

Communrcations

1.41ga-in

A values education program designed to develop listening, speaking,'.

reading and writing skills through approaches to values training in the

junior high.
.Fry Readability - 4th grade

16061 Sensitivity Cards (46) l $10.00

16002 _Consequences Cards (71) 10.00

16003 Points of View"Cards (63) 10.00 .,

16)01 Proving the Rule booklets 3.00 (11 or more)

16201 Learning to Care.: Teacher's 10.00

Guide

16102 What Would You Haub Done? 3.00 (il or more)

.Cambridge Book Company 0

- Camtortidge Skit/. Powit Serulth.

Abiding selections are arranged in threeLareas: literature,

science and social studies. High ldterest readings emphasize comp-
1.

rehension skilli: findi the main(idea, words in context, cause and

effect, wrider's opini inferences and conclusions. Passages' Nithin

each of the content eas are arranged in 4 seiloni that increase in

readability from section 1 to section 4.

Fry Readability - Book I - 7th-10th grads
Bodk 2 - 9th-college

a

4
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1890041 Skills in Read14 1

1890130 Skills in Reatlag it
L.

- - The Reading Lite,i Reiter, Irene M.

a

S2,76
2.76

..(

1
Pg. r.28

A reading and study skills improvement program that is based on

knoWted9e of the way students read. It offers passages at .

different reading levels in each of b content area workbooks end guides

students through each reading tp achieve comprehensibility.
Fry Readability P 6th-12th grade

1807845 TRL -.English Language and "Literature . S2.52

1807853 TRL - Science, .7. 2.52

1807861 TRL - Mathematics 2.52

18087x TRL ,- Social Studies -2:52

1807888 TRL - Business 1'50

/807896 TRL - Vocational/Technical 1.50

/807934 TRL - Teacher's Guide. . 1.50

/80790x Reading Line Lab (The Think Box) 103.50

Ecludational Guidelines

- Guideibteh Bettet Engt.i4h, Haag, Lydia D.

A.high intelst, remedial English workbook. Lessons in English

grammar are foil ed with practice exercises designed to improve

language usage for thelow achieving students. Four workbooks at

increasing levels of reading difficulty are intended for grades 4-

through adult.
Fry Readability - 4th-7th grades

1601-1 Level 1 $1.59

1602-X Level 2 1.59

1603-8 Level 3 1.59

1604-6 Level 4 1.59

Educators Publishing Service

- Language Inairtin'g Adaucent4, Bywaters, Dorothy M.

An integrated program using a structured approach to teaching

language skills to adolescents with language disabilities. Contains:

Curriculum Outline and Guide to Supplementary Materials; Student's ,

Workbook "; and Affix and Root Cards. The curriculum outline is aimed

at helping the teacher plan 20 lessons with a guide to Aeteriels4hat

strengthen the curriculum. The workbook cornatheexercises and tests:

The 160 Affix and root Cards are intended to'strengthen word attack

skills.

1

14
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.1h

Curriculum Outline and Guide:to Supplemenary
c w

Materials '

Student's Workbook- 1.80

- Affix and Root Cards 8.50'

a. Reeding Compkehtnaion ix Va./tied Subject Matta, Ervin; Jane.

Series 1ncludei 10 workbooks'foi- grades 3 to 12. Books 2 thru

7 are appropriate for the junior high school. Each book is made up

of 31 selections in various subject areas, Selections designed to

improve vocabulafy and comprehension skills.
Fry Readab.ility - 7th-10th trade

iliorkbooks $1.45 r

Globe Book Company

- Engt2Ah on the Job, Carlin, Jerome and John T. Ellsworth.

A series Of texts designed to improve larquageusage in both oral

and written expression': Stress is on clear thenking and logical

arrangement of ideas. Texts cover a wide range of comprehension and

study skills.
Fry Readability - 7th grade

10-87065-130-7 Book A $4.35

10-87065-131-5 Book B. 4.50

1047065-112-3 Book C 4.65

10-87065-134-x Book 1 4.80

10- 87065-135 -8 B48"ok 2 4.95

Vocati,onat Engti.6h, Jochen, Albert E. and Benjamin Shapiro.

Texts are designed to provide vocational students with language,
skills needed in work situations. Common errors in language usage are

pointed out and followed by practice in speaking and writing skills.

-1 Vocabulary development and guides to'oomprehension are the focal points

for developing reading skills. .

Fry Readability -.5tteth grade

Softcover edition Hardcover edition

Book 1 $2.85 $3,75

Book Z 3.00 .
3.90

Book 3 3.15 4.05

Teaching guides - frike .

15
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Horcourtgrace Jovenovich

- The Acititittuitti.oi Uteitatuu Seit'i'eds..

_Pg. 1.30

The series Is designed to incorporate the development of reading

Matto with the study of litetature. Three texts are specifically

lafended for Junior high school. Each texr has a book of tests and.alk

teacher's edition that gives an overview of the reading development

and writing progiaos.
Fry Reedakility - 7th-9th grade

1135130-6
1395133-0
1395136-5

' Adventures for Readers Book I

Adventures for Readers Bookfl
Adventures in Reading'

(grade 7)
(grade 8)

(grade 9)

$7.35
7.80
J.80

Taittitt SeAkeal
'=.

Series used a-"linguistic" approach to improving language usage.

Emphasizes the use d:f taAguage.rather than talking about language.
High interest sciencepctian stories have a controlled readability
(grade levels 4 -5'4ased om Dale-Chan formula). Practice'exercises

aciompanying the stories require the student to construct sentences,
identify correct usage and use comprehension skills. .

Fry - 4th65th grade

1313950-1

1313955-2
1313960-9
/313965-X

English: Target I - The Space Visitofs
Teacher's Edition
nglish: Target 2 - The Time Capsule

Teacher's Edition

- The New Companioti Sekire4: Adventow in Uteutute.

The 6 book series_of anthologies In literature
reluctant readers In grades 7 to 12'. The literature

interest with tibuilt-in reading improvement program;
accompanied byte teacher's manual and a book of readi

Fry Readability -- 6th -8th grade

$1.70.

3.69 ,

2.85

3.84

s designed for
is high in
Each text is

ngtests.

.1337330-X Adventures for You :-Grade 7 $4.95

1397350-4 ,Adventures Aheid - Grade 8 4.95

1337370 -9 Advatures for Today - Grade 5.55

16 V



- -The Redding/M.44g WbAkShop PADgum.

-Each of 4 iiiorktexts presents 20 lessons Oat include, first, the
analyses of descrIptive writing and second, practice in writing a

destrIptive passage. The reading. section points out how the author

organizes details,Aevelops ideas and puts ideas into meaningful

sequence. Each reading lessOn is followed by guided instruction for

Pg. 1.31

the student to help hip write similarcomposttions. Books A and B are

designed lor junior high.
Fry Readability - 7th grade A-

`,.... 6
4 ,

/335180-2 Reading/Writing Workshop A. $2.70

1335185 -3 Teacher's'Manual .45

1335215-5 . Reading/Writing Workshop B 2.70

1335220-5 Teacher's Manual .45

S

- Making Contact, Stein, Howard. illk

..

ix paperbacks examine a wide variety ofmedia and communicattor--"

..

forms. The books are acbivity oriented for students in grades-7-12.
Fry Readability - 8th grade

-....4- A Time to Speak $3.60

Electoric Med[a 3.30

Visual PersuasHip ' 3.30
.0"

Print Media 3.30
Nonverbal Communication 3.30

Movies . 3.30

Teacher's Manu'al 1.20 @

, .

Jamestown Publishers

ConvA4Aermion Skitt.6 Se en, Giroux, James A.

A 9-booklet series designed to develop specific reading comprehen-

sion.skills. Each booklet contains: (1) a description of the skill,

(2) a tessoq teaching its use, (3) a sample exercise for reinforcement
and'(4) 30 practice exercises consisting of passages and questions

available on 2 levels: (1) for middle school and adult basic students;

and (2) for'high school and college.
Fry Readability - 5 grade

Comprehension Skills Classroom Ot $121.50

Booklets- 1.75 Q

Caisettes 6.50 f

Charles E. Merrill A

- 41e/tRi2L MainastAvon Book SeAie.4.

-AP

. .

Series provides high-interest, easy to read literatyre forNteluc-

tent reisdirs..-Five paperback anthologies are comprised of short stories,

poems, biographies, drams, leMvisiqn scripts, articles and speeches.

. Fry Readability - 6th and 7th grade
.



102310-6
102320-31/41

102330-0
402340-8.
P02350-5

Scholastic Book Services

ACAOAA and-DOot Charry, Lawrence B.

Courage Under Fire
Against the. Odds

They Were Firit
The New Directions
People Like You

$2.25
-.2.25

2.25

2.25

, 2.25

Pg. 1.32

Thirty-seven crossword puzzles each basic phonics and build

vocabulary for:junior high students, reading on the'4th-6th grade levels.'

Includes dictionary, table of inforisation, abbreviations and rules for

spelling and punctuation.
.(Scope/Word Skills, 1) /

133640 . Across and Down

- Acti.on.

$1.00

44

(--Series designed for seve ly retarded readers in secondary schools.

'The stories, plays and exerci es are intended for motivation, reading

skill building and confidenc building. Each set contains 3 unit books,_

LP record, an anthology o stories, an anthology of plays, 6 posters,

'd teaching guide and a.sto ge/display box.

Fry Readab.i 1 ity 3rd grade

Unit Books
Action Record P

Action Short tory Anthology

Take 12/Actryin Plays

Action Rosters
ACtion Unit (for 20 students)

t .

- Countimot, 6oldsweig, Beryl.

s ).00 e

,zoo e
2.20 e
2.20 e
7.25 *1

129.50

Book of mysteries,j;sports articles, jokes and exercises. Designed

to develop skills In map reading, skimming, using parts of a book,

identifying mai idea and identifying supporting details. Intended for

use with Juni high students reading at a 4th to 6th grade level.
°177

(Scope Study Skills, 1)

18702 Countdown. $1.00

- Dimen4ion4.

Forty -nine true stories (200-2000 words each) written at the 4th

to 6th grade levels with exercises designed.to strengthen 3 skill areas:

(1) finding the author's purpose, (2) identifying faulty generalizations,

and (3) recognizing opposities.
( Scope /Reading Skills, 2)

13359 Dimensions $1':00

18
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- GO.Remdali Au the Content Atema,

v

Series covers 4 major content areas (English,'math

and science) at grade *levels 4 to 8. The selections ate

assist students wik the reading and study skills needed

lbasic concepts in aafferent school subjects. ."

Fry Readability-2nd to 7th grade

Skills Tot $ 2.50 @

Ditto Masters 12.50

Teaching Guide 5.00

Science Research Associates,

, 40cial.Studiei
designegi to

to understand (

r \.

(free with 20 skills texts)

- Gatin4 It Togethet, Goldberg, K. and B, Greenberger.

A basal or supplementary reading text for grades 9 to 12. 'Provides

high-interest stories for teenagers with each of 3 texts presenting

same content at 3 different reading levels.
Fry Readability - lst-5th grade

Soft-cover readers- 337;
Hard-cover readers _565

Student Resource Book 3.48

Teacher's Guide 1.71

Speci4n Set 15.30 .11

Troll Associates

- Look It Up: How to Get Inionmatipn

74.

4 Four filmstrips with 2-cassettes which describe the use bf

reference materials: dictionaries, card catalogs, encyclopedias, and i

atlases.

Look It Up

19

$44.00
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HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Book-Lab

- Let.4 Ma About 0444,,,Collins, Claris..

Pg. 1.34

' -A 24 lesson workbook for dru cation classes for grades 6 to, 10.

ThOrogram is described in the teache guide. Activities lin the

workbooks are varied. They Include: puizies, word games and fill-in

diaorams.
SEE: -Health (Ak)-

Let's Talk ftbout Drugs - A Teacher's Guide $1.75
Let's Talk About Drugs- 10 student workbooks 8.00

Boar

Pay the Game, McAdarry( Robert.

A series of sports storiet written about rgal'players. Stories

designed to give biographical data on sports fi6ures, reflect life's
valuds through sports and encourage active participation in sports.

Fry Readability - 3rd-5th-grade

Play the Game Books $2:50 #

Teacher's Guide 2.10 El

Boy Scouts of America

- Scout SkAJI Book4 Setiu, Cole, ancy Cowles.

A series of 12 booklets and teacher's guides containing adap-
tations from the Scout Handbook, Content is designed for use-in the

5th to 8th grades with students reading below grade level. Teacher

guides suggest and use of booklets in various content area .

Fry Readability - 2nd-5th grade (prices not available)

Communications Skill Book
Community Living Skill Book
Cooking Skill Book
Family Living Skill Book
First Aid Skill Book
Physical Fitness Skill Book

20



Pg..1.35

Globs Book Company

- Gettim4 It Tagethe4: A Poych0t0g4,Sook 04 Today'd Pubtems, Harrison,
Phyllis Anne. ."-----

A text for juhlor high students reading at the 5th grade level.
Includes discussions of alcohol, drugs, sex, venereal disease and
hialth. Each selection is followed by study aidsfor vocabulary
andComprehension development.. ,

Fry Readability - 5th grade.

/0-87065-920-0 Getting Ft Together $2.40

t

21
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Pg. 1.36

S.

HOME ECONOMICS

Boy Scouts of America

70cout BookA StAitA, Cole, Nancy Cowles.

'SEE: ,Health and Physical Education

Fearon Publishing ComAany

- Planninj Mute and Shopping, Weaver, Ann A.

A text workbook for slow learners designed to help them perform two
basic homemaking tasks effectively. Students learn basic nutrition, how,
to plan economical and nourishing meals, and how to budget money for
food purchases. Vocabulary development receives the most emphasis in the
workbbok.

Fry Readability - 2nd grade

/0-8224-5450-5 Manual 51.65
4

Follett Publishing Company

The Tunnek-Living4ton Reading SeA.i.et.

Six workbooks contain 138 daijy lessons designed to strengthep reading

skills for remedial readers at the secondary level. Lessons develop

understanding of social behavior, language and arithmetic.
Fry Readability - 4th-6th grade

/0532 The Money You Spend $1.29

/OW The Town You Live In 1.29

/18311 The Jobs You Get 1.29

'0535 The Person You Are
:

.1.29

/0536 The Friends You /421 1.29

10537 The Family You Belong To 1.29

10538 Teacher's Guide 1.77

Globe book Company

- a a Con4umee4 Wolt.td, Finkette4n, Milton and Arthur Mitzburg.

Text encourages students to exlmine their roles as*responsible con-

sumers. Six units discuss buying cars, food, clothing,. appliances,

housing and insurance. Features include: role-playing exercises; a

Mini - Dictionary of terms, questions; photographs, reproductions of

advertisements, charts and tables.
Fry Readability.- 5th grade

.

10-87065-552-3 Softcover text $5.119

/047065-553-1 Hardcover text 6.48
' Teachela Guide .

Free
. .

.11
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\Itmbrtd0 Book Company

INDUSTRjAL ARTS

- Tltt Reatim, Lae, Reiter,_ Irene M.

SEE: English

4

Educators'Publishing Service

- Reading Comptehenaion in Vatied Subject Atea4, Ervin, Jane.

SEE: English

McGraw-Hill Book Company

- What Job e0, Me?

SEE: Career Education

94 ye

23
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Pg. 1.37
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MATH

CaTbridge Book Company

- The Reading Line, Reiters'irene M.

SCE: English

Educational Activities, Inc.

Pg.. 1.38

- Now To Read in the Content Artea6, Insel; Eunice and A. N: Rabin.

Multi- media, self-instructional learning kilt for jUniO; high, students
experiencing learning difficultges in math, science and social studies.
Comprehension, vocabulary and study skill building are presented through
activfty,books and cassettes.

Fry Readability - 6th grade

IAKC 590 Kit $48%95
411- .

Globe Book Company

Exctotting Atgebna: In4igh4 and Skitth, Schor, Harry and Gloria Ming.

Three books offer a balanced emphasis on concepts, relationships and
computational skills. Algebra presented at a slow pace offering vocab-
ulary aids, lesson-length chapters, exercises and summaries.

0-87065-8614-6 Part I $3.15
0-87065-866-2 Part I I 3:15

0-87065-868-3 Part III .3:15

/0-87065-872-7 Teaching Guide 3.00

for Parts I, II,

and III

I

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich, Inc.

- -Key Idea4 in MatheilaticA Concept4 and Apptication4, Geradi, William J.,
Wilmer L. Jones and Thomas R. Foster.

*

A ninth-grade text and workbook for teaching general mathematics, some
algebra and some geometry. Instruction focuies on one key concept at a
time with lessons geared toward the applications of concepts to practical

experience. Makes use of visuals to simplifi, explanations.

Textbook $ 6,75
Teacher's Edition . 7.38
Workbook r\ 2.49

Duplicating Masters 39.00
Teacher's edition of workbook 3.48
Tests .90 7

24
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holestic book Services

9o4Rtadikg in .the Content Arteu.

SEE: English
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AmIdon Associates

- Vevetopmentat Reading: Diagnastit/Pt e44/tiptive P/i.ogAam..

. A developmental reading program for grades K to 12. Diagnost(c tests

. hei0 teacher determine starting pOints for individuals. Workbooks pro-

,vide practice for developmental growth in reading. Begins with readlnets

stage and progresses through vocabulary 'comprehension and study skills

uscefUl in the content areas. "Fundamental Stage: Advanced" isthe part

off, the program most Suitable for junior high.

READING

.
(See publishers catalog for price list)

2LiAten: Hem, UmAan.00T Unit OA Teaching Latening.Skilth.

Programmed unit for developing listening skills in grades 6 to_13.
Completely self-pacing with full directions given by tape. Set in4144es:

tapes; progress charts and pupil response booklets,. Each tape is a

separate lesson designed to develop attentive listening habits.

Tapes/Sharts/PupilResponse Booklets $79.50

CENCO Educational Aids

- The CENCO Reading Imptovement Catuut. I

A program designed to introduce, develop nd build upon the reading

skills necessary for a student to progress fr a beginning 5th grade

reading level to &he 9th grade level. By increasing the span of recog-
nition and fixation time, the program attempts to eliminate poor reading

habits.

Communacad

Pre-!high school program $49.50 ,

Workbook (pkg. Of 10) 5.00

8 lesson rolls 16.00

pacer 40.00

Teacher's Guide 1:50

- Wade/mitt/I, Wo4dC/m642, and Wade/mit/3, Evans, Bergan.

A multimedia approach to vocabulary development at 3 levels., Pre-

sented in filmstrips, cassette tapes and student manuals. All words used

in meaningful context through stories and historical narratives.

Wordcraft/1 $74.90

Wordcraft/2 49.90,

Wordcraft/3 49.90

26
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The Continental Press

- Rtadiag - Thinkag SkittA.

Pg. 1.41

l'he series is designeCto teach critical reading skill's for grades 1,
A

to 6, but levels 3 to 6 are appropriate for slow readers in Junior high.

Exercises provIde,ftectice in getting word meaning, seeing.relationthips,
making evaluations, making inferences, making generatliations, selecting

and organizing. Combines critical thinking and critical reading for

developing better comprehension.

. M. Dent

liquid Duplicating Edition
6 levels for Grade 1 - $3.95
2 levels for each grade (2-6) -713.951.
Teacher's guide - free

ihdividual Pupil Book Edition
3 books for grade 1 - $.64 @I

1 book for each grade (2-6) - $.64 @
, Teacher's guide - freea. a

I

- Watdctait 1, Rittenhouse, Charles, John Metcalf, an/Jul iette Dowling.

A planned course in vocabul
for class discussion or writing.
and idioms are all given attenti
explanatory, passage and ends wi

exercise.

ary development t uses exercises
Roots, prefixes, ffixe , homonyds,

on. Each unit'begins wi an opening,

th a review of meaning and a spelling

Fry Readability - 9th grade.

Wbrdcraft $3.44

Educators Publishing Service

- Wand Attack Manuat, Rudd, Josephine.

Developed for junior high students having difficulty with word attack

and spelling *kills. Each of the 10 comprehensive lessons is divided

-into: instruction; review; practice' application and testing.
Fry Readability - 8th grade

/8100 Word Attack Manual and Tbst Booklet

/- 99 Teacher's Answer Key

/ 101 Word Attack Manual (only)

/ 102 Test Booklet (only'

27
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Gibbs Rook Cdimany

Reading Ski. L6, Elfert, William,'Alfred Weinstein and

'Lawrence H. Fergenbaum.

reading program contained in F book that provides students with

high- interest stories written at,4th to 7th grade levels. Sections of

book are constructed to progress from literal to evaluative levels.

.
Exorcises accompany each selection with questions aimea at specific

reading skills.
Fry Readability - 5th-7th grade

10-87065-101-3 Achieving Reading Skills $3.36.

Pg. 1.42

'Jamestown Publishers

_..1.,..molgrAthen64.onSititt4 S G i roux, Jamei A.

SEE: English

Six P 100 Pa64agcs-ion Vey the Six E44entiat

en&con Pauk, iter.

Te t contains 100cpassages with stions designed to develop

estentla rtes of comprehension: Passages have been chOsen From

Journals and mag inet with readability ranging from grade 6 to 13 _

(Dale-Chall readab ity formula).

Fry Read ility - 6th - college level

Text ,\ $3.20

No separate manual or key

- A Ski& at a Time, Pauk, Walter

Ten booklets for helping students master 10 essential reading skills.

Each booklpt contains: a detailed lesson; 100 graded passages of ascend-

ing difficulty (selected from well -known books); an answer key and stu-

dent progress chart. Skills: (1) Vocabulary in context, (2) Using

the signal words, (3) Understanding figurative language, (4) Getting

the authorlOtone, (5) Reading between the lines,' (6) Getting the main

point, .(7) Recognizing traits of character, (8) Recognizing point' of

view, (9) Perceiving the author's intent, and (10) Perceiving structure.

Fry Readability - 9th-college level

. Booklets $1.60/@

J. B. Lippincott Company

cN-r

F. - xeadiAg 604 Meaning, Guiles, Coleman.

Levels 7, 8 and 5- intended for use with Junior highhi h students...

---1-Aooks provide practice in 6 basic reading skill's` (1) getting word

-tileaning, (2) getting total meaning, (3) getting the central tilpught,

(4) getting detailed meanings, (5) seeing the orgpnization and, (6)

making inference and drawing conclusions.

Fry Readability - 6th-9thvgrade

. 28
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Pg. 1.43

,McCormick-Methers

8u14ding Reading Siiita.

A developmental program of word analysis to reinforce'domprehen-

ylon In reading. Six text-practice books contain skill exercises in

word atpick skills as well as practice in undecstandiRg word.meanings.
Eimphasisl%s on developing the skills of using context clues and comp-.

rehending phrases, sentences and paragraphs.
Fry Readability -'2nd -6th grade

/90861-9
; /90869-4

/90877-5
/90886-4
/90894-5
/90903-8

Level 1 $1.29

Level 2 . 1.29

Level 3 1:17 .

Level 4 , 1.17

Level_5 1.17

Level liS 1.17

- ApnitA C&0461004d Puzzte.4, Kramer, Rita M.

Puzzles designed for elementary grades but could be used to
develop skill in phonetic analysis at the junior high level. Each

puzzle emphasizes a particular sound, sound pattern or phonetic prin-

ciple. BOoks B and C are prepared for students in grades 3 to 6.

/90445-1
/90447-8
/90449-4
/90451-6

Book B $ .93
Teacher's Edition 1.50

Book c .93.

Teacher's.Edition 1.50

McGraw-Hill

- Conotia.6 im Regding, Kottsmeyer, William and Kay Ware.

A remedial workbook for the middle grades and junior high designed

to bull8 phonetic and structural analysis skills. Dolch's 220 basic

sight words are gradually introduced and taught through appropriate

word attack skills.

/07,033765-9 Pupil's Text- Workbook $1.53

/07-033764-0 Teacher's Edition 2.31

- Reading 604 ConceptA Liddle, William.

An 8 book serilis for remedial and developmental reading blesses
uses non-fiction stories and narratives to increase comprehension
skills., Practice in reading is provided with stress on critical readinge

making Inferences and drawing conclusions.
Fry Readability:- 2nd-7th grade

/07-037781-2_ Book A $2.10

/07-037762-0i Book B 2.10

/07-037783-9 Book C 2.10

/07-037784-7 Book 0 2.10

.29

4077037785-5 Book E $2.10

107-037786-3 Book F 2.40

/07-037787-1 Book G 2.40

IW-037788-x Book H.. 2.40

/01-037189-6 Teacher's Guide 1.08



Pg.711.44

4

NemrAkkban Readbig-Skittteit SelatArp Moll, 'Adelaide,

Series is comprised of 3 workbooks for grades 7 to 12 that
develop skills heeded for reading in the content areas. Emphasis is

on a wideraWgeof comprehension, study and vocabulary skills.

Cassette tapes-eccompany the prOgram to facilitate ind.ividual or small

. group work.. .

/06316 -7 Book 1, (Grades 7-9) $ '1.35

106326 -k Book 2, (Grades 8-10) 1.35

106336-1 Book 3 (Grades 9-12) 1.35

/06391-4 Book 1-Teacher's Edition 1.50

/06392-2 Book 2-Teacher's Edition 1.50

10393r0, Book 3-Teacher's Edition 1.50
/02249-5 Skilltapes-comptete set 350.00

- Reatty Reading!, Heilman, Arthur and Elizabeth

thethe 9th grade. Skill building exercises are designed to build

-/ mechanical reading skills and to exDand conceptual knowledge.

Ir

Student's Text
Teacher's AAnotated Edition 2.55

Text intended for grades 10 to 12. but useful for advanced readers

.$1.95

MCS/Educational Sys Division

- The WiacpnainDaign 04 Reading Skitt Development.

kAllAgnost-44-prescriptive program for reading development. The

partopfdlthe program Designed for the middle grades could be used for

reading improvement at the junior high level. The Design Includes 6

elements: word attack, comprehension, study skills, self-directed
reading, interpretive reading and creative reasling. Skills are imple-

mented throdgh the foJlowing compoothbs: Outline of Reading Skills;

Wisconsin Tests;- Skill Development Records; Teacher's Resource Files;
- ,

and Guides to Individual Skill Assessmemt.

(See publisher information for prices).

Readers Digest Services a

- Point.31: 'Renediat Reading Potogum, Christesen, Barbara:

'A vimplete remedial reading program'for secondary education stu-

dents who are non-readdis or below-grade-level readers. The program is

set up in. 4 'levels of. readability: (1)-Decoding (0-1.9),- (2) Level 1

(1.5-2.9) : (3) Level 2 (2.5-3.9) and (4) Level 3 (3.5-4.9) The

decoding level emphasizes symbol to sound relationships. and Includes:
a placement test, a workbook, web cassettes and a posttest. The

components of the 3 reading levels pre: 2 magazines per levelt activity

books, audio cassettes, and posttests.
ry Readability (Magazines) lst-4th grade

30 0'
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/918 Corrective Reading Center $367.50

/915 Reading 1 Lab 175.50

0916 Readint 2 Lab 96.00

1917 Reading 3 Lab 96.00

,
Reading Laboratory

Dtvetomvitat Read* FWognam.

6'
An individualized ,program aimed at providihg tbchniques for

effective reading comprehensidn. The student manual is a self-pacing

workbook which includes a- description of the mechanics and specific

skills used in'the reading process. The program can be integrated into

the content areas for better readers in 9th grade. -

Fry Readability - 10th grade

Pg. 1.45

Developien.tal Reading Program $99.50

Reading ikat Fite.

A developmental reading and study skills program organized by

content areas at 9 levels of reading difficulty.' Timed readings with

comprehension and vocabulary exercises are fics the fields of literature,

histdry, science and art. Exercise cards provide practice in effective

use of graphs, maps, charts, diagrams and parts,of a book.

Reading Skill File $99.50

4

Scholastic Book Services

- Action Wand Attack Ski224 Sugiement.

Contains 40 spirit masters to accompany Action unit books. Pro-

vides review for unit books and practice in'f8llowing directions fp-ri

students reading below 01 grade level.

Skills Supplemenr S12.50,

- Scope/Language

.
Thirty-three lessons based on mystery stories focus on language

usage problems. The workbook, Trackdown, Is intended to'471op crit-

ical reading and reasoning skills.
Fry Readability - 5th grade

12701 Trackdown $1.00



Scope/Reactilti Skalds,

.44

P8.21.46

-A series of 3. books on topics of Interest to teenagers emphasizes

comprehension skills in /hese specific areas: finding the main idea,

itemsbering details, using context clues, finding the author's purpose,

identifying faulty generalizations, and understanding synonyms and/r
antonyms. ".

Fry Readability - 4th-6th grade

13358 Wide World $1 .00

13359 Dimensions c 1.00
18703 Spotlight 1.00

< 18830 Chiller and Thrillers 1.00

- &opt/Spud Reading Sti224.

One book titled Sprint offers interesting articlei for timed -

reading lessons. The book is designed to build confidence in.poor
-.seeders by stressing orprehension Along Will efficiency and speed

Fry Readability - 6th grade

1870/4_ Sprint $1.00

- $eope SuatA.

The series is a compilation of booklets containing spirit masters
and transpaeancies for teaching junior high students reading at 4th to

6th grade levels. Specific skills are presented within 7 general skill

areas: (1) reading skills, (2) word skills, (3) spelling skills, (4)

'Language skills, (5) reasoning skills, (6) reference skills and (7)

job/career skills.

Most booklets $6.95
See catalog for complete price list

Science Research Associates

Nowt.° Read Factbst Latim.0.14.e, Pauk, Walter.

,r"

A 3-book program designed for grade 7 to'adult readers who need

to develop skills 0 critical reading. Books 1 and 2 areyppropriate

for junior hi.gh students having difficulty with textbook subject matter.

A. 113-61'
113-62
11;-63 .

113-65

ki

Book 1 (Levels 7-8) .$3.96

Book 2 (Levels 9-10) 3.96

Book 3 (Levels 3.96.11-12)

Instructor's Guide 1.00

32
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Teothers Coltege,Press.

Pg.2 1.47

- Gat44-PeekdOR geadim Exetei4e4 Gates, Arthur and Celeste C. Peardon4

- Series is designed to strongihen and build reading skills for

*medial readers. The booklets provide reading exercises with quel=

Lions covering skill stressed in each booklet. Intermediate and S'
.advanced levels cover 3 skill areas: (1) What is the Story About?

(2) Can You Remember Detalls?,'and ,,(3) Cah You Follow Directions?

Fry ReadebriitY- 6th-13th grade

intermediate 'and Advanced Levels

Booklet $ El

Record sheets (35) 1.75

Manual/answer key .30 #
Gates -Peardon Kit 11.00

(one of each booklet)

JO'
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SCIENCE

Cambridge Book Company

- Calibitidge Sk i,Lt POWelt.

SEE,: English

,-. The Reading Line, Reiter, Irene M.

SEE: English

4

Educational Activities

- How to Read ix -the Content Ateab, Inset, Eunice.

SEE: Math

Educators PubilisKing Service

- Reading.Compteheraion in Vaxierd Subject Matta, Ervin, Jane.

SEE: English

Globe Boois.kompany

- AdAhm4 Lit Science, Ox nhorn, Joseph- M. and Michael N. Idelsen.

A complete secon ry program for students read;ng at the 5thnd
6th grade levels. proaches science through subjects already familiar

to the studeqts. Observations, demonstrations and experiments planned

to coincide with experiences in the students' daily lives. Includes:

biology, chemistry, earth science and physics.
Fay Readability - 4th-7th grade

Hardcover editions
Softcover editions
Teaching'Guide

ReatieniVigest Services, Inc.

Redden. Branley, Franklin M.

$9.94 @
2.94 .Q

free on request

Seven science readers for grides 3 to 9 with a controlled read-

ability on levels 2 to 6. Books contain high-interest article' on 4

major themes: (1) Earth; (2) Astronomy and Space; (3) Matterand

Eliergy; and (4) Living Things. Each reader is accompanied by 16

skill sheets on duplicating masters.

34



Readers $ 1.65 @

Duplicating Masters 3.96 per set

Content Reader Teacher's. Guide .51

Science Reading Kit 89.40

Scholastic Book Services

- Go-RiddiAg .in Coritent

SEE: English

35
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SOCIAL STUDIES

Book-Lab

- Indimiduatized Reading StAia, Meltzer, Ida S.

Pg.-1.50

T series provides readingand language activities for students

in grade! to 8. Features stories about famous Bleck men and women,

tend events in Black history. Varied activities follow each story to

' develop concepts centered around Vocabulary.
Fry Readability - 6th-9th grade

A503 Series A (10 copies of each of k 'books) $18.00

14703 Series 8 (10 copies of each of 4 books)... 18.00

Boy Scouts of America

- Scout Slott Ocolu seplitA, Cole', Nancy Obwles.

SEE: Health and Physical Education

Cambridge Book Company

- CamboUd4e Skitt Papa Seti

SEE: English

- The Reading Line, Reiter, Irene M.

SEE: English.

Continental Press

- Outtint Map4, Cockerille, Clara E.

,-Egmx-sell-of liquid duplicating masters containing outline maps.

AiOlilable in packs of transparencies as well, for teaching map

reading in all] grades.

Duplicators 30 Transparencies

Western Hemisphere $3.95 $24.51)

Eastern Hemisphere 3.95 24.50

4unior High maps 4.25 24.50

Set of'60.Transparancies 47.50

V
1'



Educational Activities, Inc.

- Hose to Read of the Content A tab, Inset, Eunice and A. N. Rabin.

SEE: Math

Educators Publishing Service,-Inc.

Reading Comptehends.ion in Vatied Subject Matta, Ervin, Jane.

SEE: English.

Follett Publishing Co. _

- The Tunnet-Livinghton Reading SVURA, Turner, Richard A.

SEE: Home Economics

<

Globe Book Company

- Rotas in your Fu twee, Goltry, M.

Workbook that provides prictical experience in reading and

filling out 24 actual forms students will encounter in adulklife.
Each lesson begins with an easy-to-read introduction and a brlef
vocabulary exercise.

Fry Readability - 6th grade

Pg., 1.51

4

/0-87065-522-7 Sof tcover 'Twit $2.25
Teaching Guide free-

- Getting It Togethert: A P4ychotogy Boot 604 Today'4 Pubtem4, Harrison,'
Phyllis Anne. - .

SEE: Health and Physical Education

- Living in a Con4umee4 Wontd, Finkelstein, Milton and Arthur Nittberg.

SEE: Nome Economics

,New Readers Press

- Reading 604 Living SeA.i.f.A.

Consists'Of 8 independent study units, each centered around a skill
which relmirls reading or writing. Titles are: Now to Read Maps; Now .

to Read ffins; Instructions on Safety; Now to Read and Write Personal
lettersOkow to Read and Write Business Letters; How to Use Telephones;
Now to Use the Dictionary and Other Reference Books; and How to Read
Newspapers.

Fry Readability - 7th-8th grade

'_Each unit

Series

$ .50
4.00
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Aiider's Digest Services

- Socha, Se..1,enee Ruda.

Pg.; 1.52

Seven readers for grades 3 to 9-with a controlled.readability on

levels 2 to 6. Books contain high-interest articles on 4 major themes:,

(1) Family, (21-Community, (3) Nature, and 4) World. -
,

Fry Readability - 2nd-7i1.1 grade.r

Readers $ 1.65

Duplicating,Kasters 3.96 per set

Content Reader Teacher's Guide .51 @

Social Sciihce Reading Kit 89.40

Reading Laboratory

- The New Read Selt,114

The series, based on newspaper reports, is_publis hid 3 sub=in

series for use with junior high students. Each report is between 500

and 800 words long and focuses on a current topic of interest. Exer-

cises are intended to develop vocabulary and comprehension skills.

FryReadability - 6th grade

NewsreadlNewspeople $49.50'

Newsread/Energy and Ecology 49.50

--1;Newsread/Variety Pak 39.50-

Relevant Productions

Ptkoonat Reactimg Modu.U4, Wylie, Richard E.

The module:are designed to increase reading interest by providing
information on important social and economic experiences. Each package

consists of a cassette tape on one of five topics; 30 pamphlets with

printed material and activities on the topic; and 30 reading skill

sheets stressing vocabulary, comprehension and critical thinking skills.

Fry Readability - 7th grade.

Consumerism $31.75
How to Handle Money 31.75

Understanding Ads 31.75
mowp3 Read a Map 31.75

Interest 31.75

L4

a
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Richards, Frank E.

- FamiLg Liie, Prevo, Helen .

Social' adjustment textbooks for the 'educable mentally-retarded
provide examples of problem solving for persons of limited education

and ,low incomei Stress is on-vocabulary and reading comprehension

¢eve4opment. -

2 Fry Readability - 4th-5th grade

1110 Book 1 $2.00

01.11 Workbook 1 1.50

0112 Book 2 2.00

0113 Workbook 2 1.00

Scholastic Book Services

GO-Reading bt the Content At

SEE: English

- Stanch V4U424 Se/Liu.

Social studies exercises foe students reading at the 4th to, 6th `

grade level. Emphasizes study skills that improve understandirk of

social studies content. Includes the titles: Reading Charts and

Tables; Reading Graphs; Reading Maps f and II; Social Studies Reading
Skills; Critical Thinkirig Skills; Social Studies Crossword Puzzles;

and It's Your Verdict.

Workbooks

- Stanch Umul.a.tion4 Sertie4.

Two.volumes of clasiroom.activities designed to help students
grasp basic concepts in economics and governmerit. The games get the

entire class involved in. solving situational problems thatdeal with

government and eccmomics.
.Fry Readability - 3rd grade

06146 Shipwreck and Other Search Government
Simulations

55

06148 On Strike and Other Search Economics
Simulations .95

Scholastic Magazine's, Inc.

- Schotaatic Seauh.

-A national magazine best suited for social studies classes. inclu-

ding interviews and reports. Regular features stress reading and study

skills; values discussion; TV;-films; sports; and interesting facts.

Student edition $2.10 per school year

Teacher's edition 7.00 per school year
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Science Research Associates

Getting It Togethex, Goldberg, H. and B. Greenberger,

*SEE: English _

= SRA Said Ski. L6 Selat.6, Kaslund, Robert.

Series provides learning materials in 4 mayor skill areas for

individual.instryction in the social studies. Kits, designed for

remedial Instruction, emphasize the study and interpretation.mf_visual77-4
materials (maps, graphs, charts). 4

Kits $160.00

Specimen set 5.50

Pupil Booklets .88

Teacher's Guide 3.00

J. Weston Match

-.The Nempapen. Comes to the Cto.44toom, Lowell, Stephen S.

A sourcebook for teaching with the newspaper in grades 6 through

12. Includes 205 Student activities that can be used in several con-

tent areas.

r

1R1536 -3 Sourcebook $ 4:00

fT1356R -3 Special Newspaper PaciC'age 46.00 .

- fnop2ganda, Walch, J. Weston.

. A worktext that explains the nature of propaganda: what it is,

who uses it, how to recognize it, and how to cope with it. Activities

encourage reading from various sources for more information. Dis- *

cuSsion questions aimed at improving comprehension.
Fry Readability - 10th grade

!M543-3 Text $3.25

- Reading Beyond the Hemdtine4, Cramer, Ward.

A workbook providing skills needed to read'thenewspaper intel-

ligently. Texts emphasizes critical reading-thinking skills..

Fry Readability - 10th grade

11551R-3 -.Text $4.00

40
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VALUES EDUCATION

Argus Communications

, SEE: English

k

4 tit
Pg.1.55

!OOk111!

7 Let'4 Talk About Slug4, Collins, Claris. .

SEE: Health

- P.tay the Game, McAdam, Robert.

SEE: Health and Physical Education

Globe Book Company

- Getting It Together: A Paychotogy Book Sot To

Phyllis Anne.

SEE: Health and'Physical Education

Scholastic Magazines

-Seitottutic Butch.

SEE: Social Studies

4

4 Pitobten4, Harrison,

Science Research Associates

- Gtttimg It Together, Goldberg, H. and B. Greenberger.

SEE: English

41
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APL AREAS

COMMUNITY RESOURCES

Boy.Scouts of.Americi

- SemAt SkiLL Boole6 Saito., Cole, Nancy Cowles.

.BEE: Health and Physical Edilcation
.1

Follett Publishing Company

s

Pg. 1.56

- The Tuut4-Litring4ton Communication :Setiez, Turner, Richard A.

A series of.138 structured lessons contained In 6 workbooks for
students in grades 8 to 10. The lessons help students to understand
the facts, concepts and opportunities in the world of modern commun-

. ication.
Fry Readability - 5th-6th g

The Television You Watch $1.20

4 The Phone Calls You Make 1.20-

The Newspaper You Read 1.20

The Wiles You See 1.20

The Letters You Write 1.20

The Language You Speak 1.20

Teacher's Guide 1.65

- The Tutnet-Living.iton Itadi_ng Se/Liu, Turner, Richard.

SEE: Rome Economics

Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich

- How to Read Youn. Newspaper, Smith, Ruth B. and Barbara Michalak.

SEE: Social Studies

Matt.i9 Comae/ Seitiez

ARE: English

New Readers Press
lN

- Reading 04 Living

SEE: Social Studies

Reading Laboratory

- The Mega Read Sekie4.

SEE: Social Studiei

42
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italevantioroduttions

Pemonat Reading MO4Ltea StA.U4, Wylie, Richard E

SEE: Social Studies

Frank E. Richards Publishing Company

- Foxily Liii, Prevo,

SEE: Social Studies

Troll Associates

- Look It Up: How .to Get Inicomation.

( SEE: Eng 1 i,sh

J. Weston Welch

- Pkopaganda, Watch, J. Weston.

SEE: Social Studies

- Reading Beyond the Headtinu, Cramer, Ward.

SEE: Socitl Studies

Pg. 1. 57 -
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CONSUMER EDUCATION

.

.os

loy Scouts of, Morita-

- Scout Skitt 800k4 StAic6, Cole, Nancy Cowles.

SEE: Wealth

Patron Publishing Company 1

- Ptmnimg Aiwa and Shopp gj Weaver, Ann A.

SEE: Home Economics

.Follett Publishing Company

Tuotet-Livimg4ton Readin4 'Se/Liu, Turner, Richard.

SEE: Home Economics

Globe Book Company -

- FOAM in YOWL Futufm, Goltry,

SEE: Social ''Studies
\.

- Living, in a oammert.'4.Wvad,,Finkelstein, Milton and Arthur Nitzburg.
Haid4.

SEE: Econcnics\

.
4

Reading Laboratot y
N.

- Neamead 45V

SEE:, Social Stues

Relevant Productions t

-.PeroOnat Reading-Modau Setie4, Wylie, Richard E.

SEE: Social Studies/

Frank E.1Richards Publishing Company

- Famitg Use, Prevo, Helen.

. SEEi, Social Studies

- The Gettig Atong Se4.46 KOOney, Thomas J.

SEE: Career Education

44
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1

Gettima -Ready 104 Pay Vagp Hudson, Margaret W. and Ann Weaver Major.

SEE: 'Career:Education, Uilkijek

A series of 4 workbooks 'dealing with money concepts, - skills and

management. Each book includes many visual descriptions to help slow

loarners'understand money management.
Pry-Rseadability - 6th grade

1171 Counting My Money $1.75

1172' Making My Money Count 1.75

1173 ,Buying Power 1.75

1174 Earnfing, Spending and Saving 1.75

J. Weston Welch

Pkopaganda, WalCh, J. Weston.

SEE: Social Studies

- Reading Beyond the Hea44.6.11.4, Cramer, Ward.

SEE: Social Studies

i. 45



GOVERNMEN11 AND LAW

Follett Publishing Company
t

The rwuttit-Livixoton Rea.d.crig Seit4e.s, Turner, Richard A.

SEE: Home Economics

Globe Book Company

- Fatma Yowl Futunx, Goltry, M.

SEE; *ocial Studies

!Wing Laboratory.

fiesas,tead Seeds

-\ SEE: Social Studies

Frank Richards Publishing Company

- Flpity We, Prevo, Helen.

SEE: Social Studies

Scholastic Book Services

- Seanch Simutat,i4m6.,

SEE: Social Studies

ti

4
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Sock Lab incorporated

HEALTH

- le is Tack About D044, Collins, Chris.

1, SEE:. Health and Physical Education

boy Scouts of America

- Swat Skill 800b.4 Saie..6, Cole, Nancy Cowles.

SEE: Health and Physical Education

-;
Fearon Publishing Company

- PlAuttht4 Meats and Shoppi.itq, Weaver, Ann A.

SEE: Home Economics

Globe Book Company

- 1t Togethek: A P4ychotogy Book i°4 Today/4 Publem4, Harrison,

Phyllis Anne.

J
Ps.; 1 . 63.

SEE: Health and Physical Education

Reading Laboratory

- New,tomad

SEE: Social Studies

Frank E. Richards

- Facility Lice, Prevo, Helen.
4

SE: Social Studies

1\

00
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OCCUPATIONAL KNOWLEDGE

Pg. 1.62

Follett Publishing Company

- AlSeent/The 1000.4 oi Moak Seta.6, Dare, Beatrice F..and Edward J. Wolfe.

--STEreer.EducatiOn I *.

- The MAMA COALP.hetadailet. SfAit40 Turner, Richard A.

E: Career Education

- The Tivluttit Livinoton Reading Svai.A.

SEE: Hose Economics

Globe Book Company

TH14ei IR a Ddil'A W04121 lap:jell, Miriam Levitt and Anne Ackerman.

SEE: Career Education

EngLiAit OK At Job, Carlin, Jerome and John T: Elisioorth.

SEE: English

FOAMS in VOU4 RaUhe,,Q61try, M.

SEE: Social Studies

Patimovo to Cwteeta, Karlin, Muriel, Schoenbrum and Morton Margules.

SEE: Career Education

Vocationat Engti.Ahj.Jochen, Albert E: and lenjaain Shapiro.

SEE:. Erliish

McGraw-Hill look Company

- What Job Fon Me?

SEE: Career Education s

Frank E. Ittards Publishing Com pany

- Famitm 12 er Prevo, Helen.

SEE: Social Studies

- The Getting Atom Setiu o Skitta, Mooney, Thomas J.

SEE: Career Education e.

- Gettim Ready ion Pay Dag, Hudson, Margaret W. and Ann Weaver Major.

SEE: Career Education
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Olt the Job, Hudson, Margaret. W. and Ann R. Weaver.

SEE:. Career Education

Scholastic 'Book Services

Segkeit Siratatiom6.

SEE: Social Studies

Pg. 1.63

- SciaMcCiRbSomit As.sociA.V.4 - The Job- Ahead, Goldberg, Herman R. and

Winifred t, Brember.

SEE: Career Education

. , 49
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PROFESSIONAL MATERIALS

4
Pg. 1.04

0 The following is a fist of professional materials whose purpose is to
ald\the content are4 teacher in implementing reading. instruction in his

classroom. The list is alphabetical first, by publishing company and second,

by kitie. -.' t

I
"Addison-Wesley Publishilp Company

- Teciehing Reading in the Middte Glade a, Smith, Richard J. and

Thomas C. Barrett.

Written for teachers of grades 4 to 8. Suggests means of

providing developmental reading instruction in any classroom.

Describes the process of reading and its developent. Suggests

diagnostic procedures, activities-for the classroom, and methods

of instruction. $4.95.

Allyn and Bacon, Inc.

- Imp4oving Reading in Eveta Cta44:. A Soutcebook 04 Teachek4, Thomas,

Ellen Lamar and H. Alan Robinson.

Text describes how every teacher can be a teacher of reading.
Makes suggestions for reading instruction in specific content areas.

Includes: motivating activities, teaching procedures, practice
exercises and enrichment activities. Defines specific reading skills'

and. provides suggestions for their.development. $20.00

- Reading kaiVitith the Content A2ea4, Fiercey, Dorothy.

Special emphasis is on language as a means of thinking in the

content areas. Text offereWidelines for the'teacher to combine
instruction of content with instruction of the-learning-process.
Gives techniques for teaching and activities for learning through
the language of the subject area.

4

American Book Company

- He,Lpi Ciatdnen Redd Uathematic4, Kane, Robert B., Mary Ann Byrne ,

and Mary Ann Hater.

Text provides suggestionl,for helping students acquire the skills

' needed to effectively read the language of mathematics. Includes

hints for instruction in the reading of work problems, the inter-

pretation of symbols and the use of readability formulas to assess

then, reading difficulty of math materials. $2.80

a
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Cal Press Inc.

- ReAding/Evenaiday Activitith in Use, Lechtman, Marilyn.

A test to measure functional literacy.on nine reading activitIllk

ified In daily life. Intended for diagnostic or evaluative purposes

with students in junior or senior high as well as adu 1 earners.

Total cost of package - $43.00

Croft461

- -Tite Riding Letter.

A twice monthly publication gives teachers new techniques to
reinforce reading instruction, improve reading comprehension and

upgrade 'student reading abilities.

Annual Fee:

-1-4 subsCriptions $48.00

5-9 subscriptiogs 39.12
10-24 subscriptions 3600
25-49 subscriptions 34.80

4
Florida State Department of Education

- ,Phoicat Education and Reading: A Winning_ Team.

- Samples of activities that can be used in physical education

classes to improve reading skills. Activities aim to develop

perceptual, decoding, vocabulary, comprehension and study skills. $.41

- Readbig the Language of Mathematicd.

A source, book for teachers of mathematics to acquaint them-with

specific skills that students need to read mathematics effectively.

Includes vocabulary, compreHension and stud' skills As well as sample

activities for practicing those skills. $.41

- Science and Reading.

A teacher- source book for acquainting science educators with

reading terminology. It includes: activities for science reading,

.diagnostic procedures for determining student skill needs, and a

4ipthud of determining readability of materials (Fry Graph). $.111

- Sociat Stbdie6 and Reacting.

. /

A source book for helping the social st udies teacher to provide

the student with skills needed to -lead social studies materials: Spans

several grade levels (7-12) in 4 skill areas: (1) vocabulary develop -

'pent, (2) comprehension skil (3) critical -reading skills and (4)

study skills. $.41
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Molt, Rinehart and Winston

EmajUak 136c.k. and White, Burling, Robbins.

Pg. 1.66

Text focuses teacher attention on the non-standard English
dialect spoken by Black Americans. Altheiegh most of the book Is a

description of Black dialect as a variant form of English, the last
2 chapters consist of suggestions for dealing with Black dialect
in the classroom. $4.95

Instructional Objective Exchange

- Language A4tA: .Study and Reiekence Skitt4, Teague, Catherine.

A compilation of instructional objectives and measurement items
for the-language arts, grades K-12. Objectives are intended as a

source for the language arts teaches to be used as supplementseto

his own course objectives. Language Arts - $8.00

international Reading Association

- Imp/toying Reading in Science, Thelen, Judith.

A practical and theoretical guide to teaching reading iniscience.
Emphasizes the learning of reading skills need to understand and apply

scientific concepts. Includes: diagnostic procedures (Ooze, inf 1

reading inventories) activities, reading guides, practice exercises

and evaluation procedures. $2.50

- Language Dipttence4 - Do They intettiete?, laffey, James L. and

rt Sherry.

A collection of papers written for the teacher "orlinguistica

different children. Intended to make teachers more sensitive to the

learning problems of culturally and linguistically different students.
$4.50

- Reading 04 the Diaadvantaged, Horn, Thomas D.

A collection of papers written by Keading specialists, linguists,
sociologists and psychplogists about linguistically different learners.
The book is written in 3 parts: (1) backgrounds and language, (2)

language patterns of particular groups, and (3) implications for

teachers. $430

- Teackiii Reading and Mathematica, Earle, Richard A.

Focuses on the importance of the reading of mathematics to the

successful development of mathematical concepts. Intended as a

practical and useful guide for the mathematics teacher. Presents

methods of teething symbol perception, vocabulary development, problem

solving and relationship analysis% $5.00
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- TeaciantReading a4 Concept DeveLdpment, Henry, George H.

An inquiry into affictive thinking as it applies to the.teaching

of reading. Fuses reading skills into the logical processes of

learning. Most useful for teachers of literature.. $3.50

Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company ",

- Comptchensive High School` Reading Mithoda, Shepherd, David .L.

'Text emphasizes specific and practiCal methOds a teacher can use
to combine reading and content instruction. Chapters on specific

content areas include guides for diagnosis of student abilities
well as suggestions for increasing reading ability. $11.95

r.

National Council of Teachers of English

- Diacovekimg Ammican Diatt141 Sherry, Roger W,

A description of American English with statements about regional
and social differences in pronunciation, word usage and grammatical
form. intent is to foster a healthy teacher-attitude toward linguistic
differences. $1.25

40

Prentice-Hail, Inc.

- Teachilig Reading in Content A/teas, Herber, Harold L.

Text is intended to guide teachers in helping students use reading
as a tool for processing content area reading material. Presents .

methods and materials for developing reading skills in any classroom.

$10.95.

- Suect44 With Woitds, Herber, Harold L.

Purpose of the book is to help students acquire a good
standing of the basic vocabulai-y in 4 major academic .areas:s

-social studies, math and science. Vocabulary' exercises are

in the form of games, puzzles and problms. $1.95.

53
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PUBLISHERS' ADDRESSES

Addison-Wesley Publishing Company

2725 Sala' Hill Road
Menlo Park, California 94025

Allyn and lneal, Inc.
470 AttiOtic Avenue

:Boston, Massachusetts 02210

","American Book Company
300 Pike Street
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

Paul S. Amidon and Associates, Inc.

1966 Benion Avenue
4t. Paul, Minnesota 55116

Argus Communications
7440 Natchez Avenue
Niles, Illinois 60648

Book-Lab, Inc. --

1449 37th Street
Brooklyn, New York 114/18

Bowser
P.O. Box 39247-A

Los Angeles, California

Boy Scouts of America

Education Relationships, Sim 203
North brunswick, Nev Jersey '08902

Cal Press, Inc. r

76 Madison Avenue
New_York, NOW York 10016

Cambridge Book Company
488 Madison Avenue /7,
New York, New York 10022

CENCO/Educational Aids
2600 5. Kostner Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60623

Commounscad

The Communications Academy
Box 541
Wilton, Connecticut 06897:
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The Continental Press, Inc.
Elizabethtown, Pennsylvania 17022

Aroft-NEI -

24 Rope Ferry Road
Waterford, Cohnecticut 06386

Educatilkal Activitiei, inc.
P. 0. BO' 392
Freeport, New, York 11520

Educational Guidelines/Division of Economy Company

P. O. Box 68502:

5455 West 84th
Indianapolis, Indiana

Educators Publishing 'Service, Inc:

75 Moulton Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 0208

Fearon Publish
6 Davis Drive ,,,

lmont,'California 9402--

*
Flor4Oa Department of Education
Knott Building
Tallahassee, Florida 92)04

Follett Publishing Cdmpany
1010 West Washington Boulevard

Chicago, Illinoie_ 60607

Globe Book Company-
175 Fifth AOtnue

New York, New York 10010

Harcourt, Brace and Jovanovich
757 Third Avenue'
New York, New York 10017

.

Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc.

383 MIdison Avenue
New York, New York 10017

Instrwctional Objectives Exchange

P.O. Box 24095
Los Angeles, California 9024

International Realing,Association

1° 800 Barksdale Road,
Newark, -Delaware 19711

Jamestown Publishert
P.O. Box 6743
Providente, Rhode Island 02940r
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J. B. Lippincott Co9pany
Educational Publis4ing Division
East Washington Square
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19105

McCormick-Anthers Publishing Company

300 Pike. Street

Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

McGraw-Mill Book Company

lklebster/McGraw-Mill)
122J Avenue of the Americas
New.Ymilk, New York )0020

Charles E..M10111 Publishing com_pany

1300 Alum Creek Drive
Columbus, Ohio 43216

.MCS/Educational Systems
4401 West 76th Streit.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 5543'

National Council of Teachers of inglish

1111 Kenyon Road JP

Urbana, Illinois 61801

New Readers Press

. Division of Laubach Literacy
Box 131
Syracuse, New York 13210

Prentice-Nall Publishing Company

Educationa4-4gok Division

4 Englewood Cliffs, Ige Jersey 07632

41-- Reader's Digest Services, Inc.
Educational Division
Pleasantville, New York 10570

Reagpg Laboratory
55411y Street
So. Morwalk,'Connecticut 06854 .

Relevant Productions, Inc.

319 Gulf Ibulevard
P.O. Box 68
Ladlan.kocksiBeach, Florida 33535

Fran 'E. Richards Publishing Company, Inc.

Order Department

330 F st Street,- Box 370

(Aver i; New, York 03088

ti

._
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Scholastic Book Services
904 Sylvan Avenue
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey .07632

Scholastic Magazines
2280 Arbor Boulevard
Dayton, Ohio .45439

Science Research Associates
259 East Erie Street
Chicago, Illinois 60611

Teacher's College Press
1.2311. Amsterdam Ayenue

New York, New York 10027

Troll Associates
320 Rt. 17
Mahwah, New Jersey 07430

. J. Heston Welch
Box 658 Main Post Office

Portland, Maine 04104

1
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CONTINUING EDUCATION

nis cerlifes that

Denise S. McCarthy .

has complied-

CONTENT AREA READING PROJECT

cons 13 Ein0
Forty Frvhours of Lecture. Discssion, Participation. and

'Classroom Demonstration of Teaching Reading so Junior HO
and Adutt Students in Content Areas

DE SA

AWARDED:
May 1977

University Perk, Perinsyiyanse
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DIQUIST FORM di

a,

1 would like additional information on the
Content Area Reading Project -

Slate ZIp

Grade Lewd

Please mail to:
Content Area Reading Project
The Pennsylvania State University
213 Cedar Building
University Park, PA 16802

ritoitc-r SUPPORT
These workshops are made possible by a grant front
the Division of Adult EdUcation, Pennsylv De-
partment of Education and the Pennsy 'a
Legislature's annual appropriation to the Uni

lie Pao Unarm, menu* as paha/ minstaarirsice
Mil aft Me R e M le.come litrardrove of 1,72 in 82

re tow of
and

111111.1111Sollibr rr apseree aretea a. tawny ademmours
al.10.111111, awe sew level ava we wit cr, Panacto SS asfrod bf

Apliesmillempla ON Is we misermiar almeala. osawkarm
dllsber posweas moan am se thew*

irk
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OVERVIEW OF THE CONTENT
AREA READING PROJECT

Junior high school students need reading skills to
learn concepts in the sciences andthe'artsisnathema-
tics, physical and social sciences, fine arts, and practi-
cal arts). Students in Addit Basic Education (ABE)
programs must be able to apply reading skills both
inside and outside the classroom. However, teachers
of junior high school students and adults, though well
versed in the content of the courses they teach, often
have not received specific training to teach necessary
reading skills in their subject areas.

This series of fifteen workshops is designed to help
these teachers to (1) identify the reading skills needed,
(2) locate and develop suitable materials, and (3) carry
out a more efficient and effective program for their
students, through an in-depth study of reading as re-
lated to. the subjects being taught The wOrkshopt are"
planned so that teachers of various subjects may meet
with project staff members to discuss common read-
ing problems exhibited by their students. Teachers
will work in small groups and individually to learn and
apply r'ejated reading techniques in the Content sub-
jects.

A unique facet of this project is the availability of
project staff members to visit classrooms. They will
provide help to teachers in implementing newly
learned teaching techniques and in mutually evaluat-
ing the changes which take place in the learning envi-
ronment. Teachers will view classroorh models of var-
ious teaching techniques as a result of this series of
workshops. These teacher-tested models will be
shared among workshop participants. Teachers
throughout the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania may

` receive further information through a progrim of
state-wide dissemination.

WORKSHOP SCHEDULE

Content Area Reading Project workshops are
scheduled approximately every two weeks in three
junior high schools in the Commonwealth of Permsyl-
-valUIL The sites were carefully chosen to reflect an
urban, suburban, and rural population. The schools
include:

URBAN
Harrisburg Middle School
Harrisburg City School District

-



SUBURBAN
-Park Forest Junior High School
Westerly Parkway Junior High School
St* College Area School District

RURAL
Peens Valley Junior-Senior High School
Spring Mills
Penns Valley School District

An important component of the Content Area Read-
ing Project is service to Adult Basic Education
teachers. Currently, teachers are included from

Adult Learning Center,_ Harrisburg
Adult Basic Education Laboratory (ABEL)
Adult Learning Center, State College

Each three-hour workshop will include discussion of
several reeding skills an&or problems v. hich have
been identified by teachers and project staff Different
grouping patterns used during the -workshops will
demonstrate effective teaching procedures Audio-
vistiai materials and media presentat or.s will enhance
the development of workshop topics

The workshops will place special emphasis or. diag-
nosing reading problems experienced o students
who use a spoken language other than Standard
English and on prescribing learning act-. ibes de-
signed to both enhance skill development an aind ret
cultuTal richness and diversity

Teachers in Adult Basic Education prograrrl
ence many of the same problems as do scoridary-
leveIcontent area teachers How e--er, this is a unique
learning environment-A special feature of the work-
shops will be a well-defined effort to provide experi-
ences whereby Adult Basic Education teachers can
develop the requisite skills to silccessf.ill..."attack the
reading problems of adult students

Sample topics from the workshops ,ric:Ude
Questioning levels and strategies
Use of readability formulas
Informal reading inventories and other d.aghostic
tools
Research skills
Motivational strategies
Vocabulary development techmques
Material assessment and selection
Comprehension skill development

multi-cultural emphasis
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SPE(IF1C OBJECTIVES

The Content Area Reading Project is designed to help
teachers to

Prepare informal diagnostic procedures for assessing
the developmenttf reading skills in a content area

teaching procedures (units. LAPS, etc.)
which integrate reading skills and the content areti

Develop teaching techniques for different levels and
purpose%

Identify and evaluate readability levels of materials=
their content areas

Study and evaluate linguistic differences in their stu-
dents and -materials

Use these techniques in their classrooms and apply
specific procedures to meet the diagnosed needs of
individual students

MATERIALS AVAILABILITY

Model teacher materials May 1977

Annotated bibliography.
Ad..,It Education Immediate t:
Junior 'High School March 1977

Va:idate-d eval.iation materials July :977

CONTENT AREA READING PROJECT
CO-DIRECTORS

EJnice N Askov, Ph D
Associate Professor
Reading Center
D.v.sior. of CU:T:C-1:-rr. and l4..ruction
The Pennsyl..ania State Universiy

Mary M D.ipu :s, Ph D
Assistant Professor
Read.ng Center
Division of Curriculum and Instr.,ction
The Pennsy: -ania State University

7.4.7-3111



Dr. Paul E. Bell, Scipnce
179 Chambers - 865-2T61

ADVISORY BOARD T'

Pg. 2.1

Dr. J. Dar* Boyle, Music
257 Chpmbe11 - 865-0418

Dr. David G..Carter, Education Admin. Dr. Edward R. Fagan, English
316 Rackley-- 865-1488 165 Chambers - 865-6321

Dr. Lester S. Golub, Si-Lingual
145 Chambers - 865-2430

Dr. Ralph T. Reimer, Math
171 Chambers - 865-6321

Dr. Donald W. Johnson, Instructional Media Dr. Thomas E. Long, Vocational Ed.
211 Mitchell - 865-7675 248 Chambers - 865-2597

I
Dr. Murlry R. Nelson, Social Studies Dr. Robert W. Ott, Art
146 Chambers --1165-2430 273 Chambers - 865-6570

0
Dr. Elizabeth M. Ray, Home Economics Mr. Gerald G. Robine, Special Ed.
212 Rackley - 865-5441 119 Special Education - 865-1304

Dr. JoA M. Shenick, Industrial Arts
169 Chambers - 865 -2161
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Dr. Marjorie E. Ward, Special Ed.

309 Cedar - 865-1622
201 Chambers - 865-0471
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Objective 10: Developing a Case Study
a

Pg. 4.1

This objective is designed for teachers acts ly teaching in a secondary
school or,a student who will be in contact with st eats on an organised basis.

Prepare a diagnostic report on a student, including all information that
you could use in determining what and how to teach this student. Soma. areas to
isrmestigste are listed below. Organize your report as you think best. It does
mot Aste to be a lengthy paper. Outline format is. acceptable. Be sure to con-
clods with ybur own analysis of the data you have gathered and your recommendations
for teaching your subject to this student.

Procedures for gathering information are up to you. LatetViews with the
student and observ.tion of_ his in different situations are important. You can
Chita with his teacher(s),counselor(s), and other ppeCial personnel. You may
have access to his private folder (but beware of the confidential material in
there!). Other procedures may be used as nedgssary-_____

Areas to investigate:

1. Bis attitudes:

2. Bis interests:

toward school
your subject
reacting

any-other pertinent areas

courses elected

books read
movies/TV viewed
out of schoOfactivities/interests
extracurricular activities

3. His previous achievement: id your subject (grades. test scores, etc.)
in reading

4. His fluency with language, his ability to articulate:
does he speak fluently?

with a dialect?
can he express himself clearly?
does he take part in class willingly?

using language confidently?

S. His behavior in class, out
does he get involved?
is he eager? active?

record comments on his

of class, wherever you can see his:
participate?

-

willing to do things? interested?
behavior to analyze later.

63
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Pg. 4.10

Objective 10 - p.'2

6. Rim family background relevant to reading!
(if you can get tke info)
Alai era his parents' occupations? educational level?

reading materials in the home?
siblings - sex, grade in school

7. Diagnostic material on tA reading problems in this content area:

Ill and/or cloze teat
vocabulary, study skill checks
comprehension qiiestions
higher level work (critical or creative reading', etc.)

,fk Any other obqervations or information relevant to his success in

reading and your subject.

4

a
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MIMICS w- GROUP READING iNVEKTORY

IMMO= immovED 1'

RES7RIC7:^

Frmm: David E. Shepherd, Comprehensive High School Reading Methods. Columbus,

Ohfo: Charles E. MerrfT1 Publ4shing company, 1973, pp. 28-29

SCIENCE - GROUP READING INVENTORY

IMINCIAL TEM071.7
7: 7:7Y?::E7

bran: David L. Shepherd, Comprehensive High School Reading Methods. Columbus,

Ohio: Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1973, pp. 26-27

DIGLISH - GROUP READING INVENTORY

1571111an' B12107D
70 r':=YR:3:77

REETB:C7:CS3

4

From: L. Shepherd, Coqprehensive High School Reading Methods. Columbium,

Ohio Charles E. Merrill Publishing Company, 1973, -pp. 21-22
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WORM. aawni marrow.

_MOIR SOCIOLOGY
Koller and Goose
Solt, Rinehart, & Umston, Inc.} Maw York, 1965.

Removed due ,to very poor reproducibility.

CLOZE PROCEDURE

Pg. 4.25

es

.
This exercise is designed to Predict your ability to understand materials

in the! textbook. The sample paragraphs below ate taken from the text. Fill in

the blanks with the word you feel is most appropriate. There are no tins lmits,

so feel free to take your time in filling the blanks. The purpose of this exer-

cise le only ,to see" if you can handle the -text and will not affect your grade in-

any way. .

* * * * * *

Prianry groups aria distinguished by the quality of relationships that exist

among their'nembers. These relationships are of an intimate, personal nature,

involving the total personalities of the participants. Familiar primary groups

Include families and children'Splay groups. Close friendship groups are also

WW1. -4

Generally, primary relationships arousionalresponsed in
people. The members of a primary group provide each other with and affection.

But at the same time, they are capable of hurting-one another deeply when they

met in a thoughtless manner. Because of their intimate character, primary groups

tend al)* smell in size. Generally, no more than a handful of people can maw.

Sag very close ties with one another over 'a long period of tine.
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READING SUNTORY

Ecerioarics
ng and Textiles

suiPuctrif SEWING BOOK
Reno A to vary poor reprOducibility.

=AWL READING INVENTORY

MDDERN ELEMENTARY ALGEBRA
Begans D. Nichols

Instructions:

Pg. 4.29

This 0 a test to measure your skills in reading mathematics in generil and

your math book in particular. The results will" allow use to be better able

Film your own course of study by indicating in what areas You are strongest and

in what areas you are Weakest. Eadh series of questions is. designed to meRsure

4/

particular skill as indicated by the headings which precede each group of

mations: Follow the directions carefully. Be sure to try, to answer all

questions.

The first you take is Called a cloze. Donot use your book when taking

this test. The cloze exercise is desigied to determine the reading level of your

text book as it relates to you. The cloze exercise will also give sane indication

of how well you can handle, the vocabulary of the book.

7 The instructious for the cloze test are as follows. In the psssage on the,

next page words and symbols have been left out. You are to fill in the blanks.

with words or mathematical symbols (like, numbers, +, and so forth) so that the

passage makes sense. Use other words or phrases in the passage to help you decide

how to fill in the blank. You have 20 minutes for this part. Please begin.

. Part I

Sets - Introduction Cloze Test

In every conversation we often speak of collections of things as objects.

For example, you night to refer to a of books in the or your

school,' or the pencils in your , or of the students your school,

or of boys and girls in United States less than _7 years of age.

of those groups of is a set. We agree to Think of

set as a collection objects. A description will given enabling use

to -whether or not an belongs to a given .

Consider the following:

Aa -set consisting of the 1,540,2

B: the set of the students in class

C: the set all desks in this

Now consider three other

D: the sat of natural numbers, that is2,3,4,5,...

: the set of all natural numbers, that is, 4,6,8,, .

F: set of all odd numbers, that is 1, _,5,7,...

The threeTn-nacit-tesa-on_________Lindicates_that-isaes-------of
maims continues in pattern. It should be fdr you to see

pettern"in each case to decide haw to

67
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1,

2.

3.

, 4.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Pg. 4.30

Answers, to doze

need 11. objects 21. 2 32. the

collection 12. wig!' 22. donsissing 33. natural

library 13. a 23. this 34. 3

o'

desk

14.

15.

roof

be

24.

25.

of

room

35.

36.

dotd
page

in 16. tell 26. sets , 37. sequence

the 17. object 27. ail 38. this

the 18. set 28.. 1 39. easy

1 4 19. the: 29. E 40. the

Ea'ch 20: numbers 30. even 41. and

31. 2 42. continua

Reeding Levels:

Independent level= 60% = 25 correct
Instructional level =40% = 17 correct
Frustration level = below 40%,= less than 17 correct

Part II

'Directions: Turn to page 34 and 35 in your text book. Read both pages stopping

at the bottom of page. Then answer the following questions. You may refer

back to the passage for the answers. '-

PAGE ORGANIZATION AND LOCATION OF INFORMATION

1. Where canyou find out what this passage is about without actually reading it?

2.. If you were asked to explain the associative property of addition, where in

this passage would you look?

3. What are the 3 basic properties discussed in this passage? What has been done

to make these Properties easy to locate?

4. Write the mathematical expression of the co tative property of multiplication

gAven by the author.

COMPREEENSION

5. Give an example of the commutative property of addition.

6. State in your own words what the associative property of addition says.

7. Give an example of an operation wnich is not commutative.

Directions: Now read page 119 and all but the last 2 lines of'page 120. Then

answer the following questions. You may refer back to the passage whenever neces-

sary.

MATHEMATICAL WORDS AND THEIR YEANINGS

8. From the first paragraph of page 119 pick out all of the mathematical words

and write then below.
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9. Sslgct the best answer. Mathematical words like "tern" and "expression"

is) have precise matleiatical meanings which are sometimes different from the

amerdinary English meaning
(b) bays manY different mathematical meanings but only One ordinary,English

meaning
. (c) have exactly the same meaning when used as mathematical words as when

,wed as ordinary Engliih words-in everyday speech.

10. Dee the following words in two sentences. In one sentence use the word air

it is used in mathematics, and An the other sentence use the word aait,is

used in everyday language.

"ZIPNESSION"

.Mathematical Sentence -

Ordimaii Sentence
4.

"TEE01"

Mathematical Sentence

Ordinary Sentence

INTERPRZTINO AND UNDERSTANDING MATHEMATICAL WORDS AND SYMBOLS

11. Write in words what the open expression "5X+7X=12X" says.

'12. How do you say in words "(-2).(4) = - 181

2' )

'

13. Write as a mathematical expression the statement "6 times x minus 4 is

equal to,fourteen thirds."

14. Write in words what is meant by the expression "Vx:x7y." (You may refer

to page 34 to find the meaning of the symbol "V" ityou do not remember.)

NIAN IWAIIAND IMPORTANT DETAILS

15. What do ybu think is the main idea of this passage?

vA6. To what patg6matical words on page 119 is the author trying to ca11 particular

attention? (This question refers to the whole page, not just the first

pakagraph.)

17. Hied can you learn the meanings of theadspecial words?

1.

18.- What do yqu find is true about the expression 5x+7x

when you replete x bib any.wimber?

*
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Directions: Read the following word problem (from page 216) which is reprinted

' below. Then answer the questions concerning Cr/1i; problem.
'4

Mr. Games has dice, Aiarbles, and coins, 136 Of these objects inall. If

tWnumber of marbles s twice the numbor of dice, and the number of coins is
five times the number.af diet::, how many of each kind ,does he have?

liceinQUES OF READING MA. THE IATICS

4

19. When you read a mathematicil passageir word problem, should you try to
read it as rapidly as'possible?

20. Is one reading of the problem enough for you to completely understand how to

solve the problem, or should you read the problem more than once to get all the

details?

n 21. Why might this mathematical selection be hatder to read than a passage Of
equal site written in ordinary English?

22. ado you try to understand all the relationships between the number of dice,
marbles, and coins in your head, or would you try use a pencil and paper

to help you to sort out the information?
O
PROBLEH SOLVING

23. What is given in the problem?

24. What are ltou asked to find?

25. how many different kinds of objects does Mr. s have?

26. How many objects does Mr. Games haw. allkogether?

UNDERSTANDING REIATIONSIIIPS

Let z equal the number of dice that Mr! Gams has.

27. In terms bf x, how many marblesare there?
4

28. In terms of x, how many coins are there?

29." Write a mathematical expression (or open expression) which says that -the sum
of the number of, coins, marbles, aid, dice is equal to 136.

30. The phrase "five times the number of" in the problem tells you that if you

know the number of dice you could find.the number of coins by (diviSion,
subtraction, multiplication, addition) Choose ane.

Q

COMPUTING

Let tilequal the number of dice that hir. Ganes has. If we hem that 8x 136,answer

the following questions.
4

1

31. What valve should x be replaceTwithto =Al the expressidt 8a- 136 a true

expression? (Your answt.r will be the' number of dice.)

32. How many marbles and coins does Mr.-Ames ti c?

33. Can you-check your answers to show you araIcprrect?

7 0
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Answer Key

]lauding Passages

! 1.f Read"the passage heading written in large.bold letters across the page.

2. Beer to the bottom of page 35, the last paragraph, under the subheading

'Associative Property of addition."

3. The associative property of addition, the commutative property-of addition,

and the commutative property of multiplication are the 3 basic Pioperties.

Each of these properties is discussed separately under large_ subheadings

indicating the name of the property.

4. xwy x.y -y.;

5. 5+4=4+5

S.' The associative property for addition says that whenever three numbers are

addid'togettier, they can be grouped and added in any order. That is'

.(x+Y)+2 x+(y+z) = x+542

7. Subtraction is not commutativ because 8-3 3-8 ,

8. numerals, algebra, variables, equal., value, .comeute,"expressions (Student

must have at least 6 of these to set credit)

9. (a)

1Q. M.S. 2x+1=5 is called a mathpatical expres.sion

O.S. Jeff uses many comrion toorre of expiebsion in his writing

M.S. 2ab and c are terms oApthe expression 2ah+c4

O.S. This is the third' term of the school year

,
(The student gets 1 point for having M.S. and O.S. correct for one vat,

2" points -for all correct. No points given for other situations.)

Ill "Five times x plus seven times x is equal to twelvetimes x."

'.14egative two times four is equal to negative eighen halves."

13. "6x-4 14"
3

14. "For every'x, x is greatet(than 7. '

15. Term and expressions in aSgera

16. variables, value, expressions, term.. These are italicized.

17. The author defines these terms by context when they appear on page119.

18. 5x+7x and 12x _are equal for ry iitaltie of x. So 5x+7x = 12i

.+,

19. No, read slowly for meaning ,

\,.

20. No, read th problem again until you understand the relationships involved

and.the question being asked. Distinguish between what is given and what

you are asked to find.
, .

21.' The mathematiCal selection is more difficult to read because to understand

it you must understand the meanings of technical mathematilial words and

'yawls, be able to-translaerthe relationshipt giVen in the problem into

mathematical expression

22. 'You should use a penci/ and paper to help sort out the information.
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23. It is given that Mr. Games has 136 objects consisting of dice, marbles.

sod aline. Furthermore, there are tvice as many marbles as dice and five

tines as *any coins as dice. -

'24. Find hem many of each kind of object Mr. Ganes has.

25. There are kinds 'of oifjeCts - marbles, die and coins

... 26. There are 3 total of 136 objects

17. 2x

28. 5x

29. 14224-5x136

U. x'17

32. Number of marbles = 2x=34; number of coins= 5x=85 .(Both

.
33. To check observe 4hat there "are twice as ms4c7arbles as

as many coins as objects, and 17+34+85=136.

Total possible - 34 poif (Problem 10 is worth 2 points).

'answers required)

dice, five tires

, Evaluation of Results

The acme test is designed to determine the reading level of\te text as

..4t relates to the students. It tests the students comprehension and vocabulary

and-tells us how wellhe can gain the.meaning of words and phrases from context.

The scale for judging reading level tS given on the page containing the answers

for the close test. j .

.
The-remaining part of tNE,IR1 is designed to test a variety of skills by

asking questions which requier a student to use a specific reading skill in order

,to answer the questions correctly. Some skills have Eour questions which are

designed to test them and other have only three. A student will be considered

deficient in a particular skill if he misses two or more -questions our of Jour,

or Li he,misses one or more questions out of three. Overall if a student, scores

over 902 (31 correct) he is judged to be on the independent 1eva'70-9021(24 -30

correct) will be considered the -motional level, and l'ss t 702 (lest than

,24 correct) will be considered the -ustratiop level.
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reildimg skill

a. Grouping three levels of reading (from doze or,IRI)

GROUPING PLANS

1. Cl test groupings forChenistry I

Penns Valley

RESULTS OF CLUE TEST
4

Instructional Frustration

Joel Gardner
Randy Cheney
Garth Benton
Tin Weaver
Van Winter
John tenter
Cindy Yamada
Reels*. Kellerman
Barbara Kauffman
Paul Cornelison

Independent

1

5th Period Chemistry I Class Text-Chemistry ExPirtmental Foundations,

Grouped on Basis Math-background.

DebornhFineberg

Pg. 4.3

Steve Barger
Mks McFadden
Steve,Besecker
-Eva Shaffer
Ricky Moyer
Charles Burke
Doug Royer

Algebra II

.Garth Bantam
Vim Weaver'
Steve Barger
Besiege Kellerman
Mak Moyer

........

GeometrY

*1°.' John Confer
Paul Cornelison
Van Winter
Joel Gardner
Eva Shaffer
Mike McFadden
Randy Cheney
tingly-Wow* -
Barbara gauffmn

. The Groups are based on current meth course.

2. Clore test groupings for Shop

'Section A

Below -0)
These students Will
Work with the teacher

Pawl
. Dave

LeRoy

laMrittlth

Adrian

Section 8
--IX-Er--

These students will work with each
otherl be divided into Argos of two

Algebra I

Steve Besecker.
Charles Burke
Doug Royer

John Kubalak
Penns Valley

LYnn.
Randy
Jerry
Ji

Section C
29 and abOve

These swe/tudnivi4

will alone

Frank
Martin
Thomas
V1111
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b. GrouPino V skills frost IRI

1. IRI groupings lar
Pkifs4cal Sciences

Parts of the Book

Bob B.

Use of Resources

Ricky E.
Murtha H.
Chuck L.

yecabolar7

Sue.L.

Sue N.

Karen N.

8th Grade ical Science

A Search for Onderstandia

Elaine Schuckers
State College Noting

Noting Main Idea

Cheri 15:

Mike B.

Diana D.
Martha H.
Joanna J.
Chock L.
Suss L.

Den O'C.
Terry R.
Dana S.

Supporktng Details

Doug B.
Nike B..

Bob B.
Dave C.
Willie D.
Diana D.

Ricky E.
Martha H.
Joanne J.
Kerry A.
till K.
Dem O'C.
Dunn O.

Following Directilms Oreming Conclusions

Mike B. Choi B.
41114

C. Check L. .

Bred B.
Joanna J.

Ann B.
Doug B.

Wi o D41::.

Larry .

Sue L.
Sue N.

Karen N. Mike B. Mirth' H. Kamp N.
Brad B. Josue Jr- Deane O.

Terry R. Bob B. . Kerry K. Terry R.
Dena S.

2.

Applying Theoretical
Ieformatioi (1 vestion only)

Cheri B. Bill K.

Ann B. Chuck L.

'Bryan B.
Bred B.
Dave C.
Willie D..
Ricky E.

Larry
Joanna J.

Sue 1.4

Sue NL
Karen N.
Deanne 0.
Terry R.
Dena S. I

Understanding Ferules
and Equations

Doug B.
Mike B..

Breda.
Bob B. .

are C.
ul1aa C.
Dena D.

Ricky E.

LarryN.
Bill K.
Sue L.
Den O'C.
Dunne O.
Terry

0rouying[bY neans4ttkr than readifig

a. trouped on the basis of Meth-background for Chemistry Course (given
14 terms of current Meth course)

4,
.74

Deborah Moberg
Penns Walley
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tar& Renton
Tim Weaver
.Steve Barger.

below Kellerman
Rick Moyer ._

Geoneta

John Coe" Steve cher
Paul Cornelison Charles Berke
Van Winter Doak ROW
Joel Gardner
Eva Shaffer
Ake Wadden
Randy Cheney -

Vona&
Barbera Kauffee

b. Grouped by grade received or achievement level:

Johnimbelak
Shop Clod Penns Valley

Grams of two according to latest grade.

Lynn and Paul Adrian and Dave Jerry and Rae4 Fronk and LeRoy
William and Martin Themes and Kenneth James and Kevin .

4164.11..

These groups would read unit 5 and iiscuis it between themselves andthen
answer the questions at the and of the unit and be able to identify each of the

elines On the drawing page.28,

c. Groups could be formed by:

1. interest
'r-* 2. specific achievement: (malice machine, finishing a project:

reading a book)
3. type of activities - (LAP vs. small group, LAP vs. Learning Canter.

field-based activities, deonstrettons vs. lab wort)
4. developmental level - (concrete, bamds-aelbctivities vs. more

abstract reading or symbol usage)
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Primary groups exert a.profound influence .upon the divelopmentof the

burin personality. They era largely responsible for determining the type of

rpa_pon an individual ultieately becomes. Within his family and his play-groups,

the individual learns most of the habits, attitudes, and beliefs that he carries

through life.

Moreover, primary groups help to transfer= the human infant) so utterly
dipendent at birth, into a capable, functioning saber of society. Through his

early, group contacts, the. child is gradually introduced to the demands df social

livihg. Prom those about kin, "he learns what the group expects of him--whibcb

for of behavior are cceptabla and vnich are not. He'begins to assimilate

the standards'and uiulated knowledge of his society. Thus, by the time he

reathesOmaturi e should be capable of takih-, his place in the adult world.

Reading Levels (based on 49 blanks)

Independent Level - 60% and above - 30 or more corract

Instructional Level - 40-592 - 20-29 correct

Frustration Level - b'alow 4 - less than 23 correct

Class Profile
,

Mary

r.,.: _ ,'

-.. -

t ;

4 ''olir ... ,',-,

. -,
'- --gr.- ..-

,,,,,to.,

,..."

... -
-,--,:J..,

, .

4

, -.7 ,, g '4..
k - 1rg : 4...

----5, ;- ':4 -.,"Z5, ......,% I

i -4.1/4 i.
; ''''''
-. : 7' --

1

bane I

tt

i i
t

George

Td , I

indicates deftcl:r.cy more than 1 incorrect response

Irk- (for Clome Procedure) indic.atas instructional lavel
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BLACK ENGLISH IN THE SCHOM.4

Pg. 4%4

This study guide is designed to go along with 'the tape Growing Up Black: A

Study of Black ge and Black Culture. Its purpose is to develop awareness of

the multi-fad nature of Pennsylvania classrooms where students of different

races ind cut meet and interact. Teachers need to be aware of the diversity
of background,Itultural variables and language bases found in their classrooms in
order to react positively to them and to help each student reach his full potential.

The tape deals with language development, an analysis of how speech patterns
used by children become longer and more complex as the children grow older. This

phenomena occurs with all lang4age groups and all dialect groups, too. _Teachers
need to realize where their own students are along the developmental track and how
to help them gain communicative competence, the ability to understand and be under-

stood. It is true that children come to school with a language. It is the school's

job to take this language and extend it until it becomes a fine tool capable ofdis-
tinguishing nuances and conveying depth of meaning.

4

The concern of this particular tape is with Black Americans. The tape deals

with the language that students bring to school with thent,.and the language they
learn in school. But language cannot be isolated from culture, and as you watch the
tape, bear in mind the cultural variables, the family, neighborhood, church pressures
'on the youngster in his .formative years. Language is a reflection of culture, and

so is closely linked to it.

The tape raises the following questions:

How do the cultural variables of berg black ,Ifect the language development of

. students in Pennsylvania classrooms?

is there a black dialect?

Are-theret,bservable-steps fin the tar7gage-depelopment-df-btaa students ?

What sort of, language models do adults provide?
41,

Is there a difference between in-school and out-of-school .language or formal

and, informal language?

Whksorts of things,are tedchers doing to extend the language of their

students? What sorts of opportunities for growth and development are they providing?

After you have seen the tape you should have some ideas on how those questions

can be answered. In this study guide wepropose to deal with three questions in

more detail:

-- 1. Is there a distinct and dbfinable black English?
1

2. Does black English hinder tne learning process?
1011

. 3.. What is the teacher's role in developing his students' language to its

fullest potential? How can a teacher help his students use their
language effectively and efficiently to express thoughts and feelings

to their peers and to others?
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1, IS THERE A BLACK ENGLISH DIALECT?

*JO research conducted in the late 196St.s and early 1970's by Dillard, Labov,

Wm, Baratz, et al, found that there is a diettolct black English dialect. Baratz

(1969) drew up the following chart of the difference between standard and black Eng:.

liih.

'Pg. 4.40,

Variable

:linking verb

plural parker

subject expression

verb form

past marker.

verb agreement

future for

if construction

negation

Indefinite article

pronoun for

70.1tion

be

do

Standard English

He is going

I have 5 cents

John lives here

I drank the milk

He walked

He runs home

She has a bicycle

I will go hoare

I asked if he did it

I don't have ary

He didn't go

I want an apo7e

We have it

this bait

He is over at n,s friend's

He teach-:s at Hale School

Black English

He goin'

in

I got 5 Cent_

John tkiive here

t I dry* the milk

! He walk

He run tore.

Shie have a bicycle

Iowa go

I ask did he do it

I don't got none

He ain't go

I want a_ apple

11.11 got it

-L 14e-book

He over to his friend

He teach Hale School

10ccurrences

Statement: He is here Statement: He be here

Contradiction: No, he isn't Contradiction: Nc, he don't

There is sore question as to whether Baratz has gone'too far, and some feeling

that in fact black speakers' English differs little from that of standard English

speakers. Standard English here refers to the English spoken by the majority of

Ameicans - a Walter Cronkite type of English. Certainly not true to say all

b!ac s speak black dialect as described of Baratz, just as it is not true that all

whites speak standard dialect. Shuy (1969) lists only three linguistic forms which '

would distinguish a northern black from a northern white speaker and require special

attention for cross - cultural material.

VariSble

negation

past conditional

negative be

Standard English Black English

doesn't have ain't got no

He asks if I ate He asks did I eat

When I am there he Isn't When I there he don't

afraid be afraid
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2. DOES BLACK ENGLISH HINDER THE LEARNING PROCESS?

Is black English inferior to standard English or is it merely different 4from

standard English? This is part of the deficit/difference debate that/ raged Kiraly

in the 196011, Educators like Bereiter and Englemann and Jensen felt that black
English speakers were definitely inferior in intellect as a result of their language,

or inferior in language development as a result of their intellect.

Englemann (1970) wrote with reference particularly to blacks:

Pg. 4.41

The child of poverty has language problems. These are problems

far more crippling than mere dialect" problems. Too frequently

a four year old child of poverty does not understand the meaning

of such words as long, full, animal, red, uncier, just, before, or,

if, all and not. in brief, the child of poverty has not been

taught as much about the meaning of language as a.middle class

Child of the same age. Page 102.

Jensen found that culturally disadvantaged children (a euphemism for black and

other minorities) are less likeli to perceive the symbolic and conceptual aspects
of their environment; the verbal means of abstraction and analysis are relatively

undeveloped. He attested to their retardation throughout the entire sequence of .

language development. The characteristics of 'the language habits that are being

acquired and the kinds of functions language serves in the child's experience
actually shape his intellectual development, especially the development of the
ability for abstraction and conceptual learning._,Yoor development.in this area
places a low ceiling on educational attainment.

Labov (1972), on the other hand, showed that black English is equal to, but

differentfrorwstandard-English: The concept of verbal deprivation has no basis

in social reality. In fact, Labov felt Negro children in the urban ghettos receive

a great deal of verbal stimulation, hear more well-formed sentences than middle

class children and participate fully in a highly verbal culture. They have the same

basic vocabulary, possess the same capacity'for conceptual learning and use the same
logic as anyone else who learns to speak and understand English.

Labov attacks Bereiter and Englemann's stand by showing the lack of logic in

their thinking:

1. The lower class child's verbal response to a formal and threatening
. situation is used to demonstrate his lack-of verbal -capacity or ver-

bal deficit.

2. This verbal deficit is declared to be a major cause of the lower
class child's poor performance in school,

3. Since middle class white children do better in school, middle class.
speech habits are seen to be necessary for learning.

4. Class and ethnic differences in grammatica1 form are equated with

differences in the capacity fpr logical analysis..
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5. Teaching the child to mimic certain forMal speech patterns is then
said to be teaching him to thin:: logically.

6. Children who learn these formal" speech patterns are then said to be
.thinking logically and it is pr:dictedothat they will do much better
in reading and arithmetic in the years to come.

Labov's stand has more credence today than that of Bereiter and Englemann. As

Charlotte Brooks (1973) points out, linguists say that all languages and dialects
are of equal merit and that good language is simply language which gets the desired
effect with the least trouble for the user.

Do black dialect speakers have difficulty getting the desired effect? Do they

have difficulty understanding standard English? The main area of debate in this is

currently over how to teach beginning reading to black English speakers. Shgy euns.

up the major suggestions:

1.. Teach them standard English first.

2. Accept their oral reading in dialect of traditional material written
in standard English (Goodman, 1565).

3. Develop materials in standard English which minimize dialect and

cultural differences (Yenezky, 1970).

4. Develop materials which incorporate the grammar of black children

(Steward, 1969).

5. Teach standard English speakers black EnglishjSledd, 1969):

tiatirrilly there are pros and cons to each suggestion.

.1. Teaching a Young child standard English when he is five or six can be

psychologically damaging. He has just mastered one dialect and then will be told to

replace "it with another. His home language is either ignored or put down, which is
likely to lead to some measort'of frustration or lack of self worth. The dialect
.he leaves in school has no clout out of school and is no help to survival in the

street. t
2. Accepting dialect reading of standard materials means accepting a child

reading "I haven't got a brother" and saying "I got no brother". Critics suggest
,that while this may be acceptable in beginning reading, it does not direct a student
to be accurate in reading when he needs to be.

. 3. Venezky's .suggesaion of developing materials in standard English which
minimize dialect and cultural differences is an obvious one, but no easy task.
Producing culture -free, culture -fair materials, given the kaleidoscope of American

cultures, could mean the production of'a plastic overgeneralized life.

4. Black dialect readers have com in for heavy criticism as being patronizing

or the first step to aRartheid, by prod cing readers'who can only read black dialect
and are therefore cut off from the main tream.
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.5. Teaching standard English speakers black English fs not necessarily a

tongue -in -cheek suggestion. A teacher should speak the same .dialect as his studenti

to communi,:ate best with them. If he can be bi-dialectal, and move his students
with him, as the opportunities arise, from a dialect that is spoken 04-a minority to

a dialect that is spoken by the majority, then he may be able to achieve the transfer
without making the student feel rejected or that his own home language is inadequate.

Acknowledging that standard English may cause problems to black dialect begin-

ning readers, is the same true of dialect speakers at the junior high school level?

Most research has shown that this is not the case. From an early age a black English

speaker is exposed to standard English. Most television, movie and radio programs

are still in standard English, though there is a current surgeof black English pro- .

gnus like Good Times and The Jeffersons. With exposure to actual standard English,

a student learns to comprehend" 1t adequately enough to enjoy the story, even though

he may not choose to use the language himself.- With at least five years of exposure
to school English and having books written-in standard English from the beginning

of.reading, most students by junior high school age can comprehend written and spoken

standard English adequately.

Attitude

If we agree that black English need not interfere with the learning process,
what are the disadvantages to black English speakers? The most important one,is

attitude. Standard English speakers tend to look down on black English speakers as

being less intellectually capable. This applies to teachers, particularly to white

teachers, but'as Taylor (1973) showed, to middle class black teachers, too.

Teachers react adversely to Children who speak black English on the basis of

speech.cues above. It is extremely important that this reaction be faced by teachers

themselves. It may, well be that black English has More effect on the education of

Children indirectly-through its effects on teachers' perceptions of and expectations

foi children, than it does directly on the children's ability to either communicate

or understand (Cazden, in DeStefano, 1973).

Shmy agrees with Ca4en. 'tie quotes a study of -Detroit teachers who were asked

to identify the language problems of their students. The following are some of the.

answers:

- In the inner city the child's vocabulary is very limited. His experientis

are very 14Mited.

- Because there is no honest communication between parent and child, the

child isn't taught to listen ... He doesn't hear, he doesn't enunciate

you see.

- They don't realize that they arenit maki -ng a complete thought. (Shuy,

in DeStefano, 1973)

If teachers feel this negatively about the language theirltudents bring to
school, how can they objectively work with these -students, do any/Ong other than
tri to turn dtsadvantaged black children into middle class children so they can fit
the curriculum, and teach standard English as a replacement dialect rather than an -

alternate dialect?
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Prejudice against black English speakers occurs outside the classroom as well. '

The largest percentage of unemployment is among young blacks, and this is due in

part to their language. These children need to learn standard English because it is

.essential fdr vocational, social and acadenic success. As long as the schdol curric-'

alum is based on the ability to speak standard English, it is necessary for.academic

success. Stated another way, black children need to-learn standard English so they

can be successful whenever they hale to function in the dominant middle class culture.
.

3. WHAT IS THE ROLE OF THE JUNIOR HIGH /EAcHER?

'What is the role ofthe teacher in dealing with black English speakers? First

the teacher must realize that black English is not inferior to standard English:

but students need to learn standard English in order to understand and be under -
stoodoutside of their own domain, so that when they speak or write, their thoughts

and feelings are communicated widely. We are not suggesting here that black English

be replaced. That would be a pointless, and hopeless, job. A dialect is a sign of -"-

belonging, a part of group membership, and to take it from a child is to depriye

him of his own culture, his own rocts. Rather students should b4Ptaught a second

dialect, an alternate dialect, to be used for certatvurposet, in certain situations.

Perhapvit would be wise to replace the term diaTect here with register.
Registers or Styles may be loosely defined asvarietles of language appropriate to

some given situation:- Everyone uses somewhat different kinds of English when making

_ a formal presentation,. talking to a clerk in a department store or chatting with

family or verrCTOSi-fiqendi-: In The Five Clocks, Martin Jocs identifies, non such

registers - frozen, formal, consult#tive, casual and intimate. Perhaps an example

would make this clear:

frozen -:(not in use) - get thee hence

formal. your
4
absence is desired

consultative you ought to go

casual go away

int,imate get lost

They all convey the idea-that'it is time to leave. The register-conveys the tone,

the relationship between the speakers their -social status. 6 dialect, on the
gother hand, is a more stable thin - very few people can change from one dialect to

another, for the word dialect applies chiefly to a form of language persisting in
a locality or amongka groupand marked by differences in vocabulary, pronunciation.
.and usage. . #

So what we as teachers need to undertake is helping students develop a variety
of registers. The nature of language is strictly functional;' its purpose is to

prOmote communication. Whiltever forms of language facilitate clear, concise and
accurate communication may be defined as Ilgood'language"; whatever forms of language
fail to communicate clearly or lead to amoiguity may for practical purpotes be de-
fined as "bad language ". In one situation, one register, for example thd,casual,
communicates well; in another, the consultative may be more appropriate.

.11
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Students dO not need' to be told their black English is bad or that,only standard

English/Is good. Speech tontains various forme which are appropriate to different '

, social situations. "I ainsI got none' is appropriate in some circumstances and less

appropriate in others. And whet is appropriate mtere needs 'to be taught.

,
litobert Pooligi (1974) points out the various factors influencing communication.

1. the matter to be communicated'

2. the p4rPose of the comolunication

. 3. the connotation desired in the communication -; the tone or register.

..;Pooley offers the followihg principles and attitudes towards language usage.

Re feels they can be presented and discussed in English classesWoday at any level

fffiParthe.fifth grade up. We would extend this further, and suggest thit they/can

be disdussed in any class where an inappropriate choice of register is obicuring

cqmmUnication. Young people can understand, accept, and practice such printiples
when they are offered sincerely as guides to success in writing4and speaking with

no preconceived or prejudged reservations: or inhibitions.

1. The purpos.g of language is ib communicate. The language which best',

accomplishes conrunication is the right language to use.

2. No word or phrase is good or bad, right or wrong in itself. It can

be evaluated only in the communication of which it forum a part.

3. Communicationconsists of more than meanings from words. There are

elements of purpose and intent in communication .which are controlled
largely by the choice of Words and their arrangement in sentences.

4. Tkiptkoice of words 'involves not tmlythe interest of the writer and
sOTaker, but the probable effect upon the reader or ristener. An

evaluation of the whole situation in which the communication occurs is
essential to the choice of specific words and phrases.

s and phrases which startle, shock,.a se, or beguile-the reader
aroJistener are legitimate in corrmunicatWwhose intent is to

se -these reactions. But the intent must be implicit in the cOm-
metnAcation; the words chosen =1st be he best possible to accomplish

intent.

. the dull-repetition of-overused words, thinnest} of idea and vocabulary,
nd words introduced to annoy or offend ,the YE7dder of-listener do not.

promote camun4cation but impede it and are therefore to be avoided.

, For the junior high school teacher, ?ooler.s advice seems to be that teachers
should not spend time in correcting the phonological and gt.ammatical fedtures that
diffee-from standard language. The real 'skill of the techer.is not 'in correcting
wrong responses but in creating situations in which the student is induced to respond
appro0r4ately, for language learning is attitudinal as welt as intellectual. IA
student.must be motivated to change his language, to use registers other than the
casual particularly in a written situation.

aw
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How can a teacher moiivate'students who -may not want to speak standardaglish
because they fear being assisted into "mainstream` white culture which in an era
of black prim isnot in vague? Or students who feel they are never going to need
to speak a morejtandarb variety of English because whatever l-anguage,they speak
will:be Stigmatized because they are black? The answer is not an easy one, but it

is certainly,;not a Distar-like ,pronunclation drill or rubstittitionlesson.

We coin i start by using the strengths of black English speakers. _These students.
Who are culturally-different from the,miN: c4askshave a great deal pf untapped.

lr .

verbal ability. Children who are imagi"nat band very creative in a rap sessionor
4 game of the "dozens." become silent ina situakio'n where they find the discussion,
indirect or not meaningful. If we can tap the vitality of the street' language and

channel it into situations where the more forMal language ts used, we have.madela

start. le

The. principles which underlie usage instruction in thetuniarbighschool lay
be summarized as follows: ,

1). The number of non-standaF.d deviator to, be studied must be limiter

so 4s-to gin_emphasis where it is most.tieeded.
/'

2. StudOntS must become language observers, 6rare of the varieti s of
language they and others use, if*they are to recognize the standard'

for Ind be arouied to a desire to gain proficiencyjn the usages

in question. ;MP

must3. Usage musf be taught as positively, as posiible: There should be no
language activity that does no/ -recogniz(the nature of communication
and the relationship of appropriateness in usa(e to effectiveness of

communication.

The'teachWs job is to decide which non-standard forms to attack - those of
least acceptance and greatest need. Use could be made of the Karatz checklist as

a guide to areas of need. However, from all the evidencelvailable, the study of
grammar in itself has little effect on usage habits. When the student's desire to
use the standard forms has been aroused, when certain specific changes have been /
made cleat' and .the substitutes have been practiced,Airly then might he be helped0by
a grammatical explanation of the form and its substitution. Grammatical reason
may strengthen changes already begun. However, it may be stated as an axiom: .the

study of grammar is.not a principal factor in establishing sound usage habits.

Teachers of students who use black English need to be aware of the cultural

and lingo background their students bring to class. They mu assess their
oral an itten language to see Obw far it differs from stardardinglish andode-
fine the areas where standard English Nould.be an Appropriate target to aim for.
Teachers should realize that'there is-no purpose in trying to replace black English,
but that.there are occasions when aistucknt needs tube aware of his options in
choice.eregisters and be able to choose an appropriate, register.

84
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QUESTIONS

rg.

1.' Listento the take - the Grade 6 discussion on The Invisible Man and the
rap session at thegjunior high'school. Using the Baratz list of black.English
fetturis on page 2, analyze those two sections of language checking off the various .
features when you hear them. When you-have finished, total the number of occurrences
of the bl English features ,Baratz describes that you heard.. Did you ,heir any

non-standaW features that Baratz did not include in 'her checklist?

I

2. Tape a class cf y9uf awn, whether you teach black students or not. Agiin
.msing the Baratz checklist, analyze the various features of language that you hear.
Do your students produce similar kinds of non-standard-English?

3. From the videotape and the tape you make in your own%classroom, answer the
. follow r-

ti

a. Do students use the black English version more in an Informal
(casual) situation .than in.a formai situation? How woulAyou -
interpret this?

b. On which of Beratz' vartaole's
4

do students use the black English
version?

-c. If you have a racially mIxeO class, did you find non-black stu-
dents using black English forms? How would you interpret this?

If Au have a class that contains no'black students, did you find
your student's using any of the black English forms? What does
this tell you about the Baratz reseal-oh?

4
;It

-t
e. Co you use black English forms? In what situations would you

consider black Englsn apprboriafe an in what situations in-
appropriate3_

f. From the videotape would you say that students gradually replace
their bhck English forns with standard English .in the classroom,
or not3h.eiat foes this mean for English feathers?

11F
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LANGUAGE AND CULT..1:

Pg. 4.5

This study guide' is, designed to !Culture.alang with the tape Growing Up In Rural
Penniyivania: A. Study oflanguage an

N..
.

Describing the culture of the Penns Valley School District in rural Central 4
Pennsylvania where the tape was madf iS difficult. According to Horh (1970) the
follbwing are the'tharacteristics of genera) farming and self-sufficient'rural areas:
fierceindependence, traditionalism, fatalism. Rural people face danger with seldom
paralleled bravery, but fear to separated from family and community. 'They con -
ceive goals in terms of relatto hips within the community, not material goals.
Napier (1972) states that rural areas A characterized by low density population,ril
homogeneous and informal social grouping integrated roles and traditional orients-,
tion.r Hathaway, Monachest 'and Young (195 ) found that children reared in rural areas
exhibit a tuidency to be more fearful, more shy, more suspicidus and more, self
deprecating than urban children.

Does Penns Valley fit into this description? To some extent, yes. Faring is
the major industry in the valley, though a percentage of the men, and ajmuch larger
percentage of tife-women drive into nearby towns (State College, Bellefonte, Lock
Maven, Lewisburg, Williamsport) to work at the universities, in the factories, etc". 744. c.

The population is sparse and tightly knit, the older established families having been
there for over two hundred years. However, the community is by no means isolated from
outside influences as all areas get at least one television channel.

t effect does culture have on schooling? Culture provides the framework in
which, school must operate to touci the lives of its studeftts, or else the school,
must at t to change the culture. There are many factors in a child's background ,...

that of ect his performance in school - his parents' attitude towards education, his
parents'ibducational level,'his parents' occupation, and income - which compound to
make culture an important consideration in ecikcation.

Part of culture is language, the langi.lag4 a student learns at home and,in his
community. Cultural variations of a language may take the form of dialects. A
dialect is a form of language persisting in a locality or among a group and marked
by differences in vocabulary, pronunciation and usage. It may reveal something about
thesocial 'or regional background of its speakers', and it will be generally understood

of other dialects of the same langage.

I Does Pennsylvania have a rural dialect as such? Probabl

y
not a distinct, clearl

ydefined dialect. Few rural areas cou4d be termed iippa}achiandialect areas, if we use
Wolfram's criteria (1976). For example: ,

He just kept a-beggin' and a-cryin' .and awantin' to .get out

' He offered a helpen hand.

It costed five dollars

We shore got a lavish of onions this year

He done lived there a year or two ',fore I knowad

are some of the Appalachian 'features Not found in this sale of the Penns Valley
area's language.- In fact rural Pennsylvanialzseem clOser t/ speaking black English,

I
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If we use the Barati checkTist (1969). (See study guide accompanying Growing Up
Black: A Study in Black Dialect and Black Culture. But Baratz's list contains
nodiStandard forms and many speakers of all colors, social classes and locations use
non - standard forms on occasion. r

What he do find in rural Pennsylvania, as elsewhere, is register. Registers, _.,

or styles, may be loosely defined as varieties of language appropriate to Nomeltiteli
situation. We all use different language styles ln different situations. -It
part of communicative colvetence to be able to cange the language used for a par-
ticular audience. We don't speak the sate way to the boss as we do to a four -year-
old. Martin Joos (1961) defines five registets - frozen, formal, consultative, casual
and intimate.

Frozen - A-style for writing. It is frozen in the sense that it is not, ,

subject to change by interaction with the Addressee, and so
permanent - it.may become 'literature'.

Formal - A style of pre-involvement, a style in which, for instance, in-
_ .troductions take place. Is formal phrases ('May I intro-

duce . .') in which the RUbressor is not comoitting himself
to mpre.than a distant relationship.

c-
Consultative The style for coming to terms with strangers. The

Addressor supplies backgrgund information - net assuming he
will be enders td withouf it; and the Addresiee participates
continuously.

Casual - Insiders, people within a particular social group - friends,
colleagues; acquaintances - don't have to supply information

style ma ed by ellipsis (omission) of words, syllables.
to one anoth in the way they do to strangers. The usual

' Can I helm you?' is consultative. 'C'n I help you?' is
casual. It is also marked by slang.

Intimate - Usually between two people, between whom so much info ti

is shared that wnat Joos called 'jer;on' is used (i.e. rbrds
with a spec4a1- meaning for tle too) and :arts of sentences
only may be Fployed, what he calls. lxtraction'.

Examples of _these registers. would include:

Frozen - I shall withdraw to 'seek repose

Formal - I believe it is time to retire

Consultative - I think I'll go to bed'/'

Casual - It's time for me to turnsin

Intimate - I think.V11 hit the sack

The message is the same, but the register conveys the tone, the relationship between
the speakers and their social status.

. 88
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Within 'a school situatidt we are likely to find only three registers, more
probably two - the forme- register put on for formal presentatioas and speeches, and
the casual, used in the largest_liercentage of school time. The-consyetative may
appear in written form. To have a large percentage of time in the °Mal mode -is a
fairly recent development. At one.time there was a clear distinction between school

4_ language and street or home language. Now street language seems to have moved into
the classroom.

Bernstein .(1971) has described the difference between the two main forms of
-language, which he refers to as public and formal. Public language is usually used
within a community of tacit common understandings and values. Bernstein lists the
following characteristics dl public language:

1. Short, grammatically simple, often unfinished sentences with
a poor Syntactical form stressing the active voice.

2. Simple and repetitive USE of conjunctives (so, tben,-because).

3. Little use of subordinate clauses to break down the initial
categories of the dominant subject.

4. Inability is hold a formal subje;t through a speech sequence;
thus, a dislocated informatioral content is facilitated.

5. F(igid and limlited use of objectives and adverbT.-

6. Infreqpent use of impersonal pronouns as subjects of conditional
clauses.

7. Frequent use of statements where the reason and conclusion are
confoundet to produce a categoric-statement.

8. A large number of statements/phrases which signal a requirement
for the previous speech equence,t be reinforced: "Wouyn't it?"
You see?" You know?", etc. This Process is termed " ympathetic

circularity.",

.1

9: Individual selection fro7 a fgroup of idiomatic phrases or sequences
frequently occur.

_10. The individual quaTiiication is i7plicit in the sentence organiza-
tion: it is a 1 gunge of implicit meaning.

In Formal language,' the variations of form and syltax are much less predictable
for any one individual, and the formal possibilities of sentence organizations are 44
used to clafify.meanirt and make it explicit. Beignstein gives the following as for-
mal language cheracteristics:

1-, Accurate grammatical order and syntax regulate what is said.

2. Logical modifications and stress are mediated through a grammati-
cal)y complex sentence construction, especially through the use of
a range of-tenjunctions and suborg7ate clauses.
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3. Frequent use ofilepastticms whichhindiate,logical relation-
ships as well as prepositions which indiyate temporal and
spatial contiguity.

4. FrequentUse of the personal 'pronoun "I:"

5. A discriminative section from a range of adjectives and adverbs.

6'. indiridual qualification is'verbally mediated throughlhe structure
and relationships within and between sentences. r

7. Expressive symbolisirdiscrtmtmates bet:leen_mgantnos within speech
sequences, rather than reinftfting dominant words or phrases, or
accopanying the sequence in a diffuse, generalized manner..

It is a langUage use which points to the possibilities intierent in
a'Gommplex conceptual hierarchy for the organizing of experilince. (p. L2)

'Bernstein semis to show that formal language Is necessarily' superior to public.

But this is not true. Eachlas its virtues. 'Goodman (:972) feels that the Speaker.
of pdblic language has the human virtues of aniaelity, plainness, community, emo-
tional vulnerability and secantic bluntness, while the speaker of the formal language
has the human- virtues at prudence, self-reliance, subtle distinction and the ability

to move abroad.

Rural students do not ap0-ear to speak a distinct dialect, but-because of their
culture, to same degree their inwardness.and isolation, theyitend to lack a wide
register range. This is true in most connunities today, but it is more noticeable

prinoipal to the youngest student is addressed in nu: the-same way in the public
in a rural situation. There seem to be few register - everyone from the

language, to use Bernstein's term. This may be a partof 'he closeness of the com-
munity; no one is superidr to the next person, se no cne needs to be 'talked up to'

or 'talked down to.' . }

LANWAQE. CULTURE AND _THE TEATIN2,_
4

Why the concern? Life in Penns Valley is rot grinding to a halt because people

are unable to communicate. But the more adept the language to handle situations,,

the greater are the educational benefits. A comaandlof standard English and the
ability to maneuver among registers is beneficial. Standard English is here to stay.

In a large technological society, language standardization is inevitable/ For any

given speaker, the degree of mastery depends on such factors as need, Opporturity

'and desire. Judgments are-made on one's ability to cimmunicatein speech and writirg

- in anaapproprilte manner.

Along teach4s today there is missive confusion between the -kinds o miscues -*

that3tudents produce due to genuine dialect interference and those due to poor con-
trol of formal registers. There is even sops confusion between both of these and

merely clumsy or careless writing: "We seem to hate reachedLtAt point where every

time a student writes a bad sentence, half the.profession aggressively assert! tnekt

it's not bad, just 'different' and,the other half wants to put him in a spagal class:L

(Eskey, 1974) If linguistic and!language study is.goigg, to be of any use in the

a
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classrpf, we need to move teachers beyond these kinds of dilemmas.

What seems important then is for teachers. to know the range of registers.that
. .

their studelts operate in, and to help them extend and practice the various registers.
To do this, teachers and students need to be students of language. Pe ps.this
study is eas t in the framework provided by sociolinguistics, language in society..
The f011yming an adapted version of the de'scriptive model of sociolinguistics de-
Veloped by Hynes 1972):

1. SAf communit - A community must sharfsivrMs for the conduct
a erpretat n of speech'and rules the interpretation
of at least one linguistic variety.

2. Speech situation - The context or environment.

3. Spgeth event - The activity governed by rules or norms for
speech use.

4. Speech 'act - Minimal unit cf a speech event.

5. Speech style - expression and intensity of speech.

6. Ways of speaking -.Within a particular community.

7, Components of speech - Hyms roves the mnemompic SPEAKING for
the c6mponents speed.

Setting and scene.

Participants. 1

Er s, goals and outcomes.

Act sequerce: message form and message content.

Key: tone, manner.

instrumentalities - channels and fors of speech (e.g., written,
spoken).

4 ,
1

Norms of interaction (e.g., taboo or not; posli tile interrupt
or not).

. . Genres (e.g., poem, letter, commercial communication,./4nversation).
'11/4

Working within this kind of framet7ork, abridged as grade level dictates,
language and society can be studie1. Ireland (1976) has some suggestions: In the
study of language all.arcund us we shcu)d corsioer he NY-pose for which the:state
iment was made and the audience for who it was intended. For example, we maylfilld

that muctradvertIsing coo), contains sentence fragments. Before red pencilling St
and clucking pur_tongues in di-sapproval, let's ask why it happened. It may be that
the ad writer was trying to make his spoken language sound like written` language

91
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The back of the cereal boxes may have the same patterns that the announcer uses when

he reads the ad on television. Similarly, sports pages, department store Catalogues,

and poems have characteristics oi their own. It is a useful study to look for the

patterns that each illustrates.and the relationships between these patterns, the

purpose, and the audience. You will ftnd that there are no hard and fast answers in

these investigations. You will have to make teitative statements based on the evi-
dence you have in front of you. That is, you begin to act.like a linguist as you
descwibe the language, form hypotheses, test then, and:draw conclusions from your
observations.. And-you remain Oenminded. This process is the essence of specula-

tive grammar..

In the study of various language situations, a class could, use a simpleframe-
work based on h communication model: SMR - Sender, Messenger, Receiver: Raw does

the speaker affect the message?_ On wthairbasii does he choose it? Can the message'

affect .the sender? Can the receiver affect the Messagt? The whole area of conmun-

icative competence, of changing the message for the audience, can be opened up.

Work on usageAust include a caution. The teaching of certain standard forms

to students who know only norotandIrd forms is necessarily a part of usage in-

struction designed to instill a sense of. social responsibility for language use,, but

it issenly a part. The child whose usage has been made reasonably "correct" or
standard but whose sentences are flat, cull and unexact has not been taught good .

English usage. Language free from dialect variation is not necessarily effective "
language for being more standard. It becomes effective as the child develops a

feeling for the bright, sparkling word cr phrasek the exact word for his needs, the
sentence which says exactly trot he wents to say as clearly as possible and in a
manner suiting the manner and purpose of the communication.

4 LAN6U;,GE, CULTURE AND THE TEACHING OF READING

Does the language a student uses affect his ability to read? Ye4. The closer .

the tie between a 'student's own language and the words he reads in or nt, the easier

he will find the reading t.-te'. This s true nt'all agesaod stages of eeOng. -Men-
tion was made in the study guide that went along with Growinglip Black of the
difficulty youngsters who speak black English have wheNeonfronted-by initial read-

ing texts in standard 'English. And the same is true when a student who uses a

non-standard dialectois expected to read standard English. Even within the same

basic dialect group, a student who uses only an informal register may ftnd difficulty

in reading texts which are in the main written in a formal or at leapt consultative

register, ta use Boos' terminology. To use Bernstein's terms, a student who uses a

public-language, with all its 'givens' and 'understpods41 will find reading in the

formal language a ponderous task. This is all the MOM true by junior high school

sage, when content area textbooks are introduced. These usually have.a high.vocabu--

lary load of words that students ere hot used to, and are written in a linguistic
style *Mich studenti are not familiar with.

What can the teacher do? Simplistically, there al.e two possibilities:

a. teach the students the formal language ,of Content area textbooks; or b. rewrite

the texts in casua4 or public language. Perhaps the best solution lief between the

two'. A teacher who is aware of the lick of matzh between the students' own language
and the language style they are expected to read is likely to make efforts to help

his students cope. This is no easy one shot task but with a concerted effort it is
/-
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. possible for a School to teach its students the formal language tg be found in read-
. ing. The same formal language is also the expected norm in the students' written

work. And for a more immediate answer, teat hers can help theipt students 'translate'
the formal language into something they can comprehend themselves. Helping Students
restate textbook material into their own language, perhaps through a modified Language
Experiente approach, could provide links between the two registers. These links help
studentsmove toward the formal level, to the potnt that they can read formal language_
and` process it for understanding without going through the cumbersome translation.

ACTIVITIES

1. Undertake cn analysis of the speech of your local community. Your students_ can
take notes regarding the speech habits of members of the community, describing

.I the tyye of person observed, age, probable occupation and employment, Vie. place
and occasion of observation and characteristics of his speech. Specific attention
can be given to the Aresence or absence of in-group terms or occupational jargon,
the general level of familiarity,or formality, the relationship of word choices
and sentence structure to the tone and purpose of.the communication, the use of
non-standard or variant 414400nflections,-pronoun forms, etc. Further ideas for
this kind of usage survey can be found in Pooley (1974).

2. Undertake an analysis of the language background in your, community. Where did
the people who settled in this area. come from? How did they come? What changes
in population have taken place since the original settlement? Make your own
linguistic mep, like the Detroit map on page 40 of Shuy (1967).

3. Undertake an analysis of local place names. What do they tell you about the
-language background of your area 001

4. Notice representation of dialects in various works of literature. (Discovering
American Dialects by Roger Shuy, NC-7E, 1967, would be a useful guide in all

° these*exercises. It could be used with Grade Six and above.) 4

5. Look at other 'languages( - fer extmole, CB - in both their structural properties
and social functions. CB dialect can be used to model the aspect of language we
may want to/teach, including grammar; vocabulary, speech sounds, jargon, code
switching, punctuation, context and even the discrimination and.dislike which
exist between some speakers.

a. Set up a CB in the, classroom. Let students l istgrtfand then dis-
cuss what they heard, how they went about deciph ill it 11(contextu4)
clues, etc.) and how they felt listening to an unfamiliar dialect.

b. Put together a glossary-of CB.

c. work on a contrast chart of C3 and Standard English. Harvey Daniels,
'The Windy City Crocodile' has many more ideas in "Sreaker, Break,
Broke: Citizens Band in the Classroomr. English Journal, December,
1976.

6. Listen to the section of the tape with Ed talking about fishing. Using the Baratz
checklist, see how many Black English forms he uses. What does this suggest about
Baratz's ltstr

'4 93
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MIMES" OP ENABLING AND INHIBITING TEACHER STATEMENTS

1. Teacher fosters student support of their inferences
hleading them ftestablish a diiect relationship between
their idaas and the observational evidence on which they

are based,:

Enabling Inhibiting

What did you observe that made you say Jo, that's wrong (or that's right).

Show us what you did and what you observed
that gave you that idea:

'that?

Try doing it again me:heti your observa-
tions.

Do you heve a reason for saying that?

Whais your evidence for making that
guess (prediction, etc.)?

Do we need
-that?

4

Rejecting (or accepting) setdea without
giving children a' chantirtelresent their

evidence.

Allowing children to arve a point withoUt
using observations or other appropriate
evidence to defend their point of view. 1171

16

more evidence before we can say Accepting or inflicting abstract verbal-

- izatians for which children haV'e no ex-

periential foundation.

Have you had any experiences with ice Each of you make h guess whether the water
ChAng4ng to water br water changing to ice level will be higher, lower, or the same
that night help you predict whether the after the ice Melee.

water level Will be higher, lower, or ttie
same after the ice cubes melt.

`4.et's match yobx list of observations with But, that's not the right answer. This

your conclusion and see if they all experiment is to proire that

support that statement.

1

2. Student interpretations are Considered acceptable
(even though they are partial or temporary conclusions)
as long as the evidence from their investigations and
experiences support their responses.

Enabling Inhibiting

Child - Magnets attract only nails and Yes, magnet* attract all iron and steel.

paper,clips,. nothing else. Teacher - That

agrees with our observations, so far.

Child = The dripping water goes down the
drain into the ground. Teacher - (No
emement)'

Science for the Seventies, ITV - Handbook for Teachers, Pennsylvania Department of

Education, 1975.

95



(Perhaps arrange for ehildr-en to xis it a No, it goes through pipes

Muse under construction and reviee this tank.

idea).

Child- There are two marbles in the'box
because (state relevant observations).
Teacher, "You have found some real good
ages." (Later when Children campers,
three clicks may be demonStrated.)

(Obeervatinn and Description} Lesson)
Child - I think the answer is the aquarium.No, that's not
Teacher - That fits -all the clues I gave Guess again.

you, doesn't it. But it isn't the object
I have in mind. I guess yoti need another

. charecteriatic. The object would fit in

your desk.

Pg.,4.60

to the septic

You didn't observe very carefully. If you

had you would have heard three objects
bump against the itde,

TheCandlesin the jar vent out because it

didn't have enough air. Teacher, a t

with approval.

Child - All magnifiers must be made of
something that has no coloring in it.Y-
Teacher - Accept or make neutral state-
ment such as: It certainly seems that
none of the colored objects we used were
good magnifiers.

4-

the object I have in mind.

The real reason it wenteout was it didi't
have enough oxygen (oxygen is merely a
mesningless verbalization for young ch;ldren.

-But if there is only a pale coloring in
the lens It will work. Tb.ink of tinted

eieglesses.

3. Reaionahle time'is provided during discussica
-4.4or observation, thought, and reflection.

I'm not going to call on anyone for a while so that each of you has a

thence to think of what yol\want to Say.

Think about it and_raise your hand when you have an idea. I'll, nod

and you can put your hand down until others are ready with ioiress.,

3. I'll tilt the mystery, box scaly several times -90 you can really

-
hear the sounds and think about-what they help You to know.

4. Think about what Johnny said and de,de why you agree c: you dis-

agree with him.

4. Teacher' questions and statements encourage rider
attilint,thought and suggestions for additional investi-

gative behavior. \

,l. Tall us a little more about it.

2. Would it help us to under'stand if you maki a drawing pc the chalkboard?

3. Jane, tell ma in your own words what yourhinh Anne means.
help Ahne find out if she hAs gotten her idea across.

96,E
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4. in going to say it in another way and you c,r1 cae if I understand

what you wean.

5. Gan ybu think o$ anything else 'e can try to find out.more'about it?

6. Is there anything you eight investigate at home that is related to
*tat vs have been doing?

7. Jimmie, you thought of another question while you were working on

this.investigation. You night want to do scone investigating on your'

own and let us know What you%find.out.

5

97
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SW-DIRECTED BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE

1. Amoumt of Teacher Direction:

I totally depend on the
teacher' for direcring,ey
work. I have to be told
What to do.

I like the teacher to
direct me part of the
time, but I take the lead
with somi activities.

rg.

I work indepenaqntly .

using the teacher only
when needed for spetisl
assietarqe.'

1 2

2. Seeking Answers Independently:

r rely on the teacher and
textbbok as a total
4143=01 for.ansvers to.my
questionh.

3

I lock for answers ;o
questions, using the
teacher, other students,

and outside information
sources.

5

- it

I independently seek /
answe to questions

withrsdist teacher

assistance. ,

PO

1 2

3. Using Class Tine:

I waste class time fre-
quentl, rether than doing
assigned tasks.

3 4

I usually use class time

to do assigned tasks.

5

I *Pend clam) tire work-
ing on assigned tanks
with liytle, if any,
wasted time. 2

1 2

4. Planning a Work Schedule:

I do not develop a plan
for wy work. I lack'organ-
ization and have poor
study habits.

4

I develop a systematic
plan for attacking most ,

learning activities, pri-
marily when I'm told to do so.

5

I inhependently set up
an effi t plan for

oils my work., .

1

5. Using Study Skills:

2

I lack basic study skills.
I have trouble using those
that I know.

. 3

I use basic studi sk2 11a

when I'm told to do so.

4 5

I use basic study tkilla
as a natural part of my
work routine.

1 2 3

o **
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OWS OF THE SELF-DIRECTED BERAVIOR RATING

INSTrawriona MICPCVEITTS

Pg.4.71

Dr AI, Instrectio*al

(jectivea
-4,<

B. Content C. Learning
Experiences

-D. Media E. Evaluation
T

14

.

tilb

/want of
Teacher
Directly*,),..

,

. .
. .

. ,,

.

.

.

2. 14mking

Independently 4 ..
1e#5

,

3. Using Claes
Time

.
4

4. Planning a
Work- Schedule

. .

5. Using Study
Skills .

,

A

.r
t

6. Using Self-
Teething
Curriculum
Packages

.
.

of,

r

,

.. ,

7. Adaptiog
Curriculum

.

%

.

4'

..,

8. Pace of
Learning ,

A specific example may be helpful. By looking at'"need for direction," we can
trace bow differences on this variable might affect the%"comprents of instruction".

Iistroctional 6bjectivea (Cell A): If a teacher wants students who
more self-directed, objectives might be written to develop the student
ability to operate without teacher assistance; to seek answers to ques
independently; to use class tins effecti4ily; to develop a systematic plan
for his work and/or use study skills.

Contest (C:114B): The content of a unit night also.be affectid. Part of
is unit could focus on-how to use the card catalogue or Reader's Guide to
locate materials; this would provide the childwieb additional tools he
could use to findanswers without teacher assistance. iron another point of
vise, the subject matter presented night focus on the importance mid/or value
ofindependence for people in ourAociety. Hopefully, the latter approaih
would more the student towards an understanding of and a commitment to be-
coming sore self-directed. '

4,
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LeermIntitsperieice- (Cell C): Bare the teacher hzs two choices: He can either

design learning experiences to help students beCone less dependent (Change) or
he can adjust.(adapt)_hls teaching plais to the degree of direction needed by

a Child, e.g. the latter night include helping a child find answers to ques-
10,4011e by suggesting where, related books and other materials can be fold or,

for the move dependent, actually getting the books and giving them to the child.
The aportant thing to remember with either the "change" or "adapt" approeCh -

41s-not to prescribe learning experiences which demand too such ortoal.litae

self-dependence.

MEdia (Cell D): For a child who has a high need for direction, audio-visual
and print materials should be designed so that they can be used-with ease. If

the student is given a reading assignment, step by step directins need to be
provided or someone, either a teacher or another student, should be Available
to guide him through his task. Materials should be chosen not only for their

accuracy and raleVence to the instructiocal objectives, they should also be
Chosen because they are designed so the child can'easily.determine what he is
expected.to do as he studies them.

Evaluation Techniques (Cell E): When a Child is dependent, care should tbe

taken to insure that during an evaluation session, test instructions are clear
and written in simple step-by-step proceddres. Either the teacher or a fellow
student should be available to give assistance when such a child desiras,it.

4

red from Fred H. Wood, Individual Differences That Count," HASSP Bulletin.

January, 1973.
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CONTENT .AREA READING PROJECT 78. 4.8
Joyce W. Lee

LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE FOR OLDER STUMM,'

What is the Language Experience Approach (LEA)2

OP

±wrimuus IDEAS OR ACTIVITIES

Removed due to very poor reproducibility.

I
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CONTENT AREA READING PROJECT

Objective 3a: Unit.Plan

The unit assignment should follow the format given below. Unit length should be

3-6 weeks. The unit may bee developed by a group (2-3 teachers), if it is to be

started from "scratch". It is preferable for each teacher to use an existing unit,

reshape it and/or extend it to fit these guideline, and submit'itindividuaTly.
Check the sample unit (Social Studies Unit on Mexico)4for what the finished product

will look liki.

Each unit will contain:

1. Introdbction-- tells other professionals what the unit contains,
how it will be developed, what grade level it serves, and -other
general information necessary for other teachers to evaluate it.

2. List of objectives in' approximate order of teaching with levels'

indicated (use 3-level scale).

3. List of, student activities- leading to mastery of objectiVes giyen:
Where possible, several activities from which teacher can Chnote

should be included.

4. 'List of teaching strategies or-Modes appropriate for each activity.

5. List of materials needed for student and teacher; including hardware

and software.

6. EvalUation procedures designed for each` objective. 'These procedures

should evaluate all activities listed,for a glv'en objective, which
may require more than one alternative procedure for evaluation.

7. A culainati3 activity (project, exam, etc.) which serves as a syn-
thesizing process and prgyides a sense.of'closure.

8. A Motivation/Readiness activity designed to introduce the unit and

prepare students for what will be included.

9. At least one objective must deal with a reading skill necessary for
mastering the content material in the unit.

10. Materials must include media other than reading in alternative
activities for at least thred objectives within the Unit.

11. Materials for students to read will be tested for reading level by
the Fry (or another approved) formula. An ffort should be made to

find reading materials at several lvels'for each reading' assignment.

.
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TITLE . Neighbors To TheSouth
..

TARGET AUDIENCE: This unit is designed for students in Grades 7, 8, and 9.

Students should be identified according to performance leVels

(below average, average and above average) and according to lingual

,
experience ( English speaking, English and Spanish speaking) f'r

grouping purposes.
.

.

TINE ALLOTMENT : Approximately six weeks (five forty-five minute class periods per
week) may be eipanded to a double period per day, with teaming of

Social Studies and English or Reading teachers, to allow for in-

depth coverage of both content material and accompanying reading

and study skills. .

INTRODUCTION : The unit has been designed to provide teachers with a flexible

framework which can be utilized to teach any topic to students

at any grade or competency level, integrating reading and study

skills with mastery of content. Although this unit has been

designed around content material on Mexico, actual content area

objectives have been excluded to all heavier emphasis to be

placed on reading and study skills. It is presumed that teachers

Kill incorpOrate and develop actual tontent material into the unit.

The curriculum is student-centered and multi-textual. Students

are identified according to performance levels (below average,

average, And above average) and. according to lingual experience

(English speaking, English and Spanish speaking) and grouped

heterogeneously so peer teaching will. result. Students-will be

evaluated both as a group. and individually. Points are assigned

to each requirement and students failing below expectations may

contract to do additional work for extra credit. Individual

conferences. are held fo discuss grade scale and develop contracts.

GRADE SCALE - 0- 70 points = F
71-140 points - 0

141-220 points - C.

221-290 points - B
291-350 points - A

OBJECTIVE MAXIMUM POINTS

entences)
,

5

ibrary worksheet) 10

(notetaking exercise) 20

I - (commercial videotape) . 15

J - (oral report -) 50

K - (text wrtttng) 40.

N - (mural) 10

0 - (vocabulary exercise) 20.

P - (learning centers) 15

Q,- (student vocabulary activity) 20

R'- (fiesta) 20

S f(recreational reading) 15

T - vocabulary evaluation) 20

U - options) 40

X - final written evaluation) 50

350 points

1134
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UNirtIESIGN : Activities in activity packet are leveled and may be used to
supplement the grade of'the less able studtnt. Learning centers'

should be designed to reinforce reading skill deficiencies ident-
ified.through subject evaluation and performance of unit require-

ment. Points should also be affixed to each center and be added
to the students' score upon successful completion of the activity.

Example of Learning Centers and Activities:

Center I Reading Comprehension - Students are instructed to
fiR1150lementary materials (handouts, brochures, magazines and
complete a sheet of questions). Questions should include ex-

amples of main idea, detail; inference, sequence and conclusion.

.Center II Listening Comprehension - Students listen to teacher"...

ma cassettes. Tapes should provide students with the main idea
of the selection'and set purpose for listening. ,Upon completion

of the dialogue students should be instructed to write a synopsis

of the selection with illustrations. Evaluation. shouldnclude
attention to main ideas, details and sequence.,---.

CenterIII Visual Discrimination, Visual Pgrception - Studells

'complete jigsaw puzzle. . ) /

Center IV Creative Writing' - Students selectALpicUre--f4Ji

, among a group of selections and are instructed to identify people,

place, time and activity, then write a short story-about what pre-

teded and followed the picture.

Center V Reasoning, Critical ThinkiN - A set of questions

are provided to students as a film preview,. Students read

questions to set purpose and then watch the film strip. (Pre-

viewers are usually available through library services.)

.Questions are then completed. Questions should be constructed to

require students to use information presented in the film.

Center VI Following Directions - An art center should be set-up

providing materials for an art activity but requiring students to
read and follow directions to complete the project.

Center-VII Oral Composition - A tape center is set-up with easy
to read biographical books and a tape recorder. 'Students read a

book and complete a sheet listing information. --)

Center VIII Famous Men - Background (birth, family life,
edrication); 67117517056; impact on Mexican life. The stadent
then assumes the character of. a famous man and prepares'a cassette

.
telling how this man's life contributed to Mexican Culture.

TERMINAL 60AL : This unit will have as its put-pose the integration of content
material on the people, geography and culture of Mexico with
those reading, and study skills\necessary to absorb this content.

Serieral Learning Outcomes

2. (coinitive dOmein) Students will develop research topiesIor oral' reports,

giVen teacher designed instructio and multiple:resources.. .

t

E
4> .

m ,

1. (affective &tin) Students wi demonstrate Interest in the people, geography ,1)

and cultural diversity of Mexico \ / .

.
, I.
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4

.0

.31.. (cognitive domain) Students will demonstrate reading and study skills given

teacher instruction.

4, =affective domain) 'Students will demonstrate abillty_tiiteacttivith. a group, 6
assign leadership roles and delegate responsibility. C

S. (psychomotor domain) Students will demonstra ative ability by selecting

a project option from a teacher-made list or submit a-p optional 4

project for teacher approval; and by participating in fiesta and mural-painting V

activities.
lr

Specific Learning Outcomes (Enabling Objectives)

M.B. ,Numbers In parentheses following each objective refer ,to the General Learning 5
r Outcome(s) to which the'specific objective is related. -Numbers are listed in

descending order according to the primary emphasis which a particular lesson
is designed to develop: e.g., (2,4) would indicate that the pritary emphasis 6,

\, is to attain theGeneral Learning Outedieof oral research reports, while a
secondary would be that of developing group interaction skills. C

Circled objectives will be counted for point accumulation and grading purposes.

Given a slide presentation on Mexico with accompanying teacher commentary,
students will participate in a guided large group discussion'and compile a
list of topics which will serve as possible research ideas. .This objective

will have been met if the class names the following 1 areas after view-

ing the-slides and hearing the teacher commentary:

climate
geography
industry
.population 6
cultural problems j'
transportation
trade
education
art forms
exploration (1,2)

While viewing the slide presentaion for a second time, with Mexican music as
a background; students will write a one-sentence observation which can be

discerned from the media presentation, related to the topics listed above.(2,3) A,

'Given teacher guidelines for, establishing' (food; decorationi; music
and dance; costumes; and guests) students will volunteer to join a planning

croup for'the unit's culminating'activity, a Mexican fiest0.(4,1,5). 3'
D. Given teacher-assigned group Placement, students will select a topic for

croup research from the list coiled in Objective A, or submit an alternate If

proposal for teacher approval. (4,2)

Given a'library.tour conducted by appropriate personnel, students will demon -
trate knowledge of research procedures by individually completing a teacher-

midi worksheet covering card catalog, Dewey decimal system, reference
materials, vertical file, media usage, etc., with 90% accuracy. (2,3)

In groups, students will locate research materials on various reading -levels
and bring to the classroom for the construction of a classroom library.
Compiled materials will be available to all groups. (3,1,2,4)
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Given a lecture demonstration on listenihg and the Cornell Method of.Note-

taking, students 11 demonstrate skill in notetaking by using the method tb'

capsulize one live- cher leetve, one chapter chosen-f the reading re-

source books and taped lecture on Mexico. Cri will cohsist of comparing

student !Wes to teacher-prepared sets. (3,2) O /

IL Students will demonstrate ability to pursue researc topics individually and

in groups, using available-resources, by usimgassigned time profitably, as

determined by teacher observation. (2,3,4)

`(1 Given a teacher lecture on effective speaking techniques, stuaents will prat-.

tice the skills outlined by writing and delivering a one minute commercial

designed to sell a Mexican product. These will be videotaped and evaluated

by classmates and teacher according to these criteria: adherence. outline; ,

presentation; logical sequence of ideas; originality.. (3,1,2,5 tip
J. Having vepared research presentetions, small groups will give Ora reports,

le remainder of class takes notes. (2,4,1) -

P

F

I

C

iven a guided discovery lesson on effective writing techniques, small, groups fj

f students will utilize notes taken during oral Teports to write spetlfic

hapters for a student-made text on Mexico. .Text will be typed and distributed. ir

Evaladtion will be according to the instrument for determining writiog effecT t
tiveness, included in this unit. (3,4) .

in spell groups, students will plan a section of a Mexican mural to be painted

in class, deciding how their particular topic can be vijally ppttrayed.(4 T.irD
Students will complete a rough sketch.for a section of A mural I

a oarticul opic, and transfer the sketch onto the wall moral carbon paper.
V

(5,l,4). p .

(
Students will plan the painting of the mural, allocating responsibilities to

various group members, and paint their section of the mural. Each group will

explain their section of the mural in both a one page written commentary to.be

affixed to the mural and on a'cassette tape. (5,4,3,1) (I,

Given,a lecture presentation on vocabulary development, vients will select

four words from.a teacher-assigned bbok and apply the Frontier Vocabulary

System to. each word.. (3)

Given teacher-designed learning centers with vocabularyactivitiet, to accomr

pany .the videotape presentation on "Lost Cities" (theme vocabulary-emphasis

on roots and affixes) students will select at least two activities to be con

pleted during the class period, placing completed-work in appropriate

envelopes. Students completing learning cente ivities will select a book

from the recreational reading*table. (3,1)

iven materials and tfoOrking in pairs; stuilentt will create 67-vocabulary gam e

r activity based -an vocabulary words selected for the clast glossary on day

20. (Selection of words may be from the entire cla ," e.g.,. fqur (4 )--

words x thirty (30).'students . 120 words.) (3.,5,

lR. 'Students will divide into groups as determined in Objettiie C, assign leadershi

and delegate responsibility for fiesta day to-be held on day 30. .Students

will drew-up and submit a plan:for their area of concern to teacher by day 19.

eacher will approve plan by initialing it. (5,4)

'von books.for recreational reading.(various. reading levels), students will

a book with,teacher assistance, and upOP.completion will complete a

guidisheet for reporting on recreational reading. Students will be riquired

to complete and report on at least fifty pages (may be completdd In or out of

class). (3,1)
_ 107
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StMdents will coileie a written, test based upon vocabulary contraciis With

1001 accuracy. 1

Students%will select optfops from the activity packet totaling at least forty
points. (points are listed on each option) -Options which are student designed'
will be submitted to the teacher and assigned a (pint value. (5,1,3),

Students will'check their completed actvities.against the unit activity list,
determine which activities they have not yet completed, secure necessary ma-
terials and coOplete activity to attain objective. _Student work must be

'completed by day 30 in order to count for credit.

Given a teacher led review, students will fill in the review outlinwas
teacher works it on the overhead prdjectur,to prepare for the final written

'evaluation:

(:). Given a wri,tten evaluation based uppn Objectives E, H, I, K, 0, P, Q, T,

Students will complete the objective part of the final- evaluation with 90%
.... accuracy. (3)

Given several open-ended sentences_basea upon Objecttyes C, 1)v F, R,

students will evaluate unit, according to .their perceptions on the effective-

ness of grouped activities. (4) . / -Jr
Students will write one paragraph describing.ftveessential facts they have
learned concerning the culture and people of Mexico. This will' be based upon

Objectives A, B, M, N, S, U. (1 )''

Students wil sign-up for a five minute priyate conference with teacher (can
be schedul anytime within:next week) to discuss performance as to Objectives

N, V W. (2,5)

Y. Students w 11 participate in culminating activity by voluntarily taking part,
in various activities on fiesta day. (5,4,1)

5'

P

C

F

6
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(40T1 AT40
4

SUGGESTED TIME ALLOTMENT FORMEEfING OBJECTIVES AND LEARNING OUTCOMES

'OBJECTIVE DESCRIPTION .

1 motivation; research Id

C fiesta grouping

E

motivation;discerning
imain idea;

selecting research topics

library tour

J

1/2 class secure
'research materials

1/2 class lecture on
notetaking

reverse groups from

day #4

.6

H

7

H

,notetaking activity

individual and group

research

tiotetaking activity

iridividual and group

research

OAVIOBJECTIVEI DESCRIPTION

H

I

10 H-

11 H

I

12 gi

13

14 J

K

individual and groUp

research

presentation on speaking

techniq

cOmmercialk

research
17

6
commercials,

4

research

commercials

C
0

orat report (3) p,

oral reports (2(

mural planning

oral .rdports (2)

text writing

3
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SUGGESTED TINE ALLOTMENT FOR MEETING OBJECTIYES.AND LEARNING OUTCOMES

DAY 08JECTIV , DESCRIPTION 1DAY OBJECTIVE

.

DESCRIPTION

15
fi

. K

M

.

1/2 grout) - text writing

1/2 group - draw

6

23 T

. .

sharing ideas-vocabulary
evaluation

16 'K

M

reverse groups from

day 415

24 U
1

options.

17

,

N

R

;,

two groups:paint

three groups plan fietta

25 U

R

:

.

options

plan fiesta

18 N

g

switch groups'

.

26 R

S

plan fiesta

recreational reading

19 N

R

switch.groups

,

:27
r

V

plan fiesta
complge unfinished
activities

20 0 vocabulary lecture and

activity

28 W

_,

review

21

.:...

P

.S

teacher-made vocabulary

activities

recreational reading

.....s*629
X unit evaluation

22

1

Q students design 'vocabula

games, puzzles

30 Y fiesta

110
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STRATEGIES.

Delkl = Objective A, C.

(guided discovery node - convergent)

1. live bulletin board or posters up to create atmosphere.
.

2. Introduce unit with slide presentation tnd teacher commentary.

3. Guided-discussion j a. this unit is about Mexico. .

b.. some topics we might want to consider.are....

4. Write student suggestions on board.

5. Use questioning strategy to arrive at desired list of topics.

6. Discuss culminating activity with students (Mexican fiesta)
7. List,variouspreparation groupsifood, music/dance, etc.). See Objective

8. Discuss responsibilities of-each group.
9. Allow students to volunteer for groups, guiding choices svach group has

adequate representation.

Pg. 4.106

rstrril ATV) r4

Day 2 - Objective B, D

(guided discovery to inquiry mode - convergent to divergent)

1. Distribute worksheets with list of topics from Objective A.

2. 'Instruct students,to watch slides and write a one sentence observation from eac

topical area.

3. Show slides with music background. Repeat if necessary.

4. AtsSgn students to grown.
5. Allow groups to select a research topic from the list.

6. Provide for adequate coverage of topics by entire class.

7. Tell students that alternative proposals may be submitted for teacher approval.

8. Distribute objective checklist to students with points and grading criteria.

Explain.

Day 3 - Objective E
40

(lecture-recitation - convergent)

1. Plan library tour with appropriate personnel.
2.4 Distribute teacher-made worksheets.
31 -Take students to library.

4. Assist library personnel.

5. Allow students to complete worksheet in library..

Day 4 - Objective F, G

(lecture- recitation - convergent)

1. Split class into two groups.

2. 1/2 group to library to secure research

3. Make sure the Nlibrary'"group" can 460i
.to look for materials.

4. Present lecture on listening and note

5. Distribute handout to students and b

Darr 5 - Objective F, G

1. Switch* groups and proceed as on Day 4.

materials for oral report.
into their respective researct g)-cos

ing. (Use handout as content guide).

n practice for assignment.

111



Oar 6 - Oblective ei It

(includes convergent-and divergent activities)

1. Split class into research teams.

2. 3 groups Work op research'projects, using any available materials.

3; 3 groups wort,on notitaking activity.
a. 10 urinate live. teacher lecture On. Mexican music. (Students take notes)

b., Listening ,stition - 10 minute taped lecture of Mexican art. (Students take

notes) -'
c.' Duplicated article on Mexican dance or theatre. (Students take.notes)

4. Switch notetating groups at given intervals.
'.

Day 7 - Objective 6,-H

1.
Pg. 4.107

y-

1. Switch groups andrprocoed as on Day 6.

Day 8 - Objective H

(divergent)

1. Split class into research tear*.

2. Allow students to work am research projects.

3. Set -up viewing stations for filmstrips, etc.

4. Provide access to library.'
Call, individual students 'to check onrnotetaking activity:

6. Proiide assistance to students as. requested. (research)

Day 9 - Objective I
, 0

(guided discqwery to divergent activity)

1. begin lesson by giving i.short (30 second) speech in three different way %1

(e.g., dull, normal, enthUsiastic)

2. Discuss which version students enjoyed best and why.
3.. Wort into presentation al effective speaking techniques.
4., Use "effective speaking handout" as a guide to cover main points.

5. Distribute handout and discuss how TV4kommercials are set-up; how they fallow

-this format.

6. Show several videotapacommercials if possible; if not, allow students to

relate TV commercials pith which they are familiar.

.7. Give students assignmet to write and deliver a one minute commercial t.1 rail

a Mexican product.
8.0*Display examples or pictui-es 0 Mexican products.

9. StuAents make choice and begin to structure commercials

Coly-10 OblectiveA, I
4

(divergent - inquiry activity)

1. Students work on research or commercials.,

2. Set-up 4ideotape recorder to film commercials as they are ready.

Day-li- Objective H, I

1. Continue as onoDay 10.

2. Allow students to operate videotape recorder if regulations permit.

112
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Du 12 - ObJective J

(Student reports)

1. Instinct students.to take notes white oral reprts are being given.

2. Quickly revive llotetaking techniques.

3. Two or three 10-15 minute reports.

00Y.23 - ObJective.J, L

(student reports)

1. Coniinue.procedure for oral reports. (Two groups)

2, txlilain,well mural idea to students. (Different sections of the mural will

reflect various research tOics) 6
3. Develop notion of the purpope for a mural.
4. Alloi groups to discuss h011 they-Fight visually portray their topic.'
5. Distribute newsprint for initial sketching of ideas.

Day 14 - Objective J, K,

(guided discovery - convergent)

1. Continue Procedure for oral reports. (One group)

2. Conduct guided discovery lesson writing techniques

3. Use severarwritten examples fo show different ways to verbally express ideas.

4. Use questioning strategy to develop concepts on handout.

S. Distribute handout and assign groups the- task of writing a chapter to be in-

cluded in student-written text on Mexico.
6. Finished chapter will be submitted to teacher for approval.

7. Allow students to type text on dittoes. (Illustration of chapter may be choseri

das an activity for Objective U for a total of thirty points)

Day 15 - Objective K, M

(diyergent)

1. Divide class into two sections.

2. 1/2 class continues text writing.
3. 1/2 class begins to draw mural. '

4. 'Provide nerisprint. (large sheets).

5. When drawings are complete, submit to the teacher. .

6. Give large sheet of carbon paper, and show how to transfer to wa

ply 16 - Objective K; M

-1. Switch groups and -proceed as on Day 15.

Day 17_- Objective N, R

(small group work)

1. Divide -class into "fiesta planning" groups.

2. Have paints, brushes, water _etc. ready before class.

3. Assign a student to monitor time.

4. Allow at least ten miputes to clean-up'and'set-up for next class.

5. Other groups develop concrete plans for fiesta. (tobe submitted'by Day 19)

N.B. EaPh group will plan on one day and paint on the'two other days allotted for

this activity.

War

113
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18 ;-ObjeCtive4; R .

:Swat* groups and Ow4* as, on -Day 17.

DIY )9 - Oldective

1. Switch

-
Ni

groups and proceed as on Day 17.
2. Collect fiesta plans for teacher approval and initials.

Ore 20 - Objective 0

(lsclimme recitation)

I.' Begin lessimasking students to imagine that it would be like to live in a
weed without words.

2. tdscusi notion of specific vocabularies for specific areas;-eq.; Aborts,
medicine. music,

3. ,As for examples.

*4. -Glop notion that class can develop a Mexico glossary.
:Aik students what they might "do" with the words in a glossary.

6,,,'.0te questions to secure answers - spell them, define them, etc;
7. .Present Frontier iystem using overhead projector and transparencies.

Allow students to choose a book from the Mexico library shelf which they may be
- reading or would like to read.
9. Distribute dictionaries and index cards.
10, Ask students to choose four words _which they do not know.
11. Select one.word to use-as A class example, e.g. HEMP. Take students through
/ the Frontier system.
12. Allow students to complete other'tords similarly.
13. Collect cards to make waste* list for distribution tomorrow.

Pg. 4.109

Day pl - Objective P, S

(gui discovery)

1. Distributer cards and master list.
2. strtbute contracts. Students contract for a minimum of five and maximum of

ty words from master list. (spell, definitions, use in a "context! sentence
3. how videotape.
4. I ve learning centers set-up ahead of time.
S. ive group instructions as to non tiers alloWed, time allotment, etc.
6. int out recreational reading table and guidesheets.
7. tudents to complete at least two centers, then move to recreational 1":?.4.;'n,

ble or study vocabulary" .

ective t

(1 - divergent)

1. de materials for students. ,

2. re several examples of vocabulary activtttes, puzzles, games around room.
3. s may choose words for their games !from master list. ft,
4. 5 is instructed to design a simple,eeme, puzzle, etc. using several glossary

S. time should be spent in preparing for vocabulary evaluation.,
* 1 )

.

'e

C
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tainvergint) .
it.

. .,'
. 0.

,
/

1. Teacher administers written vocabulary evaluation. ..

2.. Students *elect .those sections which are appropriate to their vocabulary contrac

3. ladainingetime uSed for sharing of games deigned yesterday.
LB.' Vocabulary evaluation is competency-based. Students may submit Plan

.
for

demonstrating skill if scdres'are not acceptable.

*Day 24 - Obiective*U-

-(divergent - guided discovery)

1. Provide multiple sets of options cards.
-2. We sure all necessary materials are available.
31., Instruct students-that they will fiaVe two class days(and outside4ime) to com-

plete forty option points (Minimum). Any combination of activities will suffice

- {activities are multi-leveled).
4. Spare time may. be spent in playing student-made vocabulary games, etc.

llay Oojeciive R
> -

I. Continue work on options.

2. Spare time to be Spent in vocabulary work or recreational reading.

3. Take last fifteen minutes of class time for groups to, make final plans for the

fiesta.

Day 26 - Objective R, V

(small group work)

1. Allow groups to work for twenty minutes on planning fiesta. '
.2. troups not needing time may work on vocabulary or options.

3. Remind students that recreational readfng activity must be completed by Day 30.

4. Have students check on Objective Sheet for unit to list incomplete assignments.

))

Day 27,- Objective R, V

(individualized) -4

_Students to work on incomplete activities.
Have all materials ready for easy access to students.
Groups needing to plan further for fiesta may request that time.

Day 28 - Objective W

(guided discu;sion)

1. Distribute a review outline AD students.

2. Teacher conducts guided discussion using overhead to prepare for written

evaluation.
3. Explain parts, relationship to objectives sheet, eitt.

29 Ob ective X

convergent

. Written unit evaluation:
objective section 15 minutes 20 points

open -ended.sentences 10 minutes , 10 points

content essay 20 minutes ,*20 points
50 point*

culmina4ipi -adiuiliti

-4
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26 Mail sign -up sheet ready. Students sign-up for Olve'Mlnute private confer-

: Ante with teacher to discuss overall performanCe on unit.
,3. '.Check final preparations for fiesta.

Oa y 30 1- owective r

(student- centered activity)

1.tulmtnating activity for'unit,
'2: Set-up equipment.
10 Coordinate time:and assign.responsibilities for clean-up, set-up, etc.

4. Go. over ground rules for behavior. .

Wrap-up unit'by highlighting main concepts and activities covered during last

six weeks. ' 07
ayi.palkorm4, Amory
LIST OF MATERIALS NEEDED -FOR EACH DAY

- Slide projector
Screen
Slides'on Mexico
Blackboard

1rPaper and pencils for students

Day 2- - Slide Projector ,4MOTWATION.1
Screen
Record player or tape recorder
Mexicap record or tape
Slides' on Mexico
Worksheet with list of research topics

Day 3 * Arrangements for library usage
Worksheet to accompany library preSentation

Day 4 - Teacher-procured materials (public library, embassies, etc.

School library
Handout on the Cornell method of notetaking

3

Day 5 - Same as Day 4

.Day 6 Ten minute cassette lecture for notetaking exercise (teacher-made)
Cassette recorder and earphones for listening station
`Claskroom library resources

Day 7 Same as Day 6,

Day 8 Classroom library. resources

School library
Projector, filmstrip viewer, etc. for previewing media

Day Handout on effective speaking techniques
Magazine pictures depicing Mexican "products*

Day 10 - Magazine Pictures from Day 9

Research resources
. Videotape equipment

Day 11 - Same as Day 10
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DAy 12 Lecture or table for a "panel' discussion.(hardware as requested by

stud9nt presenters)
Paper and pencil

Oty 13 - Same as Day 12
"Large sheets of newsprint for planning mural

Day 14 - Same as Day 12
on effeCtive writing techniques

ter

Day 15- Handout 'on effective writing techniques
Typewriter
Paper
Large sheets of newsprint
Large sheets of carbon paper
Paper taped to Wall - 24' x 3'

Day 16 - Same as Day 15

Day 17 - Newsprint for recording ideas for Mesta"
Tempera paint
Small containers (three for each c94or)

Water
Paint brushes (one for each small container)
Paper towels
Sponges

1
Day 18 - Same as Day 17

Day 19 - Same as-Day 17

Day ne=- Handout on vocabulary development (overhead projector and transparencits)
Classroomlibrary books
3 x 5 file cards
Dictionaries (preferably one for each student)

Contracts

Day 21 - Four learning centers (teacher-made vocabulary activities)
Crossword puzzle
Board game

Peg board
Magazines to cut-up
haste
Scissors (each centerto be self-contained)

Table with books selected for recreational reading
Guidesheet for reporting on recreational reading .

'Videotape equipment

Day 22 - Materials for students to design vocabulary activtties

Old game boards
Posterboard
Scissors
Ribber cement or glue
Masking tape
Marking pens
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Day 24 -

Colored paper
Graph paper
Typewriter
Cassette tapes and recorder
Blank transparinctes
Overhead ptojectoc,

Worksheet to,eialuate two vocabulary activities other than the student's

own
i

Paper for vocabulary eValuatilni(whole group).on contracts
1 1

Activity packet nee* to complete options included in packet)
. .

5 - Same as Day 24
Newsprint to finalize planning for fiesta

Day 26 - Fiesta planning
Art materials for decorations group
Record-player, etc. for music/dance group
Materials for food group_to make menus

Table with books selected forlrecreational reading
Guide sbeets for reporting on recreational reading

Materials for fiesta costume groups

Day 27 - Same as Day 26
Materials available for all unfinished activities (check with students

ahead of time)

Review maline for students
Overheadlorojector
Transparencies

Day 29 - Teacher-made test
Open-ended evaluation sheet
Point tally sheets

Day 30 Fiesta
Record player, records

.

Projector forjjides or film (if students request)

Tables for food
Students will request add -f onal materials as needed by each

CYLMIN) Il1/4)

Actior-li
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NAME
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WRITING EVALUATION F 08JECTIVE K

GROUP .

TOPIC
>

DATE

Content

Organization

Language Usage

Neatness

Excellent
8 points

Needs

Good Average loiprovement

6 points 5 pointy t 3rpoiiits ,

Poois

2 points

.

Supporting Details

COWILITS:

. s
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EVALUATION \OF OBJECTVES
Pg. 4A.15

M.B. Objectives whip. Mire not been circled may be presumed to have been met satis-

fectorily unless the teacher specifies something to the contrary to an individual

student. Group activtiMs require participation by all members.

OBJECTIVE

A - StUdenti will meet this objective when they participate in they teacher -led
/ \

discussion (target 75% of class participating) and name the topical areas

outlined in ,the objective.

B - Students will meet this objective when they complete a worksheet so that it

includes a one sentence observation on each of the topics listed in Objective

A. Teacher will assign a point total from 1-5 based -upon: relatedness to

slides; sentence structure; spelling and punctuation: Students will have the

opportunity to provide a rationale for their sentences in terms of relatedhess

to the slides.

C - Students will meet this objective when they volunteer to participate in one

of five "fiesta day" groups. Teacher will question itIldents who choose not

to volunteer.

r) D - Students will meet this objective when, in smart groups, they demonstrate

that they have (1)c, decided on a process by which they will select a topic;

(2) assign leadership rolei and (3) choose a topic from the list or submit

,an alternative proposal.

E -Students will meet this objective when they complete a teacher-made'worksheet

90% accuracy.

F - Students will meet this objective when they have participated in a group search

for materials. This will be evaluated by teacher and library personnel and

rated satisfactory or unsatisfactory.

6 - Students will meet this objective when they complete the notetaking activity'

by using the Cornell method to capsulize the three lecture segments. Evalua-

tion will be based upon individual comparison of student notes to teacher -made

sets to check for 90% of main points covered in lectures and perfect adherence

to the notetaking methdd.

H - Students will meet this objective when, as determined by teacher observation,

they demonstrate ability to. pursue research topics independently and fn groups.

Teacher will note time manageMent, respett for other students, group participa-

tion, etc., and advise students If performance Is,less than satisfactory.'

I - Students will meet this objective when they have attended the lecture and comr

Meted the "commercial" activity. Commercials will be videotaped and evaluated

both by students and teacher according to these'criteria:

adherence to outline 5 points

presehtation 5 points

logicarsequence of idea& 3 points

originality 2 points,

Teacher will randomly select four students' evaluations and average them; then

average that score with his/her score and determine the point total.

..... ..... - ,
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110.1LUATION OF OBJECTIVES (cont'd) .ft. 4.116 .

. . . ..-

of- Students will meet this objective when the 'present a 10-15 minute oral report

on their particular topic. Students not presenting reports will tike notes

-74 .
usjrg the. Cornell method, as teacher observes both presentations and notetaking

evaluation of oral reports will include the following aspects: .

content
_ 25 points

presentation . 10 points

media and visual aids 5 points
.

_
logical progression' of ideas 5 points

introduction /summary 5 points

K - Students will meet this. objective When they complete the tektoriting assign-.

ment. Evaluation *ill be according to the instrument for determining writing

effectiveness, which is ihcluded in this unit.,
.

,

.
. .

A. - Students will meet this Objective when they use time provided t6 plan their
section of the mural. 'Evaluation will be by teacher observation.

4=

N - Students will meet this objective when, in groups, they draw their section of

the mdisal, present it to the teacher and transfet it onto the wall paper using

carbon paper.

d

N- Students will meet this objective when they decide as a grow how they will

delegate responsibility for mural painting activity, paint the mural and cm-
plete the commentaries, Evaluation will be according td these criteria:. '

group process 3 points

-painting 4 points

mechanics (clean-up, org.) 1 pbint

commentaries 2 point;

- Students will meet this objective when they attend the lecture presentation,
participate in the.discussion and complete the Frontier Vocabulary activity

with 100% accuracy. (5 points each card)

P - Students will meet this objective when they have viewed the videotape and
completed with 100% accuracy a minimum of two learning centers.(5 points each

center, including recreational reading)

Q ,Students will meet this objective when, working-in pairs, they design and

complete a vocabulary game or puzzle based upon the master vocabulary list.

Evaluation will be based on the following criteria:

use of vocabulary words 10 points

group process '3 poihtki:
destpn of game, etc. 4 points

writing of game di tions 3 points

It' -.Students will meet this objeftive when they have, in groups, submitted a plan

for their "fiesta" responst:lity area. This activity will be evaluated by

teacher judgment on:

group process 3 points

feasibility of plan 2 points

r- clarity of plan 5 points

operationaliiing plan 10 points
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^PALLIATION OF 'OBJECTIVES (cant' d)

S Students will meet thls objective when they have
teFivational reading material which will reflect

content
main ideas
student comment

I

. 4.117 .

'ff

completed a guideSheet on
knowledge-of:

8 points
4 points
3 points

T - Students will meet this objective when they complete a written lest on vocab-

,
ulary contracts with 100% accuracy.. Students not achieving perfect scores may

submit alternative plans for demonstrating vocabUlary competency.

U - Stidents will meet this objective when they select and complete options. in
activity packet with a maximum total of 40 points. Options will be evaluated

.
by individual conferences between teacher and student to agree upon a point

total.

V - Students will =beet this objective when they check thei_unit objective sheet,
,note activities to be'comPleted and: compare their findings with teacher

records. Students and teacher wil)etconfer concerning any discrepancies.

M - Students will meet this objectA when they attend the review session and

complete the review outline worksheet as directed by teacher. -Teacher obser-

vation will be the method of observation.

'X - Students will meet this objective when they have finished a written evaluation

based upon the unit. Objective section (20 points, content and readthg skills

to be completed with 90% accuracy; open-ended s t=ons (10 points, group pro-

, cess, affective objectives) will be satisfied i each sentence is completed;

essay response (content, 20 pOints) will be rate according to the following

critOria:

mastery of content 15 points

paragraph structure 3 points

clarity of ideas 2 points

Y - Student.% will meet this Objective _when they put "fiesti! plans into operation,

attend the class and 'voluntarily participate in all scheduled activities..

Evaluation will be by teacher observation%

'CULMaisiArt 7'1
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110TETAKING

Ciipme teacher's ideas = after 20 minutes 47% of noaepnlAmaterial

47'
' forg5Ften.

meaningful material 21% retained after 14

days.

80 V forgotten in 2 weeks with no notetaking.

2. lecture notes are hand-written books

Cornell System

1. large.loose leaf notebook

.2. Take notes on one aide of paper only

3. draw vertical line 2h inches from left edge of sheet - recall column *
key,words phrases right side - record notes

before each recture review

puring.lecture

Record notes in paragraph form
Capture general ideas -tinsert details from book
Skip lines to show end of one idea and start of another. Sub-ideas and

details listed under main idea - numbered

Uie abbreviations
4

Write legibly

After lecture

prepare overview - read notes, correct, insert information, underline or

box.words containing main' idea - result overview of

lecture.'

prepare cues - jotlkownkey words, phrases, cues

recite 'Eicover notes, recite uncover and verify)

Formula 4.

, 1. Record

2. Reduce - form relationships reinforce continuity,

3. Recite
411/

4. Reflect - write ideas, opinions, experiences on cards structure,
outline, summarize, categorize .

1

S. Review 10 minutes per week
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.1. Be fully p'rNe)mred

. a. know subject
b, *vita:lireTA:pie in tests of listener (audience winded)

finished plan outline (pattern of ideas)

30 -50Z as many words as-speech
.-order relationship of ideas
-distinguish main ideas and details

-note transitions*

HOW TO SPEAK EFFECTIVELY

PmEi of Outline

1. .Introduction -1) attention - interest of"listeder

ex.,--statistic, example, quotation

2) provide background information

2.. Purpose Statement
1) tells audience ground you want to cover
2) provides focus

1) 65-907. of speech

2) develop topic
3) list main points

4. Conclusion
1) summary of maJn points

fusion of main points, details, and transitions
-transition restatement; pre-outlining; listing

Selection rif topiC

3-4 main points 10-15 minute speech
percept.ion, interpretation, and valuable jpeech

Interests of audience rN

*-Preparation
1) Overview

2) Research
3) Outline

a. learn ideas thoroughly

b. practice deliVery

Facing _Audience

1) Eye contact
2) Physical learning
3) Voice

124
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SPEECH FORMAT

INTRODUCTION

I. Opening statement tihich refers to the subject and should contain
material that gets attention, ,creates receptivity, establishes interest
and common grog*.

Pg. 4.120

A. support
t

1.. support

11. Vhpshould the audience know what the speaker is talking about?

A. ::support (Example, illustration. statistics,'etc.)

B, support

BODY

I. Statement of purpose. What is the purpose of the speakers subject
mattir?

A. Preview of the firit major subdivision of the subject.

B. Preview of the second major subdivision of the subject.

(This can be repeated in terms of the timber of main divisions needed)

II.- Statement of the 1st major subdivision of the subject.

A. support

B. support

-Statement of the 2n,i major subdivision of the subject.

A., support

B. support

(This san be repeated in terms of the number of divisions used)

CONCLUSION
0

I., Summarizing statement (What you have told your audience so far)

A. support

B. support

II. Concluding statement. Thia is your finalwrapup.

125
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ROW TO WRITE EFFECTIVELY

. Pg. 4.121

AP

Jlow .to write effectively

,

44. Start to work early.
2. Choose a subject you are interested in.

Linda of pePers

1: Themes - shoit, based on Your own conclusions or drawn from Mir
( experience of reeding the books you are assigned to read.

2. 'Reports - factual discussion, results of research format supplied
by instructor. You will reed about others research or do
an experiment yourself.

3. Critical essays - your opinion on a book usually'assigned in an
Engliph or language course. You will be assigned a book
-to read.

4,../ Research papers any specified length. (at least 4 double-spaced
typed pliges) based on writt research materials.
-.Research pipers are based on published materials you
use to support'an arguement or point of view.

1. card catalog books althor's name subject
2. reference section
3. periodical section lagagines, newspapers

American winemaker
1. name in card tatalog
2. American winemaker
3. wine
4. grape,growing

- fill out cards
- copy Loft/illation - mark quotes
- deletions
- paraphrasing

)0"Ci ganization of the pap& .
1

, time sequence- ex. history ,

process 4

development of:an argument /
Write points list -supporting facts _main supporting

cooling off period
revision
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Technical details
I'. Transitions - the reader moves from one point to another

first, second, Dart, in addition, finally, as the
2. Grammar
3, Spe/4mg -Proof reader mark not correct

losidriam paraphrasing
Consistent,- footnotes

bibliography alphabetical order

let

ti

..*.
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HOW TO WRITE EFFACTIVELY

It,. Point. Clearly I

Gardening is an enjoyable ivocatip.

2. Develop the Point Beyond a Br11ief Statement

Pg. 4.123

44

- Fated with the pressures of modern living, many people urn to

working with plants to relax themselves and become absorbed in
the living world: around them.

< l

3. Support with Quotes from Authorities and Statistics

- Organizations that serve gardeners are growing rapidly. In the

past two years garden clubs and other horticultural organizations
report significant numbers of new members. An estimate of:
gardeners actively affiliated with thede organizations numbers
in the millions, according-to James Jones, executive director
of Gardeners, Inc.

lus rate with Examples

- 014e organiration, the American Horticulthral Society, has pur-
chased an estate for its new headquarters to serve a member-
ship that has tripled in tie last 18 months.

5. anterrelate with Main Points

In addition to joining general gardening organizations, gardeners
who specialize can join societies far those interested in growing
irises, primroses. day lilies, and other garden favorites. Most
of these groups have grown, too, as a result -of the increased
general interest in growing plants.
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Abbreviations ancLSymbols

C

t. Symbols 0 not equal
f frequency

2. Create a family of symbols 0 organism
individ61

(8) individuals

3. Leave out pertods cf clocifer

eg

4 dept
nyc

4.

5.

6.

7.

Ak

Use first syllable of word pol-politics
lem-democracy

4

Use first syllable and first letter of second syllable subj - subject
cons - conservatives

Estimate final letters - use-just enough letters to form recognizable

unit: assoc - associate

ach - achievement
bio - biological

Use apostrophe . govit - government

8.. Form plural by adding_"s" _ chaps - chapters

9. Use g to represent "ing" endings decrg - decreasing
ckg - checking

10. Short words should be spelled out

11 Leave out unimportant verbs

12. Use symbols for trUnsitional words w/o - without
le/ - with
vs - against
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Vocabulary

vocabnlarymust be 1. Preciie - more important

2. large

Pg. 4.:125

.=-1rhese is a close *elationshipbetween good vocabulary and success.

i good oral-report or clear praise contribuion'to class discussion has

ogreater impact than v gmeralities.

- imprecise vocabulary could totally misinterpret-an author's

presentation I

Fundamental buildih blocks of learning and knowledge are words.

I I 4
Thinking is silent speech.

Vocabulary System

1. Becoms interested in words - learn words and then-use them.

2. Become dictimary-minded - carry a small dictionary
- look words up as you Study
- for technics/ vocabulary use text

glossary or pet w ed dictionaries.

3. Use frontier system
.Rationale: - skills proceed from s

- each skill is dew
of steps

- each step is a differ

- no sighficant step
develops the pattern

Constellation
of words fr
one foot

ai

coaduct

conductor

le to complex
-in an orderly sequence

t level of difficulty
be skipped. Each step

hat makes the next step

ductile

deduce educate

deduct education

deductioN

- difficulty

Duct
(ducere . to lead)

induce
induction
introduction

.

of myrd depends on - complexity of the Aka it stands, for

- most vocabulary systems are based on a body of words or word fotms

(prefixes, roots and suffixes)
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akin!' frontier Vodabulary System Work:

Use the 3 X 5 card plan. Here is how this flexible plan works.

When a -word is encountered that cannot be precisely defined, copy on a .

3 X 5 card the entire sentence in which the word occurs. Underline the
word so that it stands out.

Pg. 4.1264_

2. When a small number of these cards have accumulated, look up the words in
an unabridged dictionary..

3: On the same side of the card that bears the excerpted-sentence, the word
with its syllables and diacritical markings should be printed so that
accurate: pronunciation is possible. You will find it Much easier to use
the word. in conversation if you practice saying it -out loud. Nothingalse
should be placed in the front of the card, unless you %deb to footnpte
the source of your sentence, phrase, or word. -

4. Now use the reverse side of the card. If the word has been mad, up of
a prefix and a root, record this information on the card. Xnoving the
derivation of-the word and some of its ancestry will help you learn
the word with greater precision.

a

5. Write te'several definitions, or variations of the definitions, on the
reverse side. Place an asterisk besiOe the definition that best fits
the word as it was used in your original sentence. Figure 7-4 p. 97
shows two typical cards.

1

6. Carry_about a dozen of these filled -out cards in your shirt pocket or
hand bag, so that they will be handy to review whenever there is a spare
moment. You could look at them when standing in a cafeteria line,
waiting for a bus, sitting in someone's outer office, and so on.

7. Always look at the front side of the card. The word should be pronounced
correctly, the sentence read) completely, then the word defined, not
necessarily verbatim in dictionary language, but lie/min/fully in your
own language. All this should be done before looking at the definition
on the back.

8. After you have defined the word to the best of your ability, turn the
card over to check on the accuracy of the definition.

9. If you are not satisfied with your definition, place a dot on the front
of the card in the upper right-hand corner. The next time you go
through your cards-, a dot will remind you that you missed on a previous
try. When a card has. three or more dots, it is time to give that word
some special attention.

10. After the small stack of cards has been mastered, return the cards to a
file Ad pick up additional ones for mastering.

11. The words that have been mastered should be reviewed from time to time.

With the mastering of the precise meaning fo each frontier void, there
will be sore than a corresponding advance in your reading, writing, speaking,

-aid thinking.
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AMP

How. to write a

LEARNING ACTIVITY PACKAGE

School
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LAP on LAP's

A Learning 'Activity Package (LAP) is one way to learn a concept,

Idea,' or-skill.' A LAP. Is one way teachers can individualize instruc-

tion and stitl retain control over.what students are learnlje..,LAP's

are particularly useful in teaching reading skills along with cos

tent material. Students frequently have different needs for.instruc

tion in reading skills, but they may'all need to learn 'the same con-

tent material. Teachers can construct several different LAP's which

. teach the same concept, but focus on different reading skills in each

LAP.

As you go

kinds of LAP's-

ferred to more

to write a LAP.

Then you'll be

flowchart shows

through this LAP on LAP'i, you will read about various

-their format, uses, and construction. You'll be re-

extensive discussions of LAP's and concepts necessary

Aid you'll be In/l-ted to study samples of LAP's.

ready to construct your own LAP. The following

you the order of your activities in this LAP.

0.7
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Flowchart for this LAP on LAP's

Key:

Pg. 4.111

start
start or finish

411,

take
-preassassment

a

set major

task, subtests
and objectives

List activities
and resources;
construct
flowchart

Mastery)

0
.411. activity

fl

See
Instructor

write narrative;
set up evalua-
tion

develop final

LAP

decision point

check point

recycling point

recycle

yes

13
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Start now with the Pre-Assessment of your knowledge about LAP's.
0

a4' Pre-Assessment

DIRECTIONS: A pre-test is included to determine If you need to
complete the following LAP. IT you are uniertain about arl or mint
of the terminology, have questions about the reason for the eerticu-

.

lar 'Iguana, of iteem, or can see you will experience some difficulty
in completing most or some of the pre-test you obviously need to
Alp the pre-test and complete the-LAP. .If you find it necessary to

read ahead in the LAP in oiler to answer questions on ;he pre-teste
you should immediately skiplOs pre-test and begin work on the LAP. -
.The pre-test is a self-screening instrument.

I. From an area you teach, select an appropriate MAJOR TASK (an
idea, skill, generalization, attitude) ands write it in the

following space.

2. Sub - divide the Major Task and write 2 of its SUB -TASKSin the spaces

a.

b.

3. Write 1N4TRUCTIO OBJECTIVE for each of the Sub-Tasks just

identified. (If you n't do this, go directly to the beginning

of the 4AP 'and begin working)

4. up,

B. 1

4. Identify 2' ACTIVITIES and 2 RESOURCES you would use to develop the
insukctional Objectives written in /3 above.

Activities Tao Resource's To Use

a. a.

b. B.

14A



.5. In the space below, sketch a FLOWCHART you would
end sequence the Activities and Resources into a
(If you don't inow about flowcharting, skip this
work on the LAP)

1

Pg. 4.113.

use to structure
learning LAP.

test and begin

'6. Write 2 QUESTIONS for assessing what has been learned by the

Student in 11-5 of this test.

a.

b.

(from McLean and Killian, pp. 16 and 17)

'Check this pre-assessment with your instructor if you feel you answered

the questions correctly. If not, turn the page to begin this LAP now.

141
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Ob lict1vas

So you arm going to write a LAP! Here are.the-instructional

objectives you will master by the time you finish this LAP:

4 . You will write three or more instructional objectives,

Including conditions, student behavior, and evaluation

criteria.

2. You will develop methods of meeting each objective that

meet the criteria of concept development discussed in

the LAP.

3. You will write or collect appropriate reading material

"for your LAP and determinb its suitability for your

students' reading levels by testing it for readpbility

level, using fry's scale or an approved substitute.

4. You will develop a floochart-showing the sequence of

activities, write a narrative which folides that sequence,

and providc"continuity" through the LAP.

5. You will develop an evaluation procedure for the LAP,

including: (1) a pre-assessment or diagnostic procedure;

(2) a-record-keeping form showing how and whore each

objective is evaluated; (3) a culminating activity

post-test; (4) a form for the student to evaluate his
a

performance and the LAP; (5) a form for the teacher to

evaluate the student.

Culminating activity: completion of a LAP and testing of it on at

least a few (3'5) students in one of your classes.
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1. BEGINNING TOAORITE A LAP

Pg. 4.115

In order to write a LAP, you need to knowimore about LAP's than

-----iprignow right now. LAP's are known by many different rims, but all'of
.

these names refer to d4 same basic instructional tool:.

"An individualized LearningkPai-TtLP) can be likened to

an individualized lesson plan guiding the'student through a

series of learning activities and materials in order to alter
tin student's behavior or toihave him acquire knowledge.""

Killian, p. 1

The McLean and Killian book in our professional library which

uses this definition is a good source of information on LAP's. Read

the following section for an overview of LAPts:s

ltlean and Killian, Bow 'lb Canstruot Individualized
learning Paca, pp. 1 - 12.

In this LAP on LAP's, we Are following the same procedure as

McLean and Killian do in their "Pat -in -a-Paso, pp. 15 - 30 In their

book. if you get confused by this LAP on LAP's, look at McLean and-

Killian's Pac-i9-a-Pac to clarify the problem for you. The big

difference between their Learning:Pac and the one you will write is

that yours will emphasize THE INTEGRATION O.F READING SKILLS AND CON-

'TENT MATERIAL. In other words, you may write a LAP on many different

4topics and using many different teaching procedures, but you must

A ,

Include a reading skill component and at !sail one objective dealing

with that reading skill.

1\
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II. DEFINING THE TASK AND'WRITING INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES.

Thelesk

As Wean and Killian tell you, your first task is todefine.

your task - the central task to be taught by your LAP. Check that

the task will take the appropriate amount of Time. Ai for a LAP to

eted in one week. LAP's Which take longer than that run the

risk of los student interest. If you have especially good ptu-

dints or ones that are highly motivated, longer LAP's work well. if

your students are easily distracted, perhaps three or four days is

long enough. Remember, time is flexible in a LAP, so students will

work at their own pace and some will take-iongerlthan others.
..I

Check also the complexity of the major task. Since you must

build the LAP in a careful sequence, the task must be ore which can

be divided into the necessary learning sequence and still'be covered

In the time you have chosen.

Writs the Major Task for your LAP here:

MAJOR TASK

N

The Sub-tasks
Pe

Selecting sub-tasks for this major task involves dividing the task

into instructional parts. What would a student need to know in order

to'succeed Ip the major task?

For example,'In a 7th grade social studies LAP with the major tisk

of umderstanding Climate in the United States, the sub-tasks included:

(I)' reading Climatic paps;

(2) the concept of climate (temperate s, precipitation, humidity,
wind, sunshine);
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(3) dinette's afflicts on ways of life (shelter, dress,'trens-

partition, etc.).
,

Aticdsmce LAP on the same topic woulF1 perhaps emphasise same Of

'time triptocs Ears than the social studies taadher did, thus the

sub-tastes would be dlitemirt4
.

lUbst the sub -tasks for your LAP

2.

3.

4.

Mstructional Objectives

iRo dodbt-you have writes instructional Objectives for various

kinds of teerng procedures - unit, lesson plans, etc. The. objectives

for a LAP are the same sort, but they relate to the sUbtasks you have

just listed. Your jab is to write at least one objective for emit of.

the sUb-tasks.

Since instructional objectives can be writtei in many,boomets, no

particular tam is requidred in this LIP. You Ahodld write objectives

that are aocuptsble in your school systam. However, if you have no

accepted tormet-,,or if riu need a sevisw of writin6 cbjectiVes in

general, check one of the following sources:

"Writing Behavioral Objectives" by Theodore-Eshensen (handout
available from instructor).

"instructional Objectives", Chapter 2 of The Psychology of Learning

and instruction John P. DeCecco (Prentice-Hall, ipos), pp. 30-53.

Robert F. Mager: Preparing instructional Objectives (Fearon PUb-

lishers, 1962).

R. 0. Kibler, L. Barker, and D. ir Mites: BehaioriAbjectives.
and instruction (Allyn and Bacon, 1970).
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.
As you write instructional objectives for your LAP,keep in mind'

that- You ust Include at least one objective which deals with :-reading,

skill. Broadly stated, that means one objective aimed at the student's

competence in vocabulary, comprehension or a study skill. Go back to

the descriptions and examples of skills in each of those areas which we

T-

have already discussed. .

Look at the Major Tasks and sub-tasks of your LAP and answer these

questions:

(1) What reading skill Is most necessary to succeed In these

tasks?

(2) What reading skill wi;) likely be new to ay students? Vocab-

ulary/concept words? A higher level cbmprehension skill?

A specific study skill?

(3) What reading skills could I teach along with this content which

I know several students are weak in?

Select one or two reading skills which would be the most effective

in combination with the content given in the Major Task. Frame an ob-

jective or two that fit this skiti.

When you are satisfied that you have written appropriate objectives,

you are ready for*a

CHECKPOINT!

Take the tasks and objeCtives to your instructor
for discusilon and approval.

Instructor's initials
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III. ACTIVITIES AND RESOURCES

A. 'Activities

Now you are ready to select the activities that students will

out to-meet each of your objectives. The first concern i with concept

formation., What concepts will students learn during this LAP? Will

they been with the necessary background to deVelop thee* concepts? You

will need to check oh the important background information in the Pre -

you will write later. At the present time, you can concentrate on

teaching the concepts in each sub-task. - Perhaps you need to review again

Pg. 4.119

the principles of concept formation. Any bOko on educational psychology

Is a good reference. Or you may read:

a: Part I of George Henry's book, Teaching Reading As Conceit

lommulamLIpp. 1-53) in our professional library, or

b. a selection from Chapter of DeCecco's book (reprint available

from instructor).

As you select a sequence of activities for each objective, consider

*heiher yoy have included the following:

1. Presentation of the concept.

2. Examples of.it, both positive and negative.

3. Connections between this concept and others students should know.

4. Practice in attaining.the concept.

5. Evaluation of student's competence.

6. Additional practice and recycling for a student who fails to meet

criterion on the first trial.

These activities should provide some choices for\students, where

apApriate, and alternative activities to allow for differences in

ilearnin, abilities (fast/slow), learning styles (group/lactivid41),
ti

learning modalities (visual/oral/written141earning ineer4111. Okx

147
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-:m LAP can profde all these kinds of alternatives, but each LAP should .

i

Include sops choices and alternatives. 1

The Reading Skill Objective will require activities like very other

objective. However, the practice and study associated with Viet objecilVe

re

I

may 'use Oar content material. It is possible for a student to read

i

one set of material and be developing tent concepts and reading skill

simultaneously.

'8. Resources

You need now to find reading materials and other resources for

students to use in each activity. Variety is againthe keil Even though

we are emphisizing reading, be sure one resource includes a medium besides

leading. Examples:- film, filmstrip, audiotape, videotape, overhead

transparency, model,. lab equipment, any other visual or hands -on materlall:

Check each assigned reading resource for readability level -.use the

J.)

Fry graph, SMOG index or another approved formula for this. List Dorcas

and readtmg level for each activity._

TITLE

Scale Used

READABILITY DATA READING
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C. Construct a Flowchart

Construct a flowchart of the sequence which the student must

follow in completing your LAP. Use the flowchart on page 2 of this

LAP as a model. You may use the symbols and key which is used here,

or you May develop your own. If flowchartrhg is' lititew and strange

activity for you, you may want to look at McLean and Killian's

description of what to do (pp. 24-25 in their Pac-in-a-Fac).

Whip you have completed your flowchart, you're ready for a

Are you satisfied with your activities?

Your resources?

Your flowchart?,

If so, go on to Part IV. If not, oAeck with the instructor.

149
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-
WRITE TWEJIARRATIYE -

.

fe

student wail know where he is,going and what he is to do at each

NOw yo4 areleady to tie all of the activities together, so the

Pg. 4.122

octiyity-

Write directions for each activity that are clear, concise, end

appropriate for the reading level of the students. Write them for an

individual student; specify what to do, how to answer, what kind of

answer, where to answer, where materials ari,'end,how each will be

evaluated.'

Test all your written material - narrative and directions - for

reading level. Use the Fry scale, SMOG or another scale.

Scale Used Grade Level

READABILITY DATA

150
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V. EVALUATION

Develop an evaluation proceudre for the entire LAP, solhatioach

objective, including the reading skill objective, is, evaluated SOAR-

whelk during the.LAP. This evaluation can Come immediately after the

student forks on the objective or it can come at the end of.the LAP.

Mork through these steps:

1. Establl valuation procedure for each objective (owls,

exercise, en or oral statement, project, etc.). .Deter-

mine which will be self-scored, whrch teacher -scored? Pro--

ic4%'wherenecessary.' include all exercises,

or woricsheets in the LAP.

2. Establish a.iiminating activity for the LAP. This can be a

post7.test, or It can be a prpject, paper, or other creative

effort, or a combination of both. This culmination should

provide the student with a sense of closure. Determi. the

waf-thifilictivity will be evaluated and by whom.

.Establish a pre-assessment procedure. This can be a pre-

test pr any other diagnostic procedure. Include scoring/

evaluation directions.
f!,*

4. Establish;checkpoints for teacher - student interaction Amr--

mark these in the LAP.

5. Develop a checklist that teacher and student can use to keep

track of-student progress. Be sure all objectives and check-

points are included.

6. Devolp forms for the student to evaluate the-LA( and his own

performance. lgclude:

a. analysis df 7is own performance.

151
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b. Ole should consider how well helms met each objective.

c. He should evaluate his own product individually and'in

reference to other products.

7. Develop a teacher evaluation form,

a. Analysis of student Performance (grade, if necess:r4;

b. Analysis and comment on LAP structure and effectivenesaor

taking student feedback into account.

VI. The Final Product!

Mow you are,ready to prepare the finished LAP. Find an attractive.

way to prisent,the LAP, using space ind artistic drawing to vaty the

0
typed layout.

Be sure to Include yougl namand content area on the LAP.

FILL OUT/THE EVALUATION FORMS FOR THIS LAP!!!!

CHECKPOINT!

Take your resources, flow4hart,

narrative and evaluation procedure to the
instructor for a heck.

Irrit
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Date of 1st 2nd
Completion 'trial trial* Comments

. .

.
.

1. Write 3 or more
objectives

.

_

.

,

I

2. Sequence of
activities

3. Collection and
reading level of

material
.

.

4. Flowchart

.

........

..-

. .

>

.

- 4

.

.

Level and adequacy
of directions and
narrative

6. Evaluation pro-
cedures

Culmin4tingActivity:

.,

i
.,

Final Product

LAP completed and
apOkowed

0

1S3
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STUDENT VALUATION FORM!

Pg. 4.126

11,

.Cheek the appropriate response for each section of this LAP and make

Comments In the specs provided, where necessary. Your comments will

lead to Improvements in this LAP. A

.

Needs improvement, 0
OK, as is as noted Comments

. 1. Stating instructional

objectives.

2. Identifying concepts

and designing activities.

, 3. Selecting/writing materials

and determining reading

level.

4, Developing a flowchart.

5. Developing evaluation

procedures.

6. General evaluation of

the LAP:.

a. structural/procedural strengths:

weaknesses:

. b. suggestions for change
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STUDENT EVALUATION

Pg. 4.127

hat Is your evaluation of your own performance OA this LAP and in

your own finished LAP?

Now could it be improved?

Grade you think you serve . Why?

TEACHER EVALUATION FORM

Student performance level:

Objective 1.

Objective 2.

Objective 3.

Objective 4.

Objective 5.

Culminating activity - final LAP

Grade

Comments:

155
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fuipluitS lblt cosnarrin A LE*$INS awn

A brief stateneet should be included to indicates the following:

Wag-nage outcome 4

Perfarmsece objectives
Irrerequisite stills (what the studen. ts should have alreedymastered

Went using the learning ember) .

..
Evaluation of emitery of the perform/co objectives (how +W Molests

will be evaluated on the )eirifflorat the center).
jj

Teacher evaluation of the center after it has been used in the CialiSreel4

Turn In also the complete canter and at last one, (1) copy of cad) item students.
wi 1 l use (worksheets, etc. ) .

GUIDE. WES Mt A LEARNING ACTIV1TT giCIAGE11.A10' .

Foltow the. directions for conpletting yaw LAP as you qv threvIth the LAP no
s. You should:

I. Complete the five (5) objectives given for you.

2. Cheek in with the project staff nudier(s) in your school at least
twice) and third tim if you are asked tea* se.

I. Check your LAP against the checkpoinesstree is the LAP on LAII e

4. Save elm* tie, to try ant yaw LAP, if passible, on boo or
three studemrts.

a
S. haw ahead to crow& A-V notterials aedior collect rarifse eatertais.
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PRE-TEST Pg. 4.141

. ,

All the questions on this test are designed to check your knowledge

oilskins needed to use reference materials. Da not put your answers in

this booklet. Answer sheets are available at the learning center.

1. Upon asking his teacher how to spellia word, a student-is

told to look it up in the dictionary. The student responds,

"How can I look up a word in the dictionary if I can't spell.

it?" What should the teacher tell him?

2. What source would you suggest that a student consult for lir
_,

formation onsthe major industry of Saudi Arabia?

3. How would you direct a student to find a list of books writt6

by. Lewis Carroll that are available in the school library?

4. If a student wants to know the population of a certain city,

what is the best source for that information?

5: _Name 3 uses of a dictionary other than to find the meanings of

words.

When you have finished answering the questions, check your answers with

those on the "Answer Key" cards at the learning center.

Now read the introduction and objectives on the next two pages.

4
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Getting InforZ'tion" From Reference Material Pg.14.142

Reference materials include everything from a telephone book to whole

libraries full of reference sources. Anything referred to for a piece of in-

formation requires some.kndriledge of the skills needed to locate that informa-

tiOn efficiently. These skills include:

'1. Knowing which materials are likely to contain needed information.

2. Knowing which source best suits your needs.

3. Knowing the location of the reference source as well as the

specific location of desired information within that source.

4. Knowing that differences exist within a category of reference.

(e.g.,, not-all dictionaries provide the same information)

In guiding students to reference sources, teachers must be aware of the

________
skills needed to locate and make the best use of the sources. If teachers are

going to require their students to use reference materials for assignments,

they should be prepared to provide students with the skillscnecessary for their
a.

use.

This LAP is part of a learning center] esigned to provide teachers with

techniques and sample materials, useful in teaching reference' skills. It in-

cludes information the teacher needs for instruction as well as sample materials

for student use. Although there are many sources for finding information, this

center concentrates on dictionaries, encyclopedias and library card catalogues.
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DICTIONARY, ENCYCLOPEDIA AND CARD CATALOGUE Pg. 4.145

At the learning center you-will find 3 sets of filmstrip viewers and

cassette recorders. -.These are set up for viewing and listening and are

/labeled: DICTIONARY

ENCYCLOPEDIA

CARD CATALOGUE

When 3 teachers are ready to view a filmstrip, select one -of the skill

areas and take the viewer and cassette to a table where you can easily hear

the tape. Turn on the viewer first,_ The filmstrip will tell yqu en to begin

the accompanying take. The beeps on the tape indteete when to tun to the next

frame'on the 'filmstrip.

These materials areintealed for use in the clas*room. While viewing,

consider their value for your students and discui; your opinions with others

in your group.

When you have finished, exchange your set' of materials with a group using

one of the remaining two s&4.* Repeat the procedure using that set of materials. .

After viewing two of the fil:mtrips, proceed to the next page. 41I

d

4,"
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PlanA Lesson Using Reference Skits
Pg. 4.146

Thists the final activity for this learning center. It is intended

to help you prepare a lesson for instructing students in the use of referenCe

skills.

.

(If you wish, you may rorkien a group to complete this exercise)

follow these steps!

1. Pick up a worksheet at the center. Use this ,for writing

the information asked for in the -next steps.

2. Choose a reading selection .that could be used in your sub-

ject area.

3. Make a list of 5 questions (based on the chosen reading.

_."'
selectionl for your-students would require the use of

er

reference materials for answering.

a. 'Afterirch question, place in parenthesis a suggested

reference material.

b. You may want to glance through the dictionarfels and en-
.

cyclopedia reprints to get some idea of the info4ation

they provide.

4. Using the-malterials on the table, choose 3 eArcises that could

give 'our student practice in the reference skills you asked

them to use in Step 3.

List the source of your exercises with page numbers on tne worksheet.

168
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LREMNIC A TIME ZOOS may

1. ,Y our state is in the Time Zone
2. A total of states have parts in two different-

nine, ZOOM.
3.* The difference between the Mountain Zone and the

Eastern Zone is - hots"

173

This map shows the
or time zones at the

ezceq$ ter. Alieffiga
and Hawaii. As you
rooVc from East to
West, sack Itiqte zone
is one hour earlier_

4. When it is 8 p.m in Calilornia, it is in

Alabama.
5. You are going to fly 'from Pennsylvania to Colorado. The

p4aneiriptakes four hours. You leave Pennsylvania at I
p.m. You arrive in Colorado at
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41. ReaDirm ammenanons

L1

IL is
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Puti°. ablaresiet-n for each state

11
where It-large on the map.
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Pg. 4.155

a

0.11EADIN A ROAD MAP

Miles 2

Lake Erre

Presc.:e Isle State Park
.64

airfield

,:'''SC`e '7 83
rk T\

vsrE.SLEY11/ LE

Brooks:de

r.tT,

co

0
-o

0

erry
OF

E-ie !----; ,='

EVE
;

tcrstzte
H,gt.v..., Mark.

c iLe2Lev&ari_
Type of of Higtmay

gd route . 19 State route, 50) four- fine...

E

This map shows Fagie, Pennsylvania, and
some of the towns around Erie. Look at it
ea:I:fully. Then try to answer the ques-

tions.
1

1. The tntiaikate highway6 shown ,)r, the
rrtao are and The U S

highway That cuts througn Erie from !eft

to right is Route
2. l'eldrive south from the Erie court-

hou5e, you would take Street.

3. To get to the Glenwood Park Zoo from
Route 20. you would have to dtive

on State Route
4. To get from Wesievville to the airport,

you wou!cl have to drive__ on
Route

5, The distance-from the 8asterp bcrclerof
Erie to the western border is about

Miles

s

I
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I.mamna a sr MAP
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',111
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MO

i% .
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..-

1, .

4,

The avenues th,Ducf... City run and

A

JO
(What directions")) . .

,
Tke street that alvides the north section of loy,n :rom the
south section is . Street

.

There are avenues east of Mountain Road
Linden Bou;evard crosses all streets except
Street .

TO get from Sou'n Charie, Avenue and Spruce Street to .

South F--ox Avenue and Linden Boulevard, yOu wouFfirit go
...... ,,

and triter
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PRACTICI-,tACkET FOR HIAIRARCEY

Acrtrities included arse :.

J Relevance-

2. to Locate Information: -
3. Locating the Main Idea in Parairaphs4(Stilked)

? ,

4. Locating the Main Idea in Paragraphs (*lied)

3. LocatingSupporting Ideas

6. Organization of Ideas

Summari;ing (Cloam4

8. Summarizing (Stating in own vorde

9. Syn&sizioe Organization

10. Notetaking Method
40

11. DIP - .ing:/Notitakins

soe

Pg. 4.16

V

The Structure Sheet which you completed doting the audio L. also suggested

and would be used between Nos. 6 and 7.

Considerations:-

a. These activities should be understood and practiced in sequence.

b.

c.

The skills within the hierarchy can be integrated with content material.

40
The suggested activities can be adapted to your pa'rticular content Area:.

6

f

N
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1 JUDGING RELEVANCY

1. Given Tasks

Pg. 4.160-

You ire v4rking on a science unit On'ths-planet Mars. You have decided to find

out whaVterrain the first Earthmen are likely to find if they land near the

Mixtian equator.

2 Abet specifically will youPbe looking for?
4
. Look at the-following list of topics, which can be found in a science text inia

chapter cellars. Keep -your precise question in mind; avoid being tempted by in-

s . formation that is "interesting" but has no reel connection-to the problem. Circle

those topics which could gift you relevant information, and mark out those which
are unrelated.

-

- the cratered surface
- the origin of the,craters
- .the intense wildness and lonelineas
- a desperate'shortaie of water
- a hushed, deathly filence
- the expatses'of dusty "desert" 1

- the color and type of soil*
.* the curvigg surface and nearness of horizon
bright spite polar caps

lue-green" areas
nests of the atmosphere

severity of the aonditions for living things

2. SCANNING TO LOCATE INFORMATION

The following sequence is suggested.

(..

t
For discussion vith_students:

ti You will often naie,to.use a test or reference book to 'earth out-a single fact,

the answer to a sing2114uastion, or one aspect of your topit. High speed scanning

can saws you time. 'First, you must fix in mind exactly what you're looking for --

hold this specifically in mind. Flash your eyes down the page for this information

only. (For more explanation on procedure see discussiofi notes from audio.)

1. Scanning for relevant information:

Assign your students a general topic - a broad concept which is repeated

in various parts of tie textbook. (Ems - characteristics of various titles of

life on earth; survival of the fittest1,) %eve them scan to find arearqf the

text whets concept appears, and then record appropriate page numbers. Table

of Contenti d be used as a guide. Give-them a time pressure to work under

to face them move qdickly with a specific purpose in mind.

.2. Scanning for a specific bit of information:

Ass the class a question which asks for a specific name, number or word

that stands easily. (Ex.,POrn what date did Mariner IV flash the first

photograph of Mars back to earth?) Have, them identify words from the questios

181'



Pg. 11:.161

that can quickly direct them to,the specific answer. - Mariner IV,

photographs) Tell the to sweep dawn the page quickly looking for target Words -
Itidecting everything else. Give them a signal to,begin and have them look rap
when they have located the information. Self-timing could be helpful.

3. Scanning for an ansWier corded like the queetron:

dr
Gfe a question vhiCh is worded as the answer is in the tett. (4, - What

4stbs temperatgre range in summer at the Martian equator?) Ask the sehdents
in what form the answer may appear-- what will alert them? (Es. - temperature,
simmer, equator.) Remind students to concentrate on target wird"; and expect

to find what they want' to stand out from the rest. Give them a signal to start
andAbeve look up when finished.

4. Scanning r an answer worded differently than the question:

This level is considerably.more difficult. Since the desired answer is
worded differently the student may have to scan for related iteds instead of
exact one stated in question. (Ez. - What climate are the first Earthmen likely
to find near the Martian equator?) Climate may not appear on the page, so the .

studeit must think in terns ofsubtapics - temperature, rainfall, season, etc.
To scan for the answer in the level, the reader must have a mind set for ideas
rather than target words. Inform your class that
on this level to be considerably slaw,

d expect their rate

3. eakr1NG TEE MAIN IDEA IN PARAGRAPHS (Stated)

Directiohs: WI

`In nearly every paragraph there is bee idea that is more Important than the

'others. Practice in finding the main idea will be helpful with many study skills,

especially notetaking. Read each of tle paragraphs tallow. Find the most im
-portant idea ineeach one. Below each paragraph you will find three leas that
are expressed *the paragraph. Underline the idea that you decide is the main

one in the paragraph.
-*

1. Spiders travel in man;iifferent ways. Jumping spiders can junp norittham,40

tines-the length of their bodies. Water spiders live under waiet,.and are ex-,

,pert swimmers and divers. Fisher spiders can Walk on the water becaus4 the 're

so light. All spiders spin a drag-line behind them. It attaches thee to the

'web. The line allows them to leave their web when necessary,.

a.

b.

c.

Water spiders live under water.
Spiders travel in man7-4ifferent ways.
All spiders spin a drag-line behind them.

2. The yak is an animal about the size ofd small ox. It lives in Tibet, a province

on a high plateau in China. The tants use the yak for transportation.

They also drink the yak's milk, eitthilt meat for food, and weave its fur into.

cloth. The yak is the edst useful animal in Tibet.

a.

b.

c.

The yak is an animal the size of a snail oz.
The inhabitants use the yak-for transportation.
The yak is 41 most useful aniial in Tibet.
fi

'4'
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I

36 Lightning can be dangerous. Ittvolves big electrical discharge*, When
,ling storms come, here are ve dafety rules to follow. S;ay indoors.

Rasp smay from open doors and windows, stoVes, TV sets, and plugbing fixtures.
m. not bather Do not use or plug in electrical applianhas. Do not use the
telephone,/

a. Lightning can
-..

b. When lightning s rms come, here are five safety rules to follow.
c. Do not bathe. ,

4. LOCATING THE MAIN1EA IN PARAGRAPHS TImpliii)

Directions:

Some 11414 ideas are implied and not directly stated. Implied main ideas are
suggested by the sentences in-the paragraph taken together. Look at each of
the foll*ing paragraphs, and find the idea that-all the sentesels refer to in
common. Write a statement of main idea. Be concise and state in your own vords.L

1. Wind is simply moving air. Of course, at some times the air moves much faster
than at other times. The wind may be only a gentle breeze; it ante a very
strong breeze; it may be a gale.

Main Idea:

2. Memory is a fundamental factor in intelligence. Without it ther4 could hardly

be any-intelligence. If wi did not reMember any of the words we heard, the '

faces we saw, the general information-we acquired, the places vs have been,
etc., we should be hopeless idiots; We should not remember what fao% to eat

or what clothes to wear. We could learn no lessons, and consequently we should
be constantly in a chaotic state.

Main Idea:

4
3. The. start of a revollition shows that 01B ways of doing things no longer are

right for the conditions, needs, and demands of a group of'paciety; and that
this group is large enoUgh or strong enough to change things by force if the
present leaders of society do not meet Its Amanda. 'Meal things make revolu-
tions happen. The purpose of the group who revolts is to change old mays of
doing things in order to make the answer to present conditiqns, needs and
amends,

Directions:

t. L TtNG SUPPORTING IDEAS

0
f

,
In ei'ch set, pick our the empportidr ideas for each main idea. Write their
cods ambers in the apace given.

,

.

%
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* Pg. 4.t63

Surfing and Skiing

Ude Idea: Surfing and skiing rave cone closer togethet.with the short.....;

svifboard; now, ye can compare the two sports.

Supporting IdeasIdeas: at.
,*

I. In both sports, you must center your bode - weight over your feet.

2. The new bellyboards are less tricky ehan the stand-up surfboards.

3. In skiing you keep your stance fixed; You put more weight on the downhill
skill and keep it slightly behind the uphill ski. In surfing, yes keep

your weight on both feet until you make forward turns and cutbacks; then,
you shift more weight to the back foot.

4. landing duns buggies, snowmobiles, and ainicycles are other activities
which are getting to be more politer.

Sit 2 - Two rinds of.Speakina
r`-

Hein Idea: There are two basin kinds of speaking: original and interpretive.

Supporting Ideas:

1. In original sppAirIng, the speaker uses his awn words to present:obis own .

ideas to an audience.

2. In opera, the talented and highly trained have a showplace for their great I,

voices.

3. In interpretive speaking (reading cloud), the'speAker presents authoes
yards; in addition, he goes further to show their meaning..

4. In both original and interpretive speaking, the speaker mustNee s Its

to get the people's' attention, to hold their interest tihroughOut the pre-'

gestation, and to "Ike certain thoughts ani fealingselearOd understandable.

5. The recitative is a link between the literary and musical arts. 1

4,

Sat 3 - The Commutative Property p

Hain Idea: Addition and multiplication are commutative operations( it does

not matter what order ii used with the numbers. le the other hand, subtraction

and division are non-commutative operations.

Supporting Ideas:

1. These statements always are so: 7 + 9 9 + 7; -3 2 7. 7 2 3,

2. Most peop1e use the base -ten :umbel; system more often than they use the

base-seven system.

3. Those statements are not true: 20 - 8 8 - 20; 8 i 2 2 . .

154.
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as.

4. Itmarali are Ombols which stand for numbers.

5. 1(2 + 5) + 6 2 + (5 + 6)] is an example of the associative property of
addition.

6. ORGAZZATION OF IDEAS

Directions:

As a reader and notetaker you must be selective and distinguish among main
ideas, supporting ideas and irrelevant statements. Classify tha following

sets of sentences according to this system:

Set 1

Set 2

.M - Main Idea
SI - Supporting Idea
"IR - Irrelevant Statement

4

1. Tick bites in a person's head or spine may lead to paralysis.,

010 ,
2. Local infections can be csyled by leaving the head when the tick

is removed.

3. Tick bites can cause people many problems.

4. 'Licks are usually found in wooded areas or fields.

5. Ticis can be carriers of two bad illnesses, Rocky -Mountain spotted

fever and tularemia

1. The Roman roads connected all pla's of the Expire withome.

2. The Roman roads were so well built that some of them remain today.

3. tliellthy travelerain Rome used hoesedrawn coaches.

4. One of the greatest acbitivementa of the ROW= was diet/. durable

and extenaive of roads.

S. Along Roman roads ,caravans would bring "'tip Rose luxuries from

.Alexandria and the East.

SaMMARIZ1BC (Clore)

A. Diractiope: t is very helpful to be able to espies. an idea concisely - to
make a simmer,. Read the following paragraphs. afteeach paragraph is the
framework of a summary sentence in which words important to the meaning have

been omitted. Pill in the blanks using one void In each. Wheneviur'pcesible,

use words directly friths paragraph.
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PENGUINS AT HOME

Pg. 4.165

1. Although the penguin spends more than half of.each year on the islands,
his natural element is the sea. Ha cannot Walk with any elegancyxor convenience,

, nor can be fly; but he can 'vim ellibet as swiftly as a shark. When he is not visit-
' rag an island be lives far out at sea, somewhere in the Southern Ocean. There be
seeim-the ch is his only., diet = a variety of small sardine, peculiarly rich

in oil, which We catches under water. The penguin has a special 'trimming
of his own: his eyes are protected by a transparent film that comes over tat:
nonemehe goes under water; his ears are protected by an oil which cones from them
and turns the adjacent feathers into a water -proof covering. He is provided with

a little bag in the side of his throat; When be wants to suheerge,he fills the bag
with water and down he gaps. ,

The which is well equipped for , lives entirelylppon a

o small which he catches water.

CHARLEMAGNE'S LOVE FOR LEADTOG

2. Besides being a great warrior and a great ruler, Charlemagne was also a

friend of education. This was fortunate, because there was such needof all that
he could do i1" this matter. During the centuriesof disorder and confusion that
followed the Teutonic invasion, books and learning had almost disappeared tram the

W4it. Charlemagne himself learned to read only after be was a grown man; and in
spite of all his efforts he never succeeded in learning to Write. This made him

all the more anxious that the bright lade'ofhis kingdom shouldhave the advantages
which he lacked, E founded schools in the monasteries and in the bishops' houses
in order that height have learned men for offices in and state. But

the rude fighting men of that day often looked upon lea with contempt, and

many-noble youths neglected their books for hunting and varAke exercises.

After the Teutonic , during whilk and practically

disappeared from the West, , who was a friend of , founded

and encouraged study, setting an example himselfhy learning to
. .....-..

Net,
\-- ,L

B. Now, use your own words. Write a brief summary sentence of your own for each
.

paragraph.
. .

8. SUMMARIZING (Stating In Own Words)

Directions :

Riled the-following pastagican Socrates. Look selectively for the main ideas

and that in7foemation which lends support.

. Ia Athens in the late fifth century, B.C., there has a man named
Socrates who attracted admiring crowds wherever he vent. Ha was bbmaly

and shabbily dressed, but hilhad a noble heart and brillialik Mind. He die

voted his life to seeking truth and teaching men to distinguish between

right and wrong. For money, 'and sisperstition, he hut only one conteact,i6

Socrates. believed that if any idea could not stand do under thorough awns-
Laotian, it should be thought of as untrue. HeSkeptquestioning his awn
thinking,as well as others'. He was constantly asking people questions on

their ideas of Lome, duty, justieeAand reason. Socrates believed thit,clear

thinking by all would strengthea,the government.- The great philosopher felt
thet false knowledge Would prevent people froi living the happiest and soot .

basset lives that were possible. 13* tt'..if", be med.
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Mdrections: Ton will ask; a brit suninsfy about what you have read. Look at the

, 141110wing questions: 1)'What vas Socrates Main purpose? 2) Why did be seek

that purpose? Go back to the passage and mark the answers to these questions.
Use this as a guide in making your summary. Be Concise and state in your bon

nand'.

9. sYsisesunic ORGANIZATION

Synthesizing is putting together separate bite of information (1vos more than

*one source) about a.mein idea and shoving the relationa'among them. It helps(
to "pull together" 64 material quickly and clearly. To synthesise you sake

an array and group different sources of information around certain categories.

.

Following are two examples Of arrays using the contents of science (1) and

English (2). Artaya can, be designed for any topic, and give much organisation in

(answering a question about a specific problem.

1. ?Tobias: To write a paper on reflexes.

Question: What is the nature of reflexes?

Array:
SOURCES

-:ries ,. Gramet - Mandel Rieman - Mazer

Definition

Characteristics

Riampies

Values ,

Summary Statenents:

N.

187
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2, Problem: To understand
rison and footrest.

two kinds of. themes: character analysip and

coripa

14

Question: Do you do the two themes the same way or do you do th®

theY different?

differetly? That is, hlmuchare the ;hefts alika'and how much are

Artmy:

dab

4

-lc

4,0
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Pg. 4.170

11. DIP - READING/NOTETAKTNG

Gineral Topic:

SpeciLtsTail:'

Possible Sources:

Sources Used:

Important Ideas (literal, inference, evaluation):

Supporting Ideas (literal, inference, evaluation):

Summary of information: (If more than one source, use back and summarize

each source separately)
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ANSWER KEYS TO ACTIVITIES

1. .34dging Relevancy - Answers may vary slightly

lepits topic - terrain of Mars at equator

cratered surface
expanses of dusty desert
color and type of soil
curving surface and nearness of horizon

Shortage of water
-- blue-green areas

2. noisy

3. Locating Main Idea (stated)

.
1. b - Spiders travel in many different ways.

2. c - The yak is the most useftaranima1 in Tibet.

3. b - When lightning storms came, here are five safety rules to follow.-/

4: Locating Main Idea (implied) Answers will vary

Pg. 4.171

41s,

1. Wind is air moving at various speeds.
/

2. A necessary condition of intelligence is memory.

3, Revolution shows that people's needs are not being met by the old ways

df doing thinga.

5. Ldcating Supporting Ideas

Seel - ideas 1, 3;'Set 2 - ideas 1, 3, 4; Set 3 - ideas 1,3.

6. Organization of Ideas

Set 1 - I - SI; 2 - SI; 3 - - /R; 5 -.SI.

Set 2- 1 - SI; 2 - SI; 3 - tit; 4 -MI; 5 - SI.

7. Summarizing (Cloze)

Penguins: penguin, water, variety, sardine, under,

Charlemagne: invasion, books,
A

learning,'Charlemagne, education, schools, read.

8. Summarizing (Stating in own words)

Socrates believed strongly in searching for truth. Ss thought that clear

thinking and true knowledge would make thil government stronger and help

people personally to lead more boneselmad happy Ilya'.

9. - U. No Keys
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=TRACTS

CONTRACT FOR
.

O

Pg.. 4.170

Zech student will study a country each of the four sectidns ofr
!Wraps. Each country will be done in a different manner. The possi-

bilities are listed below. The only stipulations are that ond of the

countries must be done in booklet fora and one must be done in an

oral Benner.

1. lead a fiction book set in a particular country. Complete
a report form on your book. Pay particular attention to
the setting of the book and the lifestyle of the people.

A --

2. Make a poster or collage aboUt a particular country. For

example, you could use pictures of mountains, cities and
beaches to show life in a particular country. Give a short
(3-7 min.) talk explitin4ng your poster or collage to the

class.

3. View a filmstrip about a country of your choice. (I have

a list of those available in Our library) 'Prepare your own (_
sheet of questions about a country. Include a key.

4. Prepare a travel folder on a country of your choice. It 'should

advertise attractions in your-country. A travel magazine or
"Better Homes aneGardens" are good places to get an idea of
thine to see in other countries. Then, use pictures from old

magazines or get soma travel folders. Give a sort (3-7 sin.)
talk advertising your country.

.5. -Use the Guide to Periodical Literature aed read articles con-
'corning current problems in your country. Write these problems

up in a short (1-2 page) paper,. Give a short (3-7 sin.) talk
about the problems of your country.

6. ,Read about a country of your ice. Teach the class a lesson

About this country.. This not be longer than 30 sin. I

will help you to prepare a r activity ,for the class to

do in connection with your ,talk.

7. Prepare a booklet about a country you choose. The booklet

must include:,

194,



Pg. 4.171

*A climate nap.
A crop map.

C' A mineral map.
,

A location map showing major cities, physical
features, water bodies and surrounding countries.

A DIP prepared from reading'abaut,your country.
Alist of interesting places to visit in your country.

*1 will provide maps-of the individual Countries,.

195
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Date

Pg. 4.172

agree to complete my contract

by studying the following countries: in these manners:

,

I agree to complete all of these Assignments with superior,

above average, satisfactory, good, fair.

EaChlassignment must be completed-on otbefore'the due date for

that't7tion of .the unit.

Western Europe

Southern Europe

Eastern Europe

Scandinavia

Student

Teacher

countries using these methods:

will he doing the following

Western Europe

'' Southern Europe

Luta= Surma

Scandinavia
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-- DIRECTED READING/LISTENING ACTIVITY

Pg. 4.173

Teacher Date

Less= Plan for A Directed Reading Activity 4 Listening Skill

Introduction:

Qu'lltions relating indirect'', to reading selection

a.

b.

c.

Questions concerning personal experiences related to selection

4 a.
b.

c.

Place
words New vocabulary words or terms

in context
an board. a.

.

Discuss
b.

seaming
a.

Purpose
setting:
Mace Read to find out

on board)

Silent reading (Directed Reading)

Oral reading to class (Listening Skill)

PurpoSe check: Ask students for answer-to purpose setting question

Oral Re-reading: Ask students a question in which the answer needs to

be read aloud from story.

Question 1 -

Question 2 ,

197
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Compiehmesiom Check: Develop different levels ;of questions to evaluate

(Written sad Oral) comprehensioh.

lisamples

1.; Why?

2. How/

3. Opi4A.on question:

4: 'Vocabulary or phrases

5. Completion

6. Essay

7. Inference not directly stated, i.e. From, tht

story you can tell . . . .

Pg. 4.174

Follow-Up:

0

a. Writing assignment

b. Suggest titles'of other books with same thole

c. Special research project

d. "Word hunt" in the story

prefixes

suffixes

action words

descriptive words

198
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DIP' s

4 13: 4.1/3

Diagnos4tic-iistructional Pattern:

arrFivat (,Story) Forms

!Ace W. Brigham

we

Nasal' ;-411P Datt:

Selection

1. Setting

a. Where does the story take place?

b. When?

Main Characters

a. Who is the "Good Guy" (on thewkire,horte)?

b. Who is the 'Bad Guy" (in the black hat)?

. Plot

a. What is the Conflict or problepa----,

',mos

b. Bow was it settled?

199



C DIP's

Queen Dukart

Diagnostic-Instructional Pattern:
IMC
NS

Rieder' Guide to Periodical Literature

1. What is it? Define it.

. Purpose: what is it used for?

3. Bow to use it.

4. When and where to use it.

V

5. Implementation of using the guide.

200
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Name

.

'Diagnostic - Instructional Patteri

Science

. Date

Pg. 4.177- v.\

.

I. PUNPOW (Stated in tares of vat I ;ant to prow')

II. APPARATUS:

A)

c.

t

. o 4

13) G)

11)

D) I)

E) J)

III. PROCADURE: (Science apparatus as in diagram; steps may be diagrammed
but directions should be specific.)

A.

c.

D.

IV. RESOLTS (Table results; graph when possible; use an additional page,

if necessary)
c

V. CONCLUSION: (Did it prove the purpose I stated?)

401
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C Dire

DiagOosti-InstructiOnal PariMrn

dr,

Topic: POLLUTION

Dote

TYPE OF POLWrION

1. Descripticin Of the situation (What, Where, Amount) \

2. Cause(*)

3. Effects) (immediate and long-range)

4. Current efforts, restrictions, and progreis in control

202
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C DIP's #

Diagnostic-Instructional Pattern,,
&men 'Geography

Location:

Date

log: 4,179

Topic

Where?

When?

Groups involved:

a. Major characteristics:.

b. Purpose: (Why?)

c. Important elements: (Who? What?)

d. Problems:

e. Environmental effects or changes: ($aw?)

203
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I) . -513.14,1172MIG RELDING ACTIFrrdp

i r _

\

I. Beadiness: Whuld you ilk; to
learq to ski or do you
already kart, how?' If so,

you should enjoy reading
about a form of skiing
Which takes much skill.

Source: RIAD Magazine, January
19. Look closely in table
of contents for page number
`of "Rot-doggers."

P4pose: Read 'o find out what
."hot-dogging"-is.

Comprehension Check: In the
back of this paper writ a
,17Wilough answer to the(

following'question;

What;ype of person woad
it dike to be a hot-dop,ger?-

. What would he be like?
-

4your_name-on your paper?,

Pg. 4:180

II. Readiness: Have you ever.

:'heard of acupuncture? It

is a medical practice in-
troduced by the Chinese.'

/

Source: ggAD Magazine,
19. Look in, table

tents:' "Getting

Purpose: geed th find.oUt how
acupuncture isdone.

r7
cya-

n

Comprehension Check: On the
Its1 of this paper write
a thorough =swop to- the
following questihn:'

How would the widespread
useof'adupuncturi Change
the medical world as you
.know At?

* Is your name oc yout paper?

Readiness: Are girla'really the
weaker sex? Can they de-

fend themselves?

Source: READ Magazine, February
2: Look.ia table of cot-
tents foi page putt of
"The Gentle' Way of e

weaker. Sex"

Purpose: Read to find out hot,

r and why Loran learned to.
defend herself.

Comprehension Check: On Chi-
ba off, this paper write
a thorough answer to the
following question:

. Wit-helpful and safe for
(a girl to talwa 3-month
coarse Le JUdo? Why or

*067

Is year ammelon your paper?

0

IV. Readiness: Do you believe in
girl power? Do you feel
girls are not treated
equally?

Source: ins, Feb-
2-./ Look ih-tabAs-01,

eonttats for page udiber
"Diary of a Mad 12 -year- 1
old"',

Purpose : . Read to find out how
her brother made her med..

Comprehension Check:. On the
back of this taper write a
thorough answer to the
following queltion:

What conclusiots can you
nobs, after reeding the
diary, why Busy is mad? .

tits your nese on ,your paper?



D SELF- DIRECTING READING ACTIVITIES

Pg. 4.147

eg

Readiness: Now that the U.S. has withdrawn its troops from Vietnam -
should we continue to give aid to rebuildiorVietnem? .
What about helping to rebuild Sodth Vietnam?

, . .

Source: Revs for You, March 7, 1973, "Will the U.S. Pay to Rebuild.
North Viepiama

?moire:. lead to find out howlithe pr *orious congressmen

feel about the'U.S. re

Compreheosion Check: 1)

oj
do many genitors and congressmen oppose

fo aid to Vietnam?

2) Who do mosAkink should, decide how.the countsy,
should be rebui4t? Give reasons for your

answer. 0

pollo4-Up: 1) 'Write a letter to your congresaan or senator
your opinion regarding U.S. aid to Vietnam. .

2) If you were to rebuild a country which facts would you
consi=der most important? Rank them order of impor-

tance.

Self Evaluation:

Readiness: We have often read that man has *Volved from the monkey
over a period of many zest.. But have you er 'thought

of making monkeys out of men?

Soutca: mat magazine, September 22.
Title: "Making Monkeys Out of Men";

Purpose; Read the selectidn to find out whpmen were

-I Comprehension Chock: '\

turned into monkeys.

1. problems did the ape make-up cease to the actors?
CauseEffect)

2./ If you were ap actor, would Au accept a star role in "Planet
of the Apis" 1 knowing these problems? Why? (Application)

1611°w-ft ActivitT: .01

A. Pretend you are a-prof make-up artist. Top havejust
bead assigned to do msfor a new movie "Earth, Year 25007.,

.
ap
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Pg. 4.182

What will your charactirs look like? What will you do to

transfers your 1973 man into an earthling of year 2300?.

(You may use illustratioCs.)

B. Actress Rim Hunter complained of being treated like,; freak
and poked at by visitors to the studio Vhile the was inipe

make -op. Do you think that animals in the zoo experience
the same ffelings and problems as Kim Bunter? Raglan yam
sewer.

Self-Evaluation:

I

Readiness: You're at a party with the gang. Someone offers you a

cigarette. What should you do? You dOn't really like
to smoke but the social pressure is on to "go along with

the rest".

Source: Seven is a Handy Figure
Title: "The Truth About Smoking" .

Survey: Survey your selection to get mentally tuned-in to the main idea.

Purpose: Read to findout what reasons teenagersoften give-for smoking.

.Comprehension Check:

1. Row de you know from this selection that many teenagers doe
realize the dangers of smoking? (Inference)

2. Is "the weeking group" in the minority among teenagers? How

do pc/ know? (VocAbrilary imfareaca)

Yollow-Up Activity:

A. Write a letter to the author of this article disagreeing with

him about his reasons why teenagers smoke.

E. Do some "digging" in the library. bind out.whaeanother health

expert has to saw about smoking. Compare the/ideas of the two .

people. (Ask the librarian Cbout.periodicals6)

self - Evaluation:

206
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imedlneks: You have been sentenced to DeZthiRow by the judge. Ton

-,

rill die `in the gas-climber. Why are you there? Whet-

. will you do?
/j

---Intirce:- Spotlight, scope - series
Title: "Caryl Chessman: 12 Years in Death Row"

eurvv: 'Survey your selection to ,get mentaily'tumed-insto the main

v ides.

Read the story to/find'olt why Capil Chessman was sentenced.
to Death Row. \

Comprehension Check:

4 Why NMS Mamma's death postponed so *many times? (Factual)

B. Do you think he should have been puto death? Why or why

not? (Judgment)

Follow-Up Activity:

cot

A. Whet has been happening to our country recently concerning

capital punishment? Try to find some newspaper and magazine

articles.

B. Maki): list of vocabulary words from the selectiOn which refer
to law and order the "breaking of" and the "enforcing of

Self-Evaluation:

207
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-- Follow-Up Activities With Self-Evaluation

"The Jig Han"

1.: Did Lou and Tony likeJim? Why or ehy not?

Pg., 4. i$4

2. ;hat did the twoboys buy? WI did they keep it a secret irom.Jimi

3. WereJLou and Tony afraid of Jim? Explain.

4, Who yes the, strongest?

a., Maly -.

,b., Jim
,

c.% Lou

a _ _ _

rind a word in the story that means to brag
,

6. Toby and Lou said they lifted barbells to

A. keep their 4Sun a secret.

b. build their area and chest

c. to try to make themselves as strong as Jim

ti

4

Bowmen do you think you did?

e

Which character did you like best?

208.
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Follow-Up Activities With Self-Evaluation

Pg. 4.185

items Data

. "Survival"

6

1. Approximetely:what year do you. think this story 'takes place?

2. What produCt.was the salesman selling? -Why did hip business

recently increase?

-

3. Why do yo; think the business executives were purchasing a bomb

'halter for themselves rather than their families?

4. Why didthe door on the bomb shelter close?

5. Why did the sea becdme so hostile with each other?

6. Explain how the executives were killed.

7. Explain the importance of the dreams which the salesman experienced.

8. Why did the stkesman no longer feel angry with the meniat the end

of the etoryl,

Scrim: Can you suggest any any that all of thtme people could have

survived?

laurtdid you learn'from this lesson?
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I -- Follow40 Activities With Self-Evaivation

"The. Trouble with Parents"

feed- to find out:

If the generatioh gap is known only to modern

day society.

Thinking skill
Directions: Write each answer in a complete sentence.

If these scenes sound familiar.

f

w.

1. People have always thought highly of good manners. Why do

you think this is so?

2. Do you think there is any time when good not

matter? If so, when?

Why? t

If you think good manners are always important, tell why.

3. Write several ways young people can asks money.

.

4. Who would bi--t imost likely pirsOn to stop you from

looking your best? Explain your answer.

3: What could one do if they were not pleased with their

appearance?

,

Now yell do you think you did on this assignment?

Good

f

lair Poor

THE PENNSYLVANIA STATE UNIVERSITY CONTENT AREA READING PROJECT

Cloze Test Assignment

jtiO
,Pg. 4.18 and Pg. 4.180 remilt due to poor reproducibility.



VOCABULARY EXER.CISE

Pg. 4.181 #

Vert is a list of advertising terms we learned earlier in the week. The

following exercise will help yoh.develop an understandIwbiltho words. The words

one binned more than once., When you fill in the blanks, the paragiaphs will tell -

a story related to advertising concepts we've studied.

..commercial

account executive

traffic

account

'persuasion

pro:duct

.work order

layout

copy

agency

a

Advertising uses all sources of media to sell a oduct . We are exposed

to advertising everywhere we go. Advertisers are co tantly using persuasion

tactice to sell us something. They do this in the ,fora of a commercial . We

rs, magazines and even billboards.bear them on TV and radio. We see ads in7.newsp

Often, a mstchcover will carry the name (4

don't.kpow we're being influenced.

When someone wants to push up sales

agency . Why?

knowledge and experience

Advertising agencies

run into millions of dollars. It is'the

busipass aspect and often lands the an

Because

aprOuct.

/

on a yproduct , he will often go to an

they are filled wit"( qualified personnel who have the

needed to'influencq the publier

get their profits 'from accounts . .Meny of these c*,

account Live who handles the

. If he loses an importent

Consequently, most of us
at

one, he might lOse his job. His is ugh careersfor-the pressure is constant.

Most of the information needed .111)04 a particular job is typed on a

work order . The work order is then processed .and distributed by the traffic

department. It is their job to keep track of everything. assistant usually

delivers a copy of the work order' to the account executive and media departments.

The oopywriters and artists need a Copy too. A copy of the work order will

describe the job to them so they'll'have an idea of what ko create. An artist

plans a layout and the copywritei writes copy . The layout and copy

together form a concept. The cono(ept is( presented to the account executive

who in turn presents it to the client. If the idea is approved, the results are

this advertisements which influence, brainwash, inform, entertain and cause us

to spend money.
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DU 442

s ,
Dr. Dupuis

s.

CLOZE PROCEDURES
FOR MATH

Funds of Sets

In counting the number \ eggs in the basket Figure 1-2--

one, three, four--you really each egg with, a as shako,

immicongi*e there are as many as there are numbers (1,2,3, ).

This pairing of with numbers is a -to-one correspondence.

ire in one-to- correspondence when each member one'set has one

in the other set, noHelement in either is without a partner.

pairing of point and on a number line another example of one -one

correspondence.

Can you all the members of set of whole numbers? you

start to write

0,1,2,3, 5,6...)

will never come to end of the list. three dots after the

are the mathematician's way indicating that the roster

_without end. A set his so many elements the process of counting

would never came to

list the members of

end is called an set. For example, you

all the fractions between and 1)

although rule enables you to them.

The Arithmetic of Sets: Intersection

The of two sets consists of the elements they have in common. por

example, if A (1,2,3,4,5) and B (3,4,5,6,7), the intersection of these sets

4ould be (3,4,5), which could be designated set C. The symbol for intersection

is (read "cap ").

In words: The of set k and see B is set C.

In symbols:, A B C.

or (1,2,3,4,5) (3,4,5,6,7) (3,4-,5)

It should be noted that the intersection of two sets is a of each set.

Intersection may also be represented pictorially by closed figures called

. The region within a is assumed to represent the set

being illustrated. Because each of the sets used in the problem is a subset

of U, U is called the universe or

212
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,Cipze Test

This passage comes fromMe Outsiders, pp. S5-86. Fill In the blanks.

I was sitting In the waiting room, waiting to hear haw Daily and

-Johnny were. I had been checked. and except for a

and a big across my back, I all right. I bad

them bring Daily and in on stretchers. Delly's . were

closed, but when spoke he had tried grin and had told

that if I ever a stupid thing like again he'd

beat the out of me._ He still swearing at me

they took him on . Johnny was unconscious. I been

afraid to look

wasn't burned. He just

sick. I

him, but I was to see that his

very pale and still sort of

have cried at the of him so still

I couldn't in front people.

Jerry Obod'had with me all the . He kept thanking

we getting the kids out. didn't seem- to mind

being holds. I told the whole Story -- starting

Dallas end Johnny and had met at the of Picket and

Sutton. left out the part the gun and our

a ride in the car. He was real about it and said

being lferoes would help us out of trouble,

since ItIWIIS self-defense

I was sitting' , smoking a cigarette, when

back In from a phone cell.
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Self-cotrecting Shoe for the Cloze Test from The OutsIders-7'.

tMis sitting In the wilting room, waiting to hear how Daily and

Johnny were i had been checked over and except for a few burns

nd a big bruise across my back, I was all right. I had watched

them bring Daily mild 4ohnny in on stretchers. Daily's eyes were

closed,,but when I spoke he had tried to grin and had told me that

If I ever did a stupid thing like that again he'd beat the tar out

of me. He was still swearing at me when they took him on in. Johnny'

was unconscious. I had been afraid to look at him,' but I was relieved

to see that his face.waset burned. He Just looked very pale sad

still and sort of sick. 1 would have cried at the sight of him so

still except f couldn't in front of people.

Jerry !food had stayed with me all the time. He kept thanking me

for getting the kids out. He didn't seem to mind our being hoods.

I told him the whole story-- starting when Dallas and Johnny and I

had met at the corner of Picket and Sutton. I left out the part

about the gun and our hitching a ride' in the freight car. He was

real nice about it and said that being heroes would help get us out of

/ trouble, especially since it was self-defense and all.

was sitting there, smoking a. cigarette, when Jerry came back

in from making a phone call.

Divide the number of words 9mitted (67) into the number of words that

you correctly supplied-

Independent Reading Level 57%

Instructional Reading Level 44-56%

Frustration Level below 44
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VOCANCLASI

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

LungcnoNAL S.

DRR 442
Dr. Dupuis

verb inner:time -ad prefixes pre-
-s in-,
-ins. un-
;-en . de-.

Ala-
.

auffiles -ful
(?) 4 -nese

adverb -by -er
-8X.Ce

adjective, -er -able
-est

PiOnmailation Clues for rultisyllabic words:

1.' When there is no other clue in )!' two-syllable word, the accent is Usually
on the first syllable.

41

Pg. 4.19

4 .

2. In inflectid or derived forts of words, the pTimery accent usually falls on
or within the root word.

3.- If de-, re-, be-, ex-,' in-, or a- is the' first syllable in a word, 'it is
usually unaccented.

4. No vowel letters together in/the last syllable of a word may be a clue to
an accented final syllable. /

'5. When there are two lne consonants within a word the syllable beIore the
double Consonants is usually accented.

. In words of three or more'Syllables, oneof the first tw' syllables is
usually accented.

Carol Winkley, "WhiCh Ac4nt Generalizations Are Worth Teaching?" The
Reading Teacher, .20, 3 (December 1966), 224. Reprinted by permission of the
International Redding Associacn and the author.
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Botany (Plants)

Forestry

Horticulture

Phycology

STRUCTURED OVERVIEW

( BIOLOGY

Prortista

Virology

Bacteriology

Anatomy

Physiology

Pathology

Ecology

Genetics

Evolution

216

4,.190

Zoology (Animals)

Entomology'

Ornithology

Ichthyology

r

.,,



STRUCTURED kERVIEW

Rhyme Rhythro

Alliteration Meter -,

Omomatapoeia Foot

POETRY

. Imagery

Simile

Metaphor

Allegory,

Symbolism

2,17

0

SOnnet

Ballad 4--

Pastoral

Elegy
.

Idyll

Ode

Lyric,

Epic

Pg. 4.191



#1 ROOT + SUFFIX

-Name s Pg. 4.20

Suffixes are syllables Which are added tm the'ends-of words and which ehgnge
the functions of the words. For example, the word,wonder (noun) becomes wonderful
(adjective) when you add the suffix.ful.

angelAnounl.+ is becomes angelic (adjective)
friend (noun) + ship becomes friendihip '(notani
sterile (adjective) r+ ize becomef-sterilize (verb)
soft (adjective) +: ly become's softly (adverb)

. NouvVsuffi xes: Adjective suffixes:

ion - state or condition less - without
1st - one who does ward - in the, direction of
ology - study of

k. Fill in each blank with the appropriate suffix.

1, The study of diseaieslir suffering is called path

nights left her weak and inactive:

3. The -condition resulting from inadequate eating is malrrutrit'4,' -

4. After we'll meet downtown for pizza.

5. -A chicken minus its feathers is feather , or

feathers.

6. A grapholog 's work is interesting since he/she studies
handwriting.

7. The study of handwriting is graph

8. Care work is oft n unacceptable to your instructors.

4. Move the .car for so our friends 'can park behind: it.

10. There was much confus before the 'dress rehearsal.

* Adapted from Ngw Student by Edward Spargo, Jamestown Publishers
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#1 ROOT + SUFFIX

II. Study this list of suffixes + their definitions:

ward.- in direction of
less - without
ion -_state or condition
ist - one who does
ology - study
ize - to make
en- wadeeof

Using the two groups of printed cards, make as many ctual words as you can

by matching a rooLword and a suffix or suffixe. Chec your dictionary to see

if you're correct; -

Pg. 4.200

List yourlwords.here.

* Teacher devised activity

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

Choose five of the new words and write sentence using each appropriately.
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, Suffix

i. -able

2. -once

-age

it. -al

5. -an

6. -ant (noun)

7. '-ant (adjective)

8. -ar

g. -ary

10. -ate

11. -ee

12. -en

13. -ence

14. -ent

15. Afic

16, -fy

17. -116

18. -ible

19." -ic

20. -ice

21. ,_-id

22:

23. -ion

24. -iist

25. -ije

26. . -ty

27. "-iVe

28. -less

fit

4'

COMMON SUFFIXES

220

Pg. 4.201

Meaning

capable of being

state of being i 2

act or condition

like or suitable for

person who

person who

state. of being

relating to

Place where

to make

person who is-

made of

state or quality

person who

causing or producing

to make

state or edition

capable of being *

,like or Made of

condition or quality

state or condition '

relating to

state of being__

person who.

to make

state or condition

r4lating to

without



Suffix

29; -wit
;30: -ology

31. -or

32. 4-ory

31k '-ous

34. -some

35. -tulle

.36. -ward

isCOMMON16UFFIXES cont'd)

state of being'.

study of

person who

place for

abounding in

r

rb.

221

tending to

condition

'direction or course

Pg. 4.202
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Pg. 4.203

1.

2.;

-3.

ANSWER KEYS

II. Possibilities:

homeless, homeward

golden

wooden

ology

less

ion

ward backward, backless

4. less, without helpless

6. is t meteorology, meteorologit

7, ology realize, realist

8. less dentist

.9. ward humorist, humorless

10. ion

1

f

222
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42 ROOt + PREFIX

Name Pg. 4.204

A prefix isi syllable which is added to. the beginning of a word and which
changes the meaning of the word.

1. Study the given list of prefixes + meanings. In each sentence underline
word.beginning with'one of these prefixes, and fill in the blank with the best
meaning for that prefix.

epi on circum - around

in - not sub - under

ammo:* one super - over, above

1. Whep Magellan's ship circumnavigated the_earth, it sailed it.

2. 'A Supervisor sees the work that is bting done.

3. We do see dangerous elementin our air that are invisible.

4. Subteranean passages ate located the ground.,

5.' A speaker wittia.monotope is often uninteresting to his listeners, since
his voice remains at level.

6. The distance a.circle is the circumference.

*0 7. An epidemic disease_is-an afflictiod a large number of people
at the same time.

8. Supersonic 'aircraft fly at speeds the speed of sound.
4

* Adapted from NOW Student by Edward Spargo, Jamestown Publishers

223 "L.
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Name
.

92 ROOT + PREFIX

II.. Each nonsense word below contains a prefix and a root word. Write the meaning
of each nonsense word. Then give an actual word that contains that.particular
prefix. (Use the givei lift of meanings)

Example: monofratei

1. antesolar

2. bipatek

3. circumgeo

4. inmdcro

5. subaqua

6. adpolis

* Teacher devised material

one brother

224
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B I.

1.' /around

ANSWER KEYS

II.

Pg . 4.206

I.", before the sun - ntecedent*

2. over 2.

3. not t 3.

4. under 4.

5. one 51

6. around 6.

7. on

over

* Answers will vary

2,25

two fathers - bisect*

around the earth - circumscribd*

flot small - inefficient*

under the water- submariRe*

toward the city adjacent* "=

V



COMMON MU I XES

Prefix Meaning

- 1. :lib- away or' from

2. ad- to or toward

3. ante- before

4. anti- against

5. bi-. two or twice

6. ci rad- around

7: comr, con- together or wAh

8. contra- against

9. de- down from

10. dis- apart

11. dia- through or around

12. ex- out of

13.. in- not

14. i 1 - not

15. ir- not

16. in in or into

17. inter- between

18. mono-

19. non-

20. ob-

21. pan -

22. per-

23. peri -

24 . pos t -

25. pre-

. 26. pro-

27. re-

28 retro-

226

.Pg. 4.207

L

_ _

one

not

against

a 1 1

through

around

after

before

for or forward

back or again

backward



COMM PREFIXES (c*tont'd)

Prefix \-" Meaning

29. se- aside

30. semi-
.,

31. sub-

32. super-

!
33. trans -

34. tri-

35. un-

227

ti

half

under 1

over or above

across

three

not

Pg. 4.208



'Iatin -Roots

.Sten

114 act
an

"annu
aqua
alter
cud, audi
bonus

cap, capt
capit
ced, teed, cess
cide
cfaus, cludclus
cred, credit

cur, curs
di c, diet

duc, duct

lac, fact'
fer
fin

frater
fund, fus

Jac, Sect
'jum, junct
luc

luda..

NM U
medi

'nit, miss
mort
pater
ped
plic
port
pat .

pos

pyro, pyr
scrib, script

sequ, secut
sent, sensi

string, strict
ten, tend, tent
tract
ven, ventr
vert, vers
rid, vis
voc, vok'

volv, volu,volut
vict

vol

C

LIST'OF COMMON ROOT WORDS

Meaning

do, drive, act
to love
year
water
another
to

good
to take
head
to' go, yield

to kill

to close
to believe
to run
to say, word
take, lead
equal

to do
bear, carry
end, ftnish
rather
o pour

to throw
to join
-light

the moon
hand

middle
to send
dead
father
foot

to fold
to carry
peace

to place
fire

to write

tgrfollow
to feel

to look at
to breathe
to bind tight
to hold; stretch
to draw, pull
to come
to turn
to see
to call
to roll.
live

,

to wish

.228

Stem

anthrop

rchaae
aster
auto

bibl

chrom
chron

cosmos
crat, cracy
crypt'

cyc.l

dem
der;

dox

dyna

gam

geno

geo
7 geron
,gram, gra<
gyn

hetero
homo
hyd r

lith

mania 41.

mega

meter
micro
miso, mos
morph

naut
nym
octo
ortho

pan

path
phil

phob
phon
photo
pod

polls

pseudo
psych
pyr
scop
soph

tele
-the ,

tom
zo -.

Pg.)4.209

Greek Roots

Meaning,

man
chief
ancient
star

seolorboo

color
time
universe
power, role
secret, hidden

'circle
people,

ttlfilef

power
marriage
race, type
earth
old fen
write
woman
different
same
water
stone
madness for
great

Measure
small

hatred

form

name
eight
straight, correct
all

feeling, suffering
love

fear

sound
light
foot

city
false,
mind
fire
see
wise

god

cut
animal, life



r.-

It is important to Oe able to look at a word and to know which is the
prefix, the'root word, 4nd the suffix. In the following words,
the prefix; underline the root; draw a box around thetsuffixt

,.- Name Pg. 4.210

ROOTS, PREFIXES, AHD SUFFIXES

T. inscription

2. disappointment,

3. reneiable

4. constructive

5,. tinseas4tiable

6. relentlets

7. unwholesome

8. protectorate

229
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Name Pg . 4 .

i3' ROOTS, PREFIXES ANO SUFFIXES

Using your knowledge of prefixes, roots, and suffixes.,tetermine whether each
statement is true or false. You may use your lists for help. Code each
sentence'- true or false.

1. A bilifigUal person, may speak three or more languages.

2. A person who is.hypersensitive is often upset by others' remarks.

3. Aluminumlifbil is a translucent material.

4. The National Conventions are antecedents to the 'Presidential election.

5. A misanthropist is very sociable and enjoys being with others.

6. A transcontinental airlines travels only within the Americas.

7. The doctrine in which everything is considered as part of God is pantheism.

8. Postmortem refers to that which occurs before death.

230
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-II. -A. .

For this activity, you
during the lesson, and
a person who is alone.
mats, etc. Remekber:
word; you must include-
inventions.

Pg. 4.212

Name

ROOTS, PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES

will choose a partner. Use the cube's you completed
invent your own words. Example: monoanthropion -
You,emy combine prefix, root, and suffix or two-
-you cannot combine a prefix and a suffix to make i
the root -- the main part of the word. Write your

Make as many as you can,

1.

2.

3.

4. .

5.'.

6.

7.

* Teacher devised activity.

but ''invent" at least seven.

231
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Name Pg. 4.213

03 ROOTS, PREFIXES AND SUFFIXES

II. -.I; i

lingtions; Invent some words (Column A) and definitions (Column 8). Uie
yourtTi-Iti of common prefixes, mots, .and suffixes. For practice, match-
the nonsense word to the correct definition in the examples.

Examples: A mg. 8

1. pyrobelcher one who loves himself

octopad a volcano

3. autophile eight footed animal

4. bonophono the good sound

Coiplete the page kith your inventions.

1. astermortis death of a star

2. pseudophilo

3.

4:

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

12.

4', Activity devised by Arthur Heilman

232
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Vie a

C -A

1.

2.2 -13,1PPO1 ni; -,.,

AMSWER KEYS

II . -A

Answers

-wi 1 l

vary

Pg. 4.214

I1.4

Examples: 4

B - 3 ,
,.

1

2

4 -:'

1. given

2. given n

All other answers
will vary.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

False,

True,
.

False

True

False

Fal se
i

True

False

3..

4'. (tructIR
5. gseason614

6. glen

7. ewho 1 eFomej

8. etea_Iia

#
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Name

#4 DOUBLE ROOT WORDS

-A.

Pg. 4.215

Two.toots have been combined to make a nonsense word. Circle the b'st
meaning foreach word. You may need to use -your givenlists and to refer
_to our lesson. .

1. lithosanthrop -

a. statue e b. waterway c. mode of transportatjon

2. philgraph

.14 doctor's prescription b. lovenote -46,amdical chart'

3. lunaphoto

a. picture ofemoon b. moonlight c. the tides

4. archaepolis

a. leg disease b. distant light c. ancient city

5. biblioscriptist

a. minister bitnter c. author

Whatdoes the suffix mean?

4

The words below are actu41 words which contain two roots. Circle the best
meaning for each word.

1. pyromaniac

a. one who steals b. one who drinks too much
c. one who likes to set fires'

. autocracy ,

a. government by women b. self-government c. 'government by the

7
#0

people

3. mudonym

a. false name b. type of fabric c. a surname

4. chronometer

a. 'color chart b. watch c. device for measuring speed

5. genocide

a. killtng,of insets b. killing of brother
c. killing of a race of people

-

* _Adepted-froematerials by Arthur.Heilman
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Name

i4 DOUBLE ROOT WORDS

By using your knowledge of root words and with the help of the list given,
write the meaning of each word below. Then check the dictionary and cecord_
the definition.. Compare the similarities. Knowledge of roo9rEF-ble help-
ful in attacking unfamiliar words.

1. pyrometer your definition:

dictionary:

2. bibliophile - your definition:

dictionary:

3. crytogram - your definition:

dictionary:

4. gerontocracy - your definition:

dictionary:

5. astronaut - your definition:

dictionary:

6. microcosm - your definition:

dictionary:

235
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fS FUN WITH NONSENSE WORDS

A FAMOUS TALE: 1 RED RIDING HOOD

Pg. 4.218

I. lead the folidWing excerpt from a famous ale - 'Red Riding Hood'. Using

context (the meaning of the sentence) and your knowledge of prefixes and

roots, determine the meaning of each capitalized prefix. Record your-answ er,

On a separate sheet of paper.
I

Once upon" time there was a little girl who lived IN a cottage at the

edge of the woods. Her mother had made PRO her a little-red hoo# which

'she alieys wore whenever she went EX. For this reasoh she was cal led

_little Red Riding Hood.

One day Red Riding Hood was playing COM her-dolls SUB the big oak tree
when her mother called AD her PER the open window.

II

*Take this ba'sket of goodies to Grandma. She is IN feeling well :'

'Yes, mother, r1ght DE.'

Shelpropped her dolls CONTRA the tree, promising thei that she would be RE

very soon.

Little Red Riding Hood ran to get the basket, but Pe she left, she put on

her _red hood..

Her mother had packed so many things in the basket that Red Riding Hood had

to hold it INTER both arms and, close 08 her side to carry it. But the little

girl was happy to carry the heavy basket because it was for Grandma. DIS

from her father and mother, Grandma was her very favorite person.

And so Red Riding Hood started off to visit Grandma. She followed the path

which took her deep EM the woods.

Using the same procedure, determine the meaning of each capitalized ROOT- WORD 4n

the continued text of "Red Riding Hood'. Record your answers.

Red Riding Hood had to stop often to PON down the basket. It was so heavy

to FER. She would TEND her arms and catch her SPIR.

.z'
On one of these stops Red Riding Hood FACed friends with a family of squirrels.

Mr. and-Mrs. Squirrel had YEN to YID what this red creature was. They et-

changed friendly LOC§and Red Riding Hood gave them some cookies from the

basket. Then she crprid the basket in her arms again and pontinued to follow

the path which DUCTed to Grandma's house.

At about the halfway point Red Riding Hood ARCHed to have the feeling that

someone or something was following her, always TENing her in view but never-

showing what GEN of creature he was.

Red Riding Hood said a little prayer, "Dear THEO, make him a friendly creature."

Suddenly at MONO PERT in the path there was a big wolf leaning against etree

with ,arms PLICed, for all the world as if he had been waiting for her.
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A FAMOUS TALE: RED RIDING HOOD (cont'd)

Pg. 4.219

The holf's big stile and friendly greetinrdispelled her fears.

*Where are you going, Little Red Riding Hood?"-

'Mother is Rating these'goodies to Grandma. She's not feeling well
today. I must hurry.; Goodbye, Mr. Wolf." And the little girl hurried
on her way.

Material - Basic Vocabtilar Skills, McGraw -Hill

r
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#5 FUN WITH NONSENSE WORDS

III. CRYPTOGRAM

Yogi have learned that.crypt = secret and gram = writing. (alio letter).

Therefore, a cryptogram is a Message written in a code of some type.

Now, you will use your knowledge of prefixes, roots, and suffixes to make your

OWN cryptogram.

Writifa secret message to a friend.

E4414; Mono ped is epi the hydro.

One foot is in the Mater.

N
Give it to a partner and let . translate it or "crack the code".

239.
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I. . #5. ANSWER KEYS

Fairy Tale

I. II.

1. IN -.in 1. PON - put

2. - for 2. FER - carry

.3. EX out 3. TEND - stretch

4. COM - with 4. SPIR - breath

5. SUB under 5. FAC - made

6. AD - to 6. VEN -.come

7. PER - through 7. VkD see

Z. IN - not 8. LOG - words

9. DE - away 9. CEPT - took

10. CONTRA - against 10. DUCT -led,

11. RE - back 1-1. ARCH - began

12. PRE - before 12. TEN - hoidi-na

13. INTER - between 13. GEN - kind

14. OB - against- 14. THEO - God

15. apart 15. MONO -=-one

fNe

240 .

16. VERT - turn

17. PLIC - folded

18. MITT - sending

Pg. 4.221
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TE:11300K EVALUATION (=MIST

Bibliegraithitel information:

Title
Autber(s), Edition
Pablieber, City, Copyright year
Ctade level designed for
Seklect matter arse

other materials available (check)

A.. Mechanics:

Check for the following elements:

Teacher's Guide/Manual
Teacher's Edition of Text
Workbook
Lab Manual
Audio Visual materials
Other (explain}

Pg. 4.21,

11 Illustrations. Are pictUres'included for a good reason, do they provide

added interest to the written text, or are they just included because
textbooks are "supposed" to have pictures? Sufficient?

2. es. they areAresent inks sure that they are indeed snmeszies,

t4;17::itharcconclusionslkhat might ketter be drawn by the student.

3. Bibliography. More than one? Row organized?

4. Maps, if applicable to the subject area.

5. Charts and graphs - should always include instructions for interpretation.
Convenient for use?

6. Glossary of unfamiliar and technical terms, should include pronunciation.

7. Index

8, Table of contentsi---should include topics and subtopics for easy reference,

not just chapter titles

9. Size of print,.type af-paper, other printing concerns.

I. Study Aids:

1. Does the book provide: center headind, side headings, italicized sentences
and words, sections for study and discussion, projects that can be conducted,
and/or suggested readings.

2. Does the book have unique approaches (e.g., additional material on specific
topics) to capture the student's attention or interest?

3. Does the iiidok preseni'good questions that can be used in study or class
discussion ?, At what comprehension levels? Give exempla..

4. Does the book define keycerms or concepts? How? (in Context, set off,etc.)

5. Mich study skills are taught? Bow are the) covered?

6. Is there any other reading skill developdent? If so, describe it.

r
9
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C. Presentation of leterial

1. Hoyt. is the book organized? (Topical, chronological, etc.) Describe

(ass sentence).

2. Isiectual material occUrate? Sufficient? Explain. Examplei of in-

smtexecits, if any.

3. Axe. concepts well developed? Explain.

A. Is the emphasis on fact or Concept? Is it proportional? Explain.

5. List topics which see* ve in this book. What is missing in each wc.'k

torte! List topics which are not covered but should be.

6. What type or group of Students would,benefit most /roe using this book?

Which onesk.would benefit least from-it?

7. To what extant is a oulti-ethnic approach integrated into this text?

Give 1 or 2 examples, if possible. What ethnic group are included?

Is the role of wmeen'pottrayed suitably?

D. Authorship. (See prefaces, title page, etc.)

1. Harthe author taught the subject?
2. Has be tried out this material in classroocs?

3. Is the author's point of vie!, theory or philosophy in harocny with yours

in content and/or learning process?

4. Are different points of view; expressed on controversial issues? Name

2 or 3 such issues in this text.

5. Does the author agow readers to form their own conclusions?

Pg. 4.210".

E. Readability. Each hook will be reviewed by 2 of the following procedures -

The Try'graph and one ether.

1. Dieing the Pry Roadability Graph (next pogo) :

a. moose 3 100-word samples fr-m different sections of the book,.

Do not include proper n-uns.

b. count the number -f syllables cod the number Of sentences;per

hundred words. .

c. average the 3 Set# scores for each book.

d. plot the average on the Pry graph. (See sample on graph attached-)

2. Creating a Readability Resume (from Aukarnan, QAT, 3:

a. choose a 500-wcrd sample

b. list all hard words (terns, other difficult words)

c. count wordswith 3 syllables c r more

d. count sentences
e. count subordinate clauses
f. prepare chart:_

1. Average sentence length

2. Number of subordinate clauses

3. Nunber of word* with 3 syllables or sore

4. Number of hard words x5

5. Total (Add 1-4)

This is a weighted readability score and nust be compared with Acres

freer other books for this subject and grade level.
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3. tieing the fog Index (gobert $ ) :

Pg. 4.212

1. Art awn the number of wore in successive sentences: (If the article

is long, several samples.) Stop on the sentence which ends

addilit the 00-word total. Divide the total by the number of sen-

tunes.- Tbi gives the average sentence length.

2. Count the numher of words, three syllables or more per 100 words.

MO not count the words (1) that are capitalized, (2) that are WOO*

binatians of short easy words (bookkeeper, butterfly), (3) words .

which are verb tom made three syllables by adding -ad -er -es

(like created or trespassed). his givei you the percentage of

heslwords.in the passage.

3. yt, get the Pbs index, total the two factors just counted and multiply

by 0.4.

Peg Index Re&-ing level by grade

'17 College graduate

16 College senior

15 .
College junior

14 College sophomore-

13 College freshman

12 Eigh school senior

11 High school junior

10 High school sophomore

9 High school freshman
Eighth grade

7 Seventh grade

6 Sixth grade

Using 'the ?leech "Reeding Rase" formula:

(Flesch, Rudolf, P. "elegy Readability Yardstick" Journal

Psychology; 32 (June, 1948), 121-33.)

* Recommended for Literature texts

lied

a. choode 3-5 samples of 100 words each.. (contract hyphenated

words count as one word.)

b. count number of syllables in;each sample. With symbols or

figures, count according to pronunciation ($ two 'syllables;

1918, four syllable!). Discount lengthy figures (1,255,356)

or formulas (e we ), as a rule.

c. figure average number of words in a sentence. (Count er

.sentences elements =Zing with periods or semi-colons).

d. figure the lumber of pers-mol words (all first, second, third

person pronouns) and plurals (people, falls).

To get the percentage of personal words, divide the number of

personal words by the total number of words.

e. Piguss the number of spoken sentences (narked by quotation uarks);

number of questions, connands, etc. gassed to the reader;

amber of exclamations and grammatically incemplete statements.

To get the percentage of eleieonel sentences, divide this total

number of personal sentences by the total number of sentences.

f. Figure the Reading Ease score by this formula:

206.835-.846i1-1.01581

g. Figure the Huron Interest score by this formulae.

B.I. 3.635pv + .314 pro.
ehares4.4eememesumber of syllables per 100 words -

A. al v average number of words per sentence

2411 per percentage of,personal words per 100 cards

pro percentage of personal SOMOUCSS 100 words



h.-- Pit the

lisading lase
Score

Q to 30
30 to 50
50 to 60

60 to 70
70 to 80
80 to 90
90 to 100

ilustan

Interest'
Score

0 to 10
10 to 20
20 -to 40

40 to 60
60 to 100

5.

6.

v,6

scores into these two tables:

Pg. 4.213

Pattern of "Reading Ease" Scores

Syllables

ofcrSt:le 4S:=1111 per IOC Words

Average Sentence
Length in Words '

Very difficult Scientific 192 or more 29 cr are

Difficult Academic '167 25

. Fairly Dif--
ficult

Quality 155 21

Standard-- Digests 147 17

Fairly easy Slick-fiction 139 14

Easy pulp-fiction 131 11

Very easy Comics - 123 or less 8 or less

7 Pattern of "amen Interest" Scores

Description
of Style

Percentage of

Typical Personal

Magazine Words

Percentage of
Personal
Sentences

Dull spientilic 2 or lass
LS

Mildly intc-rc.otint Trade 4

Interesting Digests 7 15

Highly interesting New' Yorker 11 32

Dramatic Fiction 17 or nicre 55 or more

Using the Kane Readability Formula:
*Recommended for methemetics texts

Uesjormule.II,'as described in Helping Children Read Mathematics, pp. 30-31,

ff. Be sure you have read all of chapters 2 and 3 before you atteaTtthe

formula. t

Using the SMOG Formula:-
.

(McLaughlin, G. Harry., "SMOG Grading-A New Readability Formula", Journal

of leading, 12, (May, 1969), 639-646.

a.

b.

c.

d,

choose 3 sets of 30 sentences from places thrOughout the book;

count -the number of words with 3 or less syllables (polysyllabic words)

in each set of 30 sentences;
average the 3 numbers of polysyllabic words;

develop a grade level using this formula:

SMOG grading 3 + square root of polysyllable count

2a 5


